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Farm, Garden and Household, 
My Orchard. 
W hen i came into possession ol my 
present home, two years last April, I found 
three dozen apple trees on a light sandy 
loam. They hud been set seventeen years 
and had attained a fair size for the time 
they had been growing. The outside trees, 
however mere niucii the hugest and 
healthiest, although the whole orchard 
had a generous space lor each tree. Ten 
ol ihose in the centre ol the orchard ap- 
pear, ,i to have given up to die. The bark 
w as dead in spots, or rather in sections oi 
f a, trunk, and ou many of the trees tiie 
ends of the limbs were dead. The previ- 
ous owner could not account lor this con- 
dition. 1 finally came to the conclusion 
that the preceding dry season must have 
a used the decay, as the ground was 
, ,,v,-red with grass which would appropri- 
ate to itself all dews and light rains that 
fed. and leave the trees to seek for moist- 
ure and sustenance in a sandy subsoil. 
hi- view lias been confirmed beyond a 
uibi by the results of my subsequent 
t eatment, which was to exterminate the 
grass :1iid at the same time bring the roots 
back again where they could obtain nour- 
sluuent. J o secure both of the results at 
the same time, I gathered seaweed drift 
m the marshes, sods from the bogs and 
ail kinds ,»1 trash 1 could get hold of, that 
would smother the grass and cause it to 
nourish instead of famishing the trees. 
Around most of the trees 1 put loam a 
u zcii feet in diameter and six to eight 
in, I, -s in depth One tree appeared in a 
bopclc's condition, with bark dead all 
around the trunk save about four inches; 
o,p (Is,* badly dead. I cut the dead bark 
iicn to ;ve bark, cut dead limbs off, 
-a,care,.I the trunk with manure, wrapping 
a doth around to keep it in place, and 
a:.-,, to pi,,feet the trunk from the sun. 
I ll cloth 1 Look oft the past fall and 
loir,,I as tin,- a bark all around the trunk 
IS could be desired. 1 also dug a trench 
irouud the tree, six feet from it, one foot 
wide am) about as deep; cut all exposed 
",(> smooth, with a knife. Into this 
ticiich 1 put six inches of line manure, 
mixing it with good loam The past sea- 
,.1, s go,wth lets been yen vigorous, the 
limit the largest and smoothest seen in 
fliis vicinity. 
am giving t particular account, oi uie 
tri atiuent. of this tree because it illustrates 
what can be accomplished with even an 
appaientlv hopeless case. 1 have also 
gone over most of the least vigorous trees 
arid ( lit ill the ends of the brandies that 
were not perfectlv healthy. The result is 
satislactory. 
I lug around several trees during the 
jin-, summer, on a circle as large as the 
■ ireamlerenee of the branches, and buried 
dt a barrel of tish, a foot deep. Hope 
iu hear from them ill the tuture. I will 
11 so 'late that shells, old mortar, old 
hiiigles, corn cobs, rotten wood, mulch 
from the wood house, trimmings from the 
to o' cut up. corn stubble. Ate., &c., tied 
their way into the orchard and play an 
inportant part in rejuvenating my trees, 
vhieh process is being developed very 
atisfaetorily. Many of the trees have 
home well the past season and made a fine 
growth of wood. 
I am ol the opinion that an apple tree, 
judiciously treated as to nourishment, 
mulching, and root and branch prunning, 
in be perpetuated in life and bearing 
audition. I can recall many facts point- 
ing in this direction. 
As you have referred to what you term 
spots,*1 I will say that one ot my trees 
nears apples one side sweet and the other 
sour. 1'lie tree appears like a greening. 
1 had a tree ot like character in Rhode 
Island, ll was planted as a greening, and 
one side ol the Iruit was greening and the 
opposite side a rich sweeting, unlike any 
apple 1 ever tasted. 
The past season has been exceptional 
with me as to the (.-fleets ot pruning. For 
several years 1 have pruned when the 
trees were in full blow. This time was 
recommended to me by your former edi- 
-r. the Hon. Simon Brown. The period 
referred to has been perfectly satislactory 
until the past season, when 1 found that 
the sap was so thin that it flowed from the 
tree as freely as water. On exatilim ng the 
trees 1 tumid where pruning was done the 
previous year, and from wounds one halt 
grown over, the sap was flowing and run- 
ning down the branches, and seemingly 
< 'tliltmj the bark. 1‘lease tell me, you that 
ran, the cause oi this condition of the 
'Up, I tancy it may be owing to the treat- 
ment the trees have had the past three 
seasons, in connection with the timely 
rains we Jiad the past slimmer, so stimu- 
lating their growth as to keep up an un- 
usual flow of sap late in the season. The 
leaves continued green late in the season. 
I visited an orchard in Mattapoiset soon 
alter the Iruit was set, to see trees and 
learn from their owner the result of his 
practice of applying sal soda, copperas, 
and a decoction of tobacco, when in bloom. 
While going over his orchard. 1 noticed a 
tree lull oi Iruit upon one side and little 
on the opposite side. Found, upon in- 
-jiiirv. that the cause was the putting of 
manure on the side ot the tree whore the 
apples were and none on the opposite side. 
II was a new revelation to me that one 
side reap no benefit from it, and led me to 
-examine a tree, partly around which 1 
buried some hors,: feet crabs the previous 
year. The result was the same in my 
> us.- as in that of my friend in Mattapoiset. 
These facts may be known generally, but 
1 own to previous ignorance of results 
flowing from partially manured trees. 
< hie inference from such results is mani- 
fest, \ iz that the roots on the side ol the 
tree that has food provided tor them will 
impart nourishment only to the side of the 
tree to which they are connected. [N. K. 
1'armei 
Farming a Dull Business. 
Talking with a very bright anil ambi- 
tions young woman, a farmer’s daughter, 
where we stopped over night, she said 
farming was a dull sort of life. “Yes,” 
said a young man of twenty-two years, 
there is no incentive to work; it is all 
hum-drum, routine, and hard work—no 
relaxation of effort, and nothing to stim- 
ulate the mind.” 
“What nonsense!” we replied. There 
is even thing for a stimulus. Each farm 
is a world itsell, about which those who 
have lived upon it know little or nothing, 
comparatively. Suppose, lor example, 
we were to ask how many kinds of grass- 
es—real grasses—grow on your farm— 
could you tell us, with their correct names, 
habits and history ? Suppose we ask you how many species ot plants are indigen- 
ous, on your farm, and the names of these 
plants, time of flowering, color of flowers, 
soil and locality in which they grow— could you tell us? Suppose we were to ask \ou how many species of birds visit 
your farm every year, the time of their 
arrival and departure, their habits while 
with you, their names and their habits 
while absent from \ our locality the balance 
of the year—could you tell us? Suppose 
we ask you how many species of insects 
are to be found on your farm—their names, 
history, habits, whether injurious to you 
or not, upon what trees or plants they 
live, when and how often they appear, and 
how long they stay—could you tell us? 
Suppose we ask you to show us specimens 
of the grasses and other plants, the birds, 
insects, etc., which may be gathered with- in your boundary fences, could you showr 
them to us ? And yet, if you were to un- dertake to acquire the knowledge we have -uggestetl by these inquiries, you would Imd your life too short; yet the knowledge you would gam, the interest you would .soon take in it, and the knowledge of 
your own impoteucy you would acquire would prove to you that it i9 >10t the farm that is a dull place, but it is y0n who are 
dull! [Rural New Yorker. 
A short-horned steer was butchered in 
Detroit, recently, which weighed 4110 lbs. 
alive, and yielded iiOOO lbs. of dressed 
beef. This is believed to be the largest animal ever slaughtered lor beef on this 
continent. 
President (filbert ol the'Maine State Ag- 
ricultural College, says that it has been demonstrated by practical tests that, on an average for the whole year, it takes 
Pounda of milk to make a 
Pound of butter. 
^Vinter Dressing of Asparagus Bads. 
A writer in the English Gardener’s 
Magazine says that lie could never under- 
stand why gardeners in private establish- 
ments, and those who have the manage- 
ment of market gardens, should so widely 
differ in their practice ol the winter dress- 
ing of asparagus beds. The farmer, either 
late in the autumn or the commencement 
of winter, spreads over his beds a thick 
covering of decayed matter. He then digs 
from the alleys or trenches between the 
beds a quantity ot soil which is strewn over 
the mauure on the top of the bed, giving 
the bed an even slope toward the bottom of 
the trench. When this is done the trench- 
es between the beds are filled with plenty 
ol rotten manure, into which, in the grow- 
ing season, the roots ot the asparagus 
find their way. Early in the spring the 
beds are lightly forked, a portion of the 
soil going toward filling up the alleys; 
thus iii some degree the beds are lowered. 
With the market gardener the practice 
is different, lie makes good the side of 
his bed in the spring; and instead of re- 
ducing the quantity of the soil, he adds to 
the top of his beds; thus their depth is in- 
creased. The reason for these opposite 
systems of culture appears to be that t le 
market gardener, in order to obtain as- 
paragus lit for the market, must have each 
stalk ot a sufficient length, in order to 
make saleable bundles; therefore it is nec- 
essary that there should be an extension 
of its growth underground, because when 
it reaches a few inches over the surface it 
must be cut, or the shoots would soon be- 
come unfit for the table. With the private 
gardener the length of stalks is not of so 
much consequence, because they are sent 
to the kitchen in a loose state; and there- 
fore a very little more than the length of 
the saleable portion is required tor that 
purpose. 
Soot as a Gakuks Feutilizeu. Per- 
haps it may have occurred to some of our 
lady readers that the refuse soot ol our 
chimneys is one of the most valuable 
stimulents and fertilizers they can have 
tor their garden flowers. The following 
incident ot practical experience is from a 
lady contributor to the Rural Carolinian : 
During two seasons we nursed, led and 
petted the Hartford prolific grape vine—as 
much for its shade over the window as for 
its fruit—but it persisted in remaining a 
stunted cane, yellow, and refusing to 
climb. Despairing a shade, grapes and 
roses, we finally bethought ourselves of 
soot as a manure, and forthwith made a 
‘■soot tea" by steeping a teacup of soot in 
a quart of water. This we administered, 
two doses each, to both the trees and the 
vine, 'l’lie vine grew six feet in height in 
[lie space of six weeks, the rose bush four 
feet in the same length id' time—both 
therefore rejoiced in living green. 
A scientilic agriculturist reports that lie 
has lound as high as thirty per cent, ol 
cream in the last pint of milk drawn 
from a cow, when the first pint from the 
same cow yielded only nine and a half 
per cent. 
A lot of Texan cows imported into Sims- 
bury, Conn., have brought the Texan cat- 
tle disease into that town and a large num- 
ber of cows have died with it. one farmer 
losing ten almost at once. 
The growing ol winter wheat in pref- 
erence to spring wheat is greatly increas- 
ing in the West, as it is not so susceptible 
to damage from unfavorable seasons. 
The breathing of impure air or the 
drinking of impure water by cows, even 
lor a single day, vitiates the quality of the 
milk—a practical hint to farmers. 
Hardening is a part of the educational 
system of Sweden, and upwards of '_’,00U 
schools have gardens for planting attached 
to them. 
A Californian has raised GO tons of e.tli- 
liages from three acres of land, and got 
$1,000 in gold for them. 
What W. C. Means. 
One time, not ever-so-long ago, a Bos- 
ton gentleman anil his wife determined on 
spending their vacation in the country— 
even in New Hampshire, in a good fann- 
er’s family. Early in the season they had 
talked over the matter and decided exact- 
ly what they wanted and what they would 
iio; and having been by friends referred 
to a good old couple in the interior of the 
State, the}’ wrote and engaged board for 
a lew weeks. It took considerable time to 
settle matters, so many little things oc- 
curred to the wife to be arranged for, but 
at last everything was satisfactorily ad- 
justed. The letter was to announce when 
they might be expected; and just here 
something prompted the thought in the 
woman’s mind, and she insisted that her 
husband should inquire of the farmer how 
far away the water-closet was from the 
house; tor at some extremely well-regu- 
lated country homesteads that institution 
is a trifle less than a quarter of a mile from 
the lire place. ‘Don’t you forget it,’ said 
the wife; because il it is as far olf as some 
are, l will not go—so there.’ 
Well, the husband wrote to the tanner, 
and told him about what time, he should 
leave Bostou, which road he should take, 
and when be might be expected, lie for- 
got, until he had signed his letter the in- 
quiry his wile had directed him to make, 
so he added the following interrogatory as 
a postcript—■T\ S.—Will you please inform 
me how lar it is from the house to the 
W. C. ?’ 
In good time the farmer got the letter. 
Everything but the postscript was explicit 
and needed no interpretation; but what 
was the meaning of ‘W. C.!’ The honest 
old farmer and his honest old wile were 
ooui—ugurauveiy speaking—siuuk. ney 
scratched their heads and thought; hut all 
to no jiurpose. They couldn't answer the 
lettef until they knew what ‘\V. 0.’ meant, 
of course, and with all their study and 
shrewdness its meaning they could not dis- 
cern. The old farmer went out into the 
lield about his work ; but all the while ‘\V. 
C.’ was before his eyes, and the explanation 
was the worst puzzle he ever knew. All at 
once it came to his mind like a flash. 
■Poll!’ said he; ‘of course that’s it;’ and 
away he went to the house. ‘Wife,’ said 
he, ‘I’ve got it!’ ‘Have you?’ said she; 
well for goodness’ sake, then, what does 
•\V. C.’ mean?’ ‘Why, it is the meeting- 
house, of course,—Wesleyan Chapel.’ 
Jt seems that a small chapel had been 
built to accommodate two neighborhoods, 
the distance being about the same from 
each; and the farmer discovered that his 
to-be city boarders were church-going peo- 
ple, and wanted to know how far it was to 
the meeting-house. Having discovered the 
meaning of the at first mysterious initials, 
he sat down to write, and imitating the 
style ot his correspondence, he reserved 
his answer to the inquiry till the last, and 
then added the tollowing extraordinary 
information '.—P. S.—It is three miles anti 
a halt to the ‘W. O.,’ and you have to go 
early to get a seat. 
It is conjectured that it was now the I 
Boston gentleman’s turn to puzzle over ‘W. 
C.,’ but our informant came away soon 
after the farmer’s letter was written, and 
the result of the correspondence lias not 
been made public. 
“Oh ! your nose is as cold as ice,” a Bos- 
ton father thought lie heard his daughter 
exclaim the other evening as he was read- 
ing in the next room, lie walked in for 
an explanation, but £he young fellow was 
at one end of the sofa and the girl at the 
other, while both looked so innocent and 
unconscious that the old gentleman con- cluded that his ears had deceived him, and 
so retired from the scene without a word. 
One dav lust week a gentleman opened a hole 
in an eddy, at Lyndon, Vt., and removed with his hands nearly 300 pounds of pickerel and suckers. 1 he same thing was done a year or 
two ago at the same place. The fish crowd up 
to the hole in the ice for a freer breath and are 
captured. 
Cares of Every Day. 
OIi! trilling tasks so often done, 
Yet never to be done anew ! 
Oil! carps that come with every sun, 
Morn after morn the long years through ! 
We shrink beneath their paltry sway— 
The irksome calls of every day. 
The steady strain that never stops 
Is mightier than the fiercest shock; 
The constant fall of water-drops 
Will groove the adamantine rock; 
We feel our noblest powers decay, 
In feeble wars with every day. 
The heart which boldlv faces deatli 
I'pon the battle field, and dares 
Cannon and bayonet, faints beneath 
The needle points of frets and cares i 
The stoutest spirits they dismay— 
The tiny stings of every day. 
And even saints of holy fame, 
Whose souls by faith have overcome, 
Who wore, amid the cruel flame, 
The molten crown of martyrdom. 
More not without complaint alway. 
The petty pains of every day. 
Ah 1 more than martyrs aureole, 
And more than hero’s heart of lire. 
We need the humble strength of soul 
Which daily toil and ills require : 
•Sweet Patience! grant us, if you may, 
An added grace for every day. 
The Judg;e]s~ Mistake- 
Mnitre Seiler was a well-preserved agile 
gentleman ol nearly sixty. At twenty he 
thought <>! nothing but law ; at thirty, of 
nothing but pleading; at forty he became 
a judge; and only at tifty-live did ho make 
the discovery that weighing laws and split- 
ting hairs upon the meaning of words and 
phrases are scarcely all the pleasures to he 
found in existence. 
At fifty-live he awoke to the conscious- 
ness that he had wasted life, lie was very 
clever at every point in the common law 
of the Uuterwald canton, but he was not 
wise enough to know that at that age one 
can scarcely begin life over again. 
If, apart from the law, he had ever a 
passion, it was a quiet, half-doubting love 
of fishing; and, therefore, when he gave 
up his judgeship and retired into private 
life, with the respect, and even veneration, 
oi all who knew him, having angled hall 
his life for clients, and settled the differ- 
ences of other legal anglers through near- 
ly a score of years, lie fell to angling for 
fish as the one joy of his life. 
inueeu. it was tins new occupation, amid 
nature, trees, llowers ami living water, 
which prompted Maitre Seiler to the con- 
elusion that he had made a mistake in life 
when he had brought it down to grinding 
law from New Yeat’s day to St. Sylvester's, 
which is the last ot December. 
The old man’s heart was desolate, llis 
quiet, resigned old housekeeper—a sad 
spinster, who had thrown herself into the 
pathetic and tears in early life—Maitre 
Seiler found, now that he saw sky and 
forest daily, to be quite a wearisome wo- 
man ; and the consequence was that Maitre 
Seiler would pack up his fishing wallet, 
with a crust and tlask ot white wine for a 
lunch, and go out Irom six in the morning 
until sunset. 
One day, having caught trout until he 
was weary of unhooking them, and the 
afternoon being close—it was a warm 
April that year—lie fell asleep under a 
whispering tir tree, and there slept the 
sound sleep of innocence for hours. 
Then as he awoke he experienced that 
wonderful luxury, a gradual regaining of 
the senses—while a sweet voice was sing- 
ing in I lie distance. 
When he sat up and rubbed bis eyes he 
found that the sun had set, and that he 
was himself rather stiller in the limbs than 
was comfortable. 
The voice came nearer, and through a 
break in the glade he saw a mountaineer 
girl singing as she came slowly forward, 
followed by two or throe Imiwsinsr goats. 
t in- girt was about sixteen, her light 
wavy liuir was drawn to the back ot the 
head, ami there fell in two long, red rib- 
boned tied plails; while the black bodice 
and poppy-colored skirt completed a far 
more charming picture than any the old 
judge li ad seen in court through all his 
legal years. 
lie sighed slightly. 
She stopped and looked about, but she 
showed no fear. 
“Don’t be afraid,” lie said gently. 
The girl smiled as she saw the pleasant 
old gentleman, and said: “O, no, and 
Hruttlewort and Miehlin would butt you 
if 1 told them.” 
The goats looked at the stranger in an 
undecided way, but apparently resolved 
to go on munching. 
“Who art thou?” 
“1 am Lottie.” 
“And where does Lottie live?" 
“1 am daughter of Forester Yeri 
“lift, ha! art thou the daughter of the 
Forester Yeri? It, reminds me 1 have 
seen him in my court at the seasons, and 
at other times. Is his house faraway?" 
“llut a turn, sir, in the path, and the 
forester will be glad to see thee ii he 
knows thee.” 
“Why, whom have we here?” asked the 
forester, looking out Irom the head ol the 
stone steps of his lorest home, as lie saw 
the judge approaching. 
“flood evening, Y'eri; thy daughter lias 
found me. 1 am Messire Seiler, late judge 
of tiie canton. Hast thou so soon forgot- 
ten me ?” 
“Ha I ’Tis Messire Seiler,” cried the for- 
ester. dolling his hat, and hurrying down 
the steps. 
“1 fell asleep." said the old judge look- 
ing upon Lottie; “and though I am still 
as active as a roe, 1 did not awake until 
the sun had gone down. 1 am a long way 
from the town; my wallet is empty, and 
also am 1; and therefore I am asking thee 
for some supper, Yeri.” 
“With right good will,” said the forest- 
er, holding out his hand, which the old 
judge took ; tor in and about Switzerland 
the general equality of riches appears to 
create an equality of habits. The officer 
ami the private will sit down together, 
and the great man of the district will not 
find himself ill at ease when he eats his 
supper with a small farmer; the latter, 
meanwhile, being perfectly hospitable, 
never servile, and rarely uncomfortable, 
when face to face with a man of superior 
social rank. 
The good wife Kristine now coming 
forth with a welcome, these four people 
shut out the evening, after entering the 
forester’s house; and Lottie anil her moth- 
er fell to work preparing supper. 
The red-cheeked, coarse white cloth was 
soon upon the table, the wooden spoons 
and platters laid, and the big tureen, live- 
ly with a pattern of wild flowers, was 
ready for the soup. 
Not much of a meal—but plain soup— 
the beef which made it eaten with vinegar 
and oil, black bread", strong cheese, and 
the whole washed down with some black- 
ish sour wine—yet the old judge thought 
he had never eaten such a meal. 
To tell the truth at once, the old judge 
was in love with Lottie, though she was 
only sixteen, and the old gentleman was 
by that time fifty-eight, if a day. 
“1 lay me, good judge, you will sleep till late in the morning,” said broad-chest- 
ed Yeri, when they were saving good 
night. 
"Oh no," replied the judge, wishing to cut a good figure before Lottie. “I was 
never more active than I am now. I shall 
be up with the lark, and out before any of 
you. 
Nevertheless, though they called him 
softly two of three times, he never woke 
and in fact, did not present himself until 
the forester’s breakfast had been waiting 
for a whole hour. 
'The forester had been out and away 
hours; and he saw how with the fresh 
morning color on her face, and holding 
out to him a bunch of wild flowers which 
she had gathered, that a fine girl looked 
better at sunrise even than by suuset. 
That was the beginning of it. 
The prime housekeeper down iu the 
town wondered what became of her mas- 
ter, until all capacity of astonishment was 
gone; while good Yeri and his wile, though 
they were wonderfully benefitted and hon- 
ored by the old judge’s friendship, were 
marvelously puzzled to find an answer to 
the riddle why Maitre Seiler came to their 
hut four or five times a week. 
One day a barrel of rikvir, a capital 
wine in those parts, would be sent with 
Maitre Seiler’s compliments; and, within 
a week an admirable present of sausage 
would be received. 
The gravest condemnation of the poor 
old judge, and the best proof of the hon- 
esty of the couple, Yeri and Kristine, were 
to be found in the tact that the latter never 
suspected the real basis of all these civili- 
ties on the part of the smitten old gentle- 
man 
As for trout, the good woman Kristine 
was weary ot cooking it, so much of that 
fish did the good old judge bring to the 
chalet. 
He never said much to Lottie, spoke 
like a father to her when he uid say any- 
thing, and certainly never led the pretty 
girl to guess what was in his heart. 
Thus life went on until the end of June, 
when the tall mountain grass was ready 
for the seytln'. 
The old judge, however, had never slept 
at Yeri’s, except upon that one particular 
night when he visited the forester. 
He did not know that he hail been put 
in Lottie's room—he Supposed that it was 
the guest’s chamber. 
Hut upon that particular night in June 
he made up his mind to speau to Yeri on 
the subject that lay nearest to his heart, 
and then it was to be found that judge and 
orator as he was, he could not plead for 
himself. 
“What ails the old judge to-night?” 
thought the forester, “ile does not seem 
himself.” 
The time went on, and when the old 
judge decided that he would defer it until 
the morning, the forester made the dis- 
covery that it was dark, and that the moon 
would not be up for two hours, so the good 
judge was invited to stop for the night 
He had no idea that his remaining put 
the primitive family loan inconvenience— 
no more than he was aware that he was 
taking Lottie’s room from her. 
Hut, in fact, the young goat-herdess was 
carried off to her mother’s room for the 
night, while the forester made himself 
up a bed of furs on the ground of the liv 
ing room. 
He thought the girl looked pale and 
anxious, but he did not detect that she was 
in deep tribulation. 
A little while, and the forest hut was 
quiet—not a light to bo seen. 
How they have a habit in some parts of 
Switzerland of cutting the high grass by 
moonlight, the belief being that grass so 
cut makes better hay than that which falls 
beneath the scythe in sunlight. 
The old Judge unable to sleep was turn- 
ing over in his mind what he should say 
on the following day to the, forester, when 
he heard tile tinkle of cow bells, the lum- 
bering ot heavy wagons, and the rattle ot 
singing ayd talking voices, all ot which 
gradually approached. 
Not ignorant ot the customs of moon- 
light hay making, the old judge found the 
sounds rather soothiug than not, when he 
thought he heard a tapping at the window. 
lie listened and the sound was repeated. 
He knew that the window was ten or 
twelve feet from the ground, and that it 
could only lie reached either by a ladder 
or by climbing the vine which grew on the 
wall about the lattice. 
Atliiet! W hat thief would tap at a win- 
dow ? W hat a thief hope to steal in that 
poor place unless— 
The old judge’s heart began to beat 
high. 
And, as though in reply to his thoughts 
a Soft, iileasanl voice on lied is the taimine' 
was heard again : 
•‘Lottie!” 
lie moved oil’ the bed, for he had lain 
down in his clothes too weary with think- 
ing over the grand question to undress, 
and, drawing near the window, he saw, 
by the light of the moon, which had just 
topped the trees, that a black-haired and 
extremely handsome youth was clinging 
to the vine, his blight eyes eagerlv fixed 
on the window. 
Theold judge silently opened the lattice ; 
there was a low, light laugh, and the 
young man leaped lhhdy am! blithely iiho 
the room. 
“And who have we here ?” suddenly 
cried the judge, pouncing upon the in- 
truder. 
The youth uttered a low cry. but offer- 
ed no resistance. 
"What thief in the night are you 
“So please your good worship,” said a 
clear pleasant voice, "1 am not a thief, 
but W ilhelm, only son of the wood ranger 
at KtAttach, and comes to see my Lottie.” 
“Thy Lottie ?” 
••So please you, she is my wife!” 
“Your wife” 
“Ay, messire, ’twas an Unterwalden 
wedding, ’’l'is our custom here in this 
canton ; and 1 am but waiting for my ap- 
pointment as ranger, which 1 hope to get 
by the interest of one Messire Seiler, an 
ex-judge, who has been a second father 
to my Lottie, to tell my lather and hers 
that we are betrothed, and that we are 
ready to marry by sunlight.” 
Oh, then, the interest Yeri's daughter 
lias shown in the old judge comes out of 
the hope ot the rangership ?” 
‘•'Us exactly so, messire. i am no uuer 
but an honest man, and Lottie's husband 
by the law of Uulenvalden !” • 
“IIow long since ?” 
“These fair six weeks !” 
The very time during which she looked 
at him so earnestly. 
He understood the look then. 
“Begone, young man; I think I may 
promise thee thy wife and place.” 
Next morning he was very grave, but 
there was something noble in his face that 
we are pleased to call resignation. 
“Messire Seiler, thou art not well,” 
cried the forester. 
“Nay; better than yesterday. By the 
way, i told thee last night L should have 
something to say to thee. It is this I 
want thy consent to a marriage between 
Lottie, here, and one Wilhelm, only son 
of the ranger at Kusnach.” 
The forester beat his hand upon the table 
as Lottie uttered a cry, and the good wife 
chipped her hands. 
“Never !” said he; “tis a rare good-ior- 
uaught.” 
“No,” said the judge. “I ll answer for 
him. 
“Thou, judge ?” 
“Yes—he will make her a good hus- 
band.” 
“But he has no post; he is nothing.” 
“I promise you he shall have the under 
rangership.” 
“Well, now, messire, when thou plead- 
est with me ’tis as thou didst when thou 
werta lawyer, and if my girl says aye—” 
Lottie looked at the judge meaningly, 
and said : “I do not hate him, father.” 
“Then ’tis settled," said Yeri. 
******* 
So, the old judge went home wearily, a 
sadder and a wiser man. The forester, 
Yeri, wondered why the old judge never 
came, while the presents were sent as be- 
fore ; and the melancholy housekeeper 
marveled that her master gave up fishing 
Seiler was quite happy, but never a word 
said he. Not even once again did he gc 
to the hut in the forest, and he benefitted 
by the lesson he learned—that youth is 
foryouth, and that, it it is thrown away in 
the early summer time of life, it is not to 
be picked up again in the autumn of ex- 
istence. For no man can retrace his lile. 
“You have a pleasant home and a bright 
fireside, with happy children sitting aroun< 
it, haven’t you ?” said the Judge. “Yes 
sir,” said Mr. Thompson. “Well,” said tin 
Judge, “if the happy children sit around 
the cheerful fireside until you return, the} 
will stay there just forty-three days, as 1 
will have to send you up for that time.” 
A Vacation Visit, 
While I was with Troy & Robinson, iny 
first clerkship, by the way, I used to count 
a great deal on my vacation—it was four 
weeks in September—and lay a great 
many plans about spending it pleasantly. Of course an invitation to some nice place 
was very acceptable, for a junior clerk’s 
income is not olten large; and this year 
IS—, no matter for tiie last iigures, 1 was 
very much in hopes of two—one from my 
maternal grandmother in Virginia, an- 
other from my old friend Charlie Pel!, who 
had some months before promised to ask 
me to his mother’s residence near Boston. 
Mow my grandmother was a rich woman 
who had been a beauty, and was very 
much of the opinion that she would ai- 
ways remain one. She had plenty of com- 
pany, and her house was a very pleasant 
one indeed, and 1 knew that Mrs. Pull, 
though an excellent woman, was very formal and seldom opened the cold, best 
parlor, where the piano was kept in soli- 
tary confinement, except for a prayer- 
meeting, 
II my grandmother invited me, 1 should 
excuse mvself to Charlie and go to her, 
and flirt with the girls and play whist, and 
enjoy myself generally ; but if she cheated 
me, as she sometimes did, why, then I'd 
except the Pells’ invitation. Charlie was 
a pleasant fellow, and I was a very little 
in love with his sister, who would surely be home from boarding-sehoTd. These 
were my plans, but as time passed on and 
brought no letter from either the parties 
whom I had supposed to l;e my expectant 
hosts, my spirits sank, and i looked for- 
ward drearily to the hottest room in a 
cheap country boarding-house, or the al- 
ternative of staying at home at Mrs. Fer- 
guson’s and hearing how all the absent 
boarders were enjoying themselves at the 
sea-side. 
Just as 1 bad quite begun to despair, 
however—indeed it was the twenty-eighth 
day of July—the earliest post brought me 
two letters, one a pale blue envelope, on 
which I recognized my grandmother’s fine 
running hand ; the other a white, business 
looking affair, bearing Charlie Poll’s wild 
scrawl. 
1 'VO invitations at once. 1 chuckled 
with delight, and having hurried tip to my 
own hull bedroom quite forgetful of my 
breakfast, 1 tore open the blue envelope, 
onto! which tumbled something crisp and 
green, which, on examination, prov ed to 
be a bank-note for one hundred dollars, 
and which astonished me very much, tor 
my grandmother had never made me any 
present of more value than a flat pin- 
cushion and a pen-wiper at Christmas 
time,—and read these mysterious words: 
"Df.ak Richmond,—I know you expect an 
invitation, and I meant to ask you, hut circum- 
stances have occurred that prevent me from 
having the pleasure. I am more your friend 
than ever, hut I fear can never ask you to visit 
me again. If 1 do not, you must only lose inv 
|ioor company, for 1 shall send you what you 
tind enclosed every month, and will always be, 
Y ours devotedly, C. Richmond. 
1’. S. I will explain in my next.” 
•'Singular!” I said And quite unable 
to suggest a reason for my grandmother’s 
singular conduct, I pocketed her present 
and opened the other note, it was equally 
mysterious : 
"Dii.vn Rich,— Yini plumbed to come to me 
for the vacation, and you must, hut not to 
mother's house. 1 am at-. at the hotel 
there, and have arranged matters so that we 
nun have a guest. Come at once. You will 
he very much surprised by something which I 
shall tell tou when we meet. 
Yours ever. ChaKU■> 1’i-xr.." 
“No use trying to solve this problem 
either,'’ 1 said to myself. "Well, I'll go 
to Charlie, lie seems to want me. The 
hotel will be jollier than the old home- 
stead.” 
And then I went down stairs I.> I'l-oal. 
... ...ol at.Id hash and drank flat coffee 
without complaint. There were but three 
days more ot it, and then came a month 
id lounging, smoking, and enjoyment. At 
least 1 was young enough to hope so. 
It was night when I left the train, and 
portmanteau in my hand, entered-. 
dust at the depot stood a liglit carriage, 
“Rich, old fellow,” cried a voice, and 1 
hurried lorward to grasp Charlie Pell’s 
hand. 
"Pm so glad lo see yon,” said lie, “and 
I've so much to tell you—jump in. Let 
me take your traps. Now shake hands 
again and congratulate me— I'm married.” 
“Married !” J almost shouted. “Why, 
bless your heart, Charlie, accept my very 
warmest congratulations! And how did 
it conic about? And what does your 
mamma think about it, and—and”- 
“Mv dear Rich.” said Charlie, “there’s 
the unhappy part of the story ; they are 
furious. They have said and done the 
most dreadlttl things. 1 think they want- 
ed me to live and die an old bachelor; but 
at one-and-twenty, my dear fellow, a man 
must think oi settling, you know, and it's 
absurd for them to be so implacable. And 
my lady is, perhaps, a year or two older 
than I am and very lively—a gay young 
widow, you know—and that they li id fault 
with.” 
‘“Don't bring her to lm house,’ says 
mamma—“indeed she did ; but you—you, 
1 know have sympathy with me. You 
comprehend that I could not forget one 1 
adored, because an old lady and a little 
girl told me to do so. You’ll understand 
that no one in my place could, when you 
are introduced to Lottie. ] met her while 
on a business trip for the house. I—but 
here we are. We sup in our own little 
parlor. Lottie has quite a lortune, you 
know, and lives in style at home. 1 shall 
manage the place for her hereafter. The 
waiter will show you to your room, and 
to our parlor when you are ready for our 
society.” 
.Aim away no new, wnue r nr.sieneu to 
my room, made a uarelul toilet, and went 
down stairs, conning a pretty speech which 
1 intended to make to my friend’s bride. 
When I knocked at the door, I*heard a 
suspicious flutter, and doubted not that 
some of the billing and cooing necessary 
to the situation bad been going on, but 
Charles opened the door for me, and 1 
saw a lady in lilac silk and plenty7 of lace 
sitting near the window. Being very near 
sighted 1 saw no more, except that she 
had a fan in her hand and was trifling 
w ith it. 
“Come in, Richmond,” said Charlie. 
“My dear Lottie, this is my old friend, 
Richmond Walters. My wife, Rich.” 
I advanced. The lady arose. She was 
stout and blonde. I saw tier iaee. She 
saw mine. For one moment we stood per- 
fectly silent; then she put out her hand 
and 1 took it. Neither of us said a word ; 
but if my face flushed as redly as hers did 
—and 1 think it did—it is no wonder that 
Charles Fell stared at us. 
"What will she do?” 1 asked myself. 
“Women are quicker than men.” She 
did nothing; she merely gave mean icy 
bow and turned away her head, and 1, 
dropping her hand retired to the other 
window, while Charles stood between us 
looking suspiciously at me, and growing 
very pale. 
“You have met Mrs. Fell, before per- 
haps?” ho inquired at last, trying to speak 
very gaily. 
“1—I—I,” 1 stammered. 
“Once, a long while ago,” said Mrs. 
Pell, “1 don’t think the gentleman re- 
members me. 
And then she fanned herself in silence. 
It was very uncomfortable. I have al- 
ways had a tell-tale lace, and I could see 
that Charlie read a great deal in it. He 
knew that I knew his wife much better 
than her words admitted. In vain he strove 
to talk of indifferent subjects, and to do 
the honors of the supper-table. It was a 
very dull evening, and i pleaded headache 
and retired early. Before 1 slept, a waiter 
brought me a little note. It ran thus: 
“Keep the secret. Go away to-morrow. If 
you have the least love for me, go.” 
It was not signed, but I knew that Char- 
lie Fell’s wife had written it. 
Go; of course I would go, and the soon- 
er the better. 
I slept little that night. At daybreak I 
arose, and scribbled a brief farewell tc 
Charlie. A telegram from my employer, 
J stated, called me away. Best wishes, 
compliments to Mrs. Pell, etc. I had just 
addressed and sealed it when some one rap- 
ped furiously at my door, and opening it, 
1 found Charlie, who strode in and locked 
it after him. 
“We have been friends lor many years, 
Richmond,” he began, “and I have had 
great confidence in you. Perhaps you can 
explain the meaning of your embarrass- 
ment at the sight of my wife.” 
“1 really”—I began. 
“No prevarication, said he. “You know 
each other. She sent you a note last night. 
I demand a sight of it!” -x 
“What does she say?” I asked. 
“She has not been asked to say anything,” 
said Pell. “I leave her to her own con- 
science. Let me see the note ?” 
‘Really,’ 1 began again. ‘I assure you—’ 
“You a,re acquainted with Mrs. Pell,” 
said Charlie. 
“1 have been. Yes.” 
“You know something about her that I 
do not.” 
“It is nothing to her discredit,” said I. 
“Believe me, you had better let the mat- 
ter rest. A mere—a coincidence.” 
“The note related to it ?” said Pell, black 
in Hie face with rage. 
“Well, in a measure.” 
“Show it to me,” roared Charlie. 
“1 can’t” said 1. “Ask Mrs. Pell lo ex- 
plain. 1 must not show a lady’s letter to 
any one.” 
“Her husband demands it,” said Char- 
lie. 
“Charlie," said 1. “what a lool you are ! 
There!” 
And I east the little note his wife had 
written, toward him. 
He seized it, perused it eagerly, repeat- 
ed the words: 
“It you have the least love tor me. go." 
“And he instantly clutched me by the 
throat. 
I went down. He sat upon my chest and 
choked me. 
1 could not help it then. 1 had tried to 
keep Mrs. Pell’s secret, but self-preserva- 
tion is a law of nature. I wrenched mv 
cravat from his hands, and grasped his I 
wrists firmly. 
“Let me speak,” 1 sanl. 
“l give you a moment for confession,” 
said be. “Speak before you die.” 
”1 know Mrs. Fell very well.” said 1. 
“better than 1 do you. We have been very 
bind ot each other. She kissed me when 
we parted last, and called me her dear 
Rich—Stop a minute, let me confess all 
before you choke me. She’s my grand- 
mother. She was Mrs. Charlotte Rich- 
mond before you married her wasn’t she? 
I was named alter her.” 
FoorCharlie Fell stopped trying to choke 
me, and got up at once. 
Your grandmother ?”he repeated. “Why. 
die’s only twenty-eight.” 
“l’eoplc become grandmothers very 
early sometimes, said 1. “I don’t know 
her age.” 
Then Charlie let me get up, and went 
and sat with his face on his hands near the 
window before he left me. 
An hour after, I received anothi r note 
from my grandmother. 
Di-:aK Rich: Don’t go unless you choose. 
I’ve explained matters to Mr. Fell. 
Yours. (’. Full. 
i found out afterward that my grand- 
mother had told a dreadful til) about my 
Doing an adopted child ; but it really did 
not matter what poor < 'harlie Fell thought 
about that, so 1 never contradicted the 
statement. And really now that golden 
hair-■ lye lias come in, my grandmother lias 
grown so juvenile in appearance that I 
think she begins to believe that she is not 
out ot tier teens herself. 
Catching; Cold. 
A writer in a London paper says in re- 
gard to catching cold : “The teaching of 
a quarter of a century has taught the mid- 
lie classes some elementary truths about 
hygenie, and they have as a rule a vague 
idea that bad drainage produces typhoid, 
that wet l'eet are not good for consumptive 
people, that cleanliness in the home is 
desirable, that whitewashing is a good 
disinfectant, and that tin skin is the health- 
ier for plenty of water, blit they know 
very little more. We should not say the} 
knew that much were it not that an alarm 
[if cholera, or an outbreak of typhoid, or 
:i burst of scarlet fever seems to bring out 
in their minds a sort of latent knowledge 
which they always possessed but contrived 
not tn remember until the pressure became 
too severe to be resisted. They do know 
little, moreover, about bad smells, and 
somethiugof the effect of drinking, and a ! 
little about heat apoplexy, but of precau- 
tion against cold they not only know noth- 
ng, but are extremely disinclined to learn, 
they dislike •catching’ colds, of course, 
mil grow depressed and stupid anil ill- 
tempered when they have caught, them ; 
nit the} look upon colds as misfortunes 
ivhicli must come, and which do not sig- 
litv. and if urged to take precautions re- 
gard the adviser, even it a professional 
nan, as slightly effeminate, or, as they 
express it, very much given ‘to coddling 
timsell’.’ It does not strike them that a j 
told wave kills as many people as a thirst 
if cholera. Because strong children sur- 
ive a daily bath in cold water they think 
;old water -hardens’ children in winter as 
.veil as summer; and because air and ex- 
;rcise are excellent things, they assume 
hat fog is air and a long walk in a drizzle 
jenetieial. If they are getting on in years 
;hey may admit that they like warmth and 
good fires, but they are wholly unaware 
that healthy warmth means not only a 
warm temperature—say sixty-four degrees 
Fahrenheit—but a temperature steadily 
maintained at that height either by tires 
jr clothes, lhc very use of a thermome- 
ter to regulate the temperature of a room 
seems to be unknown in most houses, and 
you will see sedentary men sitting in a 
room for hours with a lire which brings I 
tlte temperature up to /U degrees, and 
llien for Hours more with the lire nearly 
out and the temperature at 52 degrees or 
lower. They know, we .suppose, that a 
sudden fall of eighteen degrees will kill 
off men of low vitality in hundreds, will 
give perhaps a third of mankind a -touch 
ol the liver,1 and will intliet on half the 
remainder an ‘influenza’ nearly as annoy- 
ing and almost as dangerous as a fever, 
but once indoors they fail te realize their 
knowledge. Even when the circulation is 
weak and the old are aware that cold is 
their enemy, they will go from a heated 
library to a chilly dining-room, quite un- 
aware that they might as well go into a 
cold bath, and, having done it. will scold 
their daughters for thro wing off their wraps 
while heated from a ball—-no doubt a 
dangerous practice, but not a bit more so 
than the sudden changes in which the 
scolders habitually indulge?. This con- 
tempt lor the thermometer, the only trust- 
worthy guide in fire-making, is positively 
perverse, and so is much ol tho popular 
notion about ‘hardening.1 The basis of 
that notion as entertained by the middle 
class—the working poor are wiser, be- 
cause they are educated by the acute pain 
ot rheumatism—is that the worse the 
weather, or at all events the colder the 
weather, the more it hardens you—an as- 
sertion which, when true at all, is only 
true of persons with exuberant vitality 
and unusually high circulation. For the 
average man or woman in this country, 
exposure to tho weather during eight 
months of the year may have a bracing or 
otherwise beneficial effect, indeed, it must 
have on all but a limited class, but during 
the remaining four months the loss is as 
great as the gain, and for the old, for chil- 
dren, and for persons of low vitality is 
probably greater. Agricultural laborers 
are far from being a healthy or long-lived 
class of the community, nor do police- 
men, who are out in all weathers and well 
fed, enjoy any marked immunity from dis- 
ease.” 
Logan on His Feet. 
(New York Tribune.] 
Pranced there in upon the arena of the 
great debate, like a trick mule in a circus, 
or a spavined nightmare upon the track 
of a beautiful dream—Logan ot Illinois. 
There was a vision of mustaches, eyebrows 
and hair, piled on each other in arches; a 
large brandishing of arms, a pose, and 
a stridulous war-whoop; and much as 
though a picture of the Deerfield massacre 
had stepped out from the pages of our 
early history, Logan took the American 
Senate by its large, capacious car. And 
then he went for his mother tongue. He 
smote it right and lelt, hip and thigh, and 
showed no mercy. Swinging the great 
broad-ax of his logic high in air, lie turned 
it ere it fell, and with the hammer side 
struck the language ol sixty millions of 
people fairly in the face, and mashed it 
beyond recognition. Under iiis stroke the 
lloorot the American Senate was spattered 
with the remnants of a once proud vocab- 
ulary, and messengers, doorkeepers and 
pages were covered from head to foot with 
the spray In the fearful two hours which 
followed the first roar of his oration all 
the parts of speech were routed and put 
to flight. There were orphaned adjectives 
and widowed nouns, bachelor verbs driven 
to polygamy, and polygamous verbs Jolt 
lonely, conjunctions dissevered, preposi- 
tions scattered, adverbs disheveled and 
distorted, and syntax flung into wild dis- 
order. It was a great day for Logan. 
lie set Iiis teeth into the language as the 
unturned tiger of the jungles takes between 
his mouth and paw the wearing apparel 
of t ie wayfarer, and the ripping of it was 
heard through all the forest depths. It 
reverberated to the other end of the Capi- 
tol, and sluggish Representatives lifted up 
their ears and listened to the roar with 
terrified awe. Sonic started for the scene ; 
but upon being told the cause of the dis- 
turbance in the brief communication, 
“Logan’s up,” turned back, with full as- 
surance that they could bear from that end 
of the Capitol all that was worth hearing. 
So through two hours Logan swung his 
beautiful arms over the heads of the Sen- 
ate like the booms of a Government der- 
rick, while his chin churned the language 
like a pile-driver in a heavy sea, and the 
bafiled reporters made wild plunges with 
their pencils to gather up iiis regurgita- 
tions for the printer. 
Mi:\ns ro (iT.r Un ii. Ten or twelve 
years ago there was a nuiier working in 
the upper levels of the Comstock at $4 per 
day. lie lived in a little cabin down the 
canyon, did his own cooking, and whist- 
led sol11 v •• There's a good time coming, 
hoys.” To-day that miner walks about 
the streets of Virginia City, as cordial as 
in the old days; he dresses no better than 
any ordinary gentleman of Virginia, and 
eats no better lood than a conscientious 
editor ought to have. And yet as his for- 
tune is rated in tlie stock list daily, he is 
so rich that, were his stocks turned into 
money, lie could lend Scott that $70,000,- 
01)0 he wants, and have enough lelt to 
live comfortably upon, lie could, unaid- 
ed, go down and open. aL his own ex- 
pense, the Darien Canal; or should his 
ianey run that way, lie could advertise to- 
morrow that the Covernmem through 
him had determined to resume immediate 
specie payment, and pretty nearly make 
the promise good. He could endow a 
college in each State of the Union with 
$'.'.000,000 each, or could build a double 
track narrow-gauge railroad from Sau 
Francisco to New York, and solve at once 
the problem of cheap transportation. 
There is no telling, indeed, w hat he might 
do; but what lie will do is apparent 
enough lie was here when thirty leet of 
tl.o ...ii-in ... was a big mine. At 
1,500 feet he has found ii !■ >-<... m- lour 
times as wide, lie believes at 4,1)00 he 
will strike it 500 leet w ide, and get rich, 
and he is g<nng for it 
The only happiness a brave man ever 
troubled himself w ill) asking much about 
w as, happiness enough to get his work 
done. It is alter all the one unhappiness ot 
a man that he cannot work ; cannot get 
his destiny as a man fullilled. l’ehold the 
day is passing swiltly over, our life is 
passing swiltly over; and the night Com- 
eth. wherein no man can woik. The 
night once come, our happiness, our un- 
happiness,—it is all abolished ; vanished, 
clean gone: a thing that has been. lint, 
our work, — behold, that is not abolished, 
that has not vanished ; our work, behold, 
it remains, or the want of it remains;— 
for cuttles* times and eternities, remains; 
and that is now the sole ipieslion with us 
forevermore! Uriel brawling Day, with 
its noisy phantasma, its poor paper crow ns 
tinsel gilt, is gone; and divine, everlast- 
ing Night, with her star diadems, with 
her silences, and her veracities, is come! 
What hast thou dene, and how ? Happi- 
ness, unhappiness; all that was but the 
w ages thou liadst thou h ist spent all that, 
i a sustaining tin sell hitherward; not a 
coin of it remains w ith thee, it is all spent. 
eaten ; and new thy work, where is thy 
work Swift, out w ith it. let as see thy 
work. [Carlyle. 
I [adits or Tin. Aujoatuks. A South- 
ern naturalist has made some observations 
outlie habits of alligatess. Among them 
he records the following: “That alliga- 
tors swallow their young 1 have had ocu- 
lar demonstration in a single ease as 1 was 
engaged making a survey on the banks id 
the llomoehitto Lake, near the Mississippi 
river. 'The day was warm and sunny, and 
as 1 halted near the margin of a pond 
neatly drier! up, to pick up some shells 1 
started a litter of young alligators that 
started off yelping like puppies; and re- 
treating some twenty yards, to the hank of 
the La llomoehitto, 1 saw them Teach their 
refuge in the mouth ot a live-foot alligator. 
$he evidently held ope her mouth to re- 
eieve them, as in single do they passed in 
beyond mv observation The dam then 
turned slowly round and slid down beneatli 
the water, passing into a large opening in 
the bank, beneath the root m ash tree. 
Doubtless this retuge is tempo. ry, and 
the young are released at their own or the 
mother’s pleasure; the descent being but 
partial, in no way reaching or interlering 
with the process ol digestion. 
I'm'. Work of a Hammer. The relief 
light-boat which has recently been station- 
ed at Cornfield shoal was towed to this 
city Saturday and hauled up at Fitch & 
Brainard’s ways for repairs, it having been 
discovered that she was leaking badly. 
It was some time before the locality of 
the leak could be fixed, but a place was 
finally found amidships, where the plank- 
ing and three or tour inches ot the keel 
were entirely gone. The only thing which 
had kept the vessel from sinking was the 
copper sheathing. Between the planking 
and ceiling was found a hammer, which 
is supposed to have been left there B5 
years ago, when the vessel was re-topped. 
The handle ot this hammer was worn 
down to a mere stump. It is supposed 
that the planking and keel were worn 
away by this hammer, as it moved with 
the continual motion ol the vessel. [N. \ 
Telegram. 
Colonel Ethan Allen, of Revolutionary 
lame, though roughly reared, was very 
courteous by nature,and made every pos- 
sible effort to improve bis manners^ by ob- 
serving those ot other people. 1\ hen he 
was a prisoner ot war in New York City 
on parole, he was invited into the best 
society ol the city, and on one occasion 
attended a large and fashionable dinner 
party. Olives were passed around during 
the least, and, following the general ex- 
ample, Colonel Allen took one. He was 
unable to overcome the disgust it caused 
his palate, and taking the half-chewed 
fruit in his hand, said, with a low bow to 
his hostess, “Madame, with your permis- 
sion I’ll put that God damned thing on 
the table.” 
Influence of Good Wines on Legis- 
lation. 
.fe 
The New York Sun’s account of the Pa- 
cific Mail investigation on the 14th inst. 
gives the following version oi the testi- 
mony elicited from a noted lobbyist ot 
Washington: Sam Ward, famous for his 
grand entertainments anil convivial quali- 
ties, was the most amusing and frankly 
spoken witness that has yet helped to en- 
liven the proceedings of the committee. 
His testimony is as follows: 
By Mr. Hasson. 1 suppose you were 
summoned in consequence of your name 
having been associated in connection with 
the distribution of money for the Pacific 
Mail subsidy? A. I received a subpu-na 
about an hour ago, particulars not speci- 
fied. 
fj. Therefore the committee desires you 
to state how much money you received in 
connection with the Pacific Mail subsidy ? 
A. I think it was after the first failure of 
the measure in the House that Mr. Berret 
called at my rooms one afternoon and said 
that he had been requested to see it 1 
would accept a retainer to help this subsi- 
dy along. Iasked him how much, he said 
I $500, and $5,000 contingent on success. 1 
said, “All right.” He sent to me that after- 
noon or next morning a check for $500 sign- 
ed by a gentleman 1 had never seen, Mr. K. 
B. lriviu, and some days afterwards con- 
gress adjourned. 1 was agreeably waited 
upon by Mr. Berret, who said to me, “They 
have cut us down $3,000 and there is $7,- 
000paid, shall we insist on more?” 1 said, 
“N'o, let us take what we can get; it. is 
all r'ght.” He handed me $3,500 in bills 
and 1 went to New York that same night. 
Q. i suppose it is unnecessary to ask 
you if you retained all that sum and ap- 
plied it to your own use ? 
A I did. I must say that it was a very 
liberal compensation for the moderate 
amount, of work which that subsidy seemed 
to require. 
WHAT SAM DID FOB HIS MON'I.V. 
Q. State the nature of the services ren- 
dered In you. 
A. Simply stating on all occasions, 
where it was proper to do so, that t was 
in favor of the measure ; that I thought il 
a good measure. I had a right to say that, 
because, as an old Californian, having 
sailed olten on those steamers, 1 had a 
sort ol friendship for them. I thought 
well of the line. 1 thought that it was a 
national undertaking; that our ship-build 
ing was going to the dogs, and that, if 
these ships were to be built in this country, 
it would give an impetus to iron ship- 
building. 1 thought the subsidy to the 
Pacific Mail Steamship Company was a 
proper thing, particularly us the Canard 
Steamship Company had a subsidy lrom 
the English government, and had attained 
a colossal success. 1 wanted to see the 
American Hag Hying again on the seas, and 
1 would have helped the Pacific Mail Com 
puny without one penny ot compensation. 
(). You used all your influence to se- 
cure the passage of the subsidy A. Cer- 
tainly. There was not much time to act; 
only a fortnight, 1 think. 1 was rather 
agreeably surprised at being retained, be- 
cause that clinched my determination to 
do what 1 could for what 1 regarded as a 
great national enterprise. 
i). Do you know of any other sum of 
money being paid to any parties tor their 
services in proem ing that subsidy A 1 
never heard of—and until I was surprised 
the other day by Mr. Abort's list, which 1 
saw in the Star—1 never knew who was in 
the combination. 1 did not know that 
there was any combination, except that I 
found that people generally were very 
favorably inclined toward the bill. 1 did 
not know Mr. Abert; 1 had never seen him 
to my knowledge. 1 never saw Mr. Irwin 
till the day the vote was taken, when 1 saw 
a pale man standing around this corner 
and was told that it was Mr. Irwin 
(y My question was, il you knew ol 
any other sum of money being paid, di- 
rectly or indirectly, in connection with 
the subsidy ? A. Not a penny. I might 
have been at liberty to suppose (hat the 
whole tiling was confined to Mr. Berret 
and my sell. 
Q. llie $o(>0 which \ou received was 
paid by check '■! A. Yes, payable to my 
order on the Metropolitan National Bank 
of this city. 
Q. Do you know of any money be ini; 
paid to any member, officer, or employe 
of either house ol congress in connection 
with that subsidy V A. No, sir. 
WHAT SAM KNOWS ABOUT LOBBYINO. 
Mr. Beck—1 have heard it suggested 
that you had remarked that there was 
great difficulty in a gentleman living in 
Washington oil the oxygen of the atmos- 
phere, and that a gentleman was obliged 
to do something. 
Witness—l ias business of lobbying, as 
it is called, is as precarious as fishing in 
the Hebrides. You get all ready ; your 
boats go out—suddenly there comes a 
storm, and away you are driven. Every- 
body, who knows anything about Wash- 
ington, knows that ten times—aye, titty 
times—more measures are lost than are 
carried; but once in a while a pleasant 
little windfall of this kind recompenses 
us, who are always toiling here, lor the 
disappointments of the session. 1 am not 
at all ashamed—1 do not say that 1 am 
proud, but 1 am not al all ashamed ol the 
occupation. It is a very useful one. In 
England it is a separate branch of the le 
gal profession. 1 here they have parlia- 
mentary lawyers, who do no other busi- 
ness. There the committees sit all day to 
hear these lawyers, and they sit in parlia- 
ment all night; whereas here committees 
arc only allowed to sit for an hour and a 
half, and so it is very hard I" get through 
4,000 bills in a session. The disappoint 
uieuts are much more numerous than the 
successes. 1 have had many a very pleas 
ant “contingent'1 knocked away [laughter 
when everything appeared prosperous and 
certain, and 1 would not insure any bill il 
1 were paid f>o per cent, to secure its pas 
sage. That is the general rule in this 
subsidy matter. 1 think that the gentleman 
(Mr. Irwin) paid more money than he 
need have paid. 
Mr. Niblaek—And lie distributed it rath- 
er badly. 
Witness—l am satisfied with what I got. 
[Laughter] 
Mr. Niblaek—You get much less than 
others trot 
T1IF. ITS ANL> 1WXS Ol LOBBYING 
Witness—1 do dot know; I was retain 
ed, 1 suppose, because tiie ••King’s"’ name 
is a tower of strength” [Laughter], and I 
am ealied the "king of the lobby,’ but 1 am 
not the treasurer ol the lobby, that is cer- 
tain If you were here tor entertainment, 
1 could entertain you with histories of well ;»■ 
concerted plans which all disappeared at $ 
the crack of one member’s whip ; perhaps 
a matter of caprice, perhaps a matter oift 
accident, you can not tell which. We wimp 
are of the regular army know when weft 
are whipped [laughter] but gentlemen olV 
little experience come down here, and. 
peg and peg on till the end of tin* 
session and never understand why liny, 
had better go home. [Laughter] lo 
introduce a bill properly; to have it ro- 
terred to the proper committee; to -o# 
that some member in that committee; to 
see that some member in that committee 
understands its merits; to attend to it, to 
watch it, to Lave a counsel, to go and ad- 
vocate it before the committee ; to see that 
members ot the committee do not over- 
sleep themselves on the mornings of iml 
port ant meetings; to watch the coming in 
of the bill in congress, day alter day, week 
after week ; to have your men on hand a 
dozen times, and to have them as often 
disappointed; to have one of those storm* 
which spring up in the Adriatic of con* 
gross, until your men are worried ana 
worn and tired, and until they say to then* 
selves that they will not go up to the c:qig 
itol to-day; and then to have the bird sin* 
denly Hushed and all vour preparation 
brought to naught—these are some of iil|* 
experiences of the lobby. [Laughter. J An- 
other point—the question of entertainment* 
—is spoken of. 
THE INFLUENCE OK hook KINXFli'. SB 
There is nothing in the world so excel- 
lent as entertainments of a rctined order. 
[Laughter.] Talleyrand says that diplo- 
macy is assisted by good dinners, but ■ 
good dinners people do not talk “sliopft 
but they give people who have a taste B 
that way aright, perhaps, to ask a gentl* 
man a civil question, and to get a cin 
answer—to get information which A 
clients waut, and that can properly ft 
given. Sometimes a railroad man wants 
information ; sometimes a patentee wants 
his patent renewed : that is a pretty hard 
tight. [Laughter.] Then a broker wants 
to know what the treasury is going to do 
altout a certain measure; sometimes a 
banker is anxious about the financial 
movements in congress, or a merchant 
about 1 lit- tai i;f. All these things we do 
constantly, and we do not make any 
charge lor litem. We keep up a certain 
circle ol friends, and once in a while an 
opportunity comes of getting something 
Ihat is ot real service, and lor which com- 
pensation is due and proper, liut the en- 
tertainments are proportioned to the bus- 
iness ol the session. When the business 
is good so are the entertainments, and 
when the business is not good the enter- 
tainments are meager. [Laughter.] Mr. 
Irwin told me a story of a king of Spain 
who was lost in the woods with his hunt- 
ing party. lie ordered one of Ids attend- 
ants to climb a tree and see if there was 
any building in sight. The man saw a 
chateau on the top ot an adjacent hill, and 
the king said Let us go there.” they 
went amt were received at the door ol the 
chateau by the grandee with his head un- 
c n ered. The king announced who he 
was, and said the party wanted dinner. 
The family had dined an hour before, and 
the servants had consumed every thing 
that was left. The cook was sent for. and 
said his majesty would be Served in an 
hour's time. They had a very pleasant 
dinner, and tin- king was rather surprised 
at the taste displayed in some of the dish- 
es, After dinner, commending the excel- 
lence ol the repast, he asked what it was 
composed of. Luckily it was not Friday, 
l lie grandee sent for (he cook, who came 
in and said: “Your majesty, no animal 
has contributed ils Jile to your dinner," 
and lie showed lilty-two pigs with their 
ears all cut oil. Said the king, “A man 
who can make such a repast as that from 
the ears ol tilly-two pigs shall be made 
governor of a province.' f Laughter ] 
Mr. Niblack—Is there nut a great deal 
of money wasted on g",,d dinners H 
No lION'I.i \\ \-11 I> ON noon IiIN.NKKS 
W ilnc.ss -| do not think money is ever 
wasted on a good dimer, li a man dines 
badly lie forgets to say Ids prayers going 
to bed; but if lie dines well he leels like 
a saint, [Laughter.] 
1 lie ('hainiiun—Were yon aware Mr. 
Herrel. in point of fact, hud received >'lb,- 
bbO Instead of .*7,b(io ? 
Witness—No; 1 did not know any 
thing about it until I saw ii mentioned in 
the papers, il is ipiite right; lie proba- 
bly did more work than 1 did. I was s.,iis- 
tied u itli \\hat 1 got. 
Maine Legislature. 
Jan. 27. 
In the '•••Hale \V-dm-sdav. tIk Secretary of 
'lair was authorized to emit ract lor toon eopi- 
of Ho Main* Stale Y- r Book. 
Bill i'e|a!:Mg to tlie f. in iiig ol railroads was 
tabled. 
Mr. Mw'mhI from lie Committee oil Agri- 
culture, reported in a new -Iral'i, an act to in- 
•orporale tie- .Maine Slate Pur Blood Jersey 
< attic • 'oinpain on its passage. 
Resolve authorizing the < ollllfv of KlJo\ to 
oroeitrc a loan tinally passed. 
Several petitions in relation to national taxa- 
Boii received and referred to tin* < ommitter on 
I' 'deral Relations, j The < 'ongress to pass law« 
iust and equal, that all bond-, notes and seeuri- 
ti'*" be i*egistriv«l as other prop.*rt v. or b; un- 
eolleet able. 
Petition .»i Castine and Fllsworth Railroad 
( o.. tor lea e 111 »*\ i end their road to < 'a la is and 
kastport. R feri ed to the (’ommittee on Rail- 
roads. 
In the House, orders pass,-.! n iative to legis- 
lation lor protection of life on mixed railroad 
trains; for uniformity in weight of grain; seiz- 
ure of liquors in transit, the same as under 
I n i ted Sfalev la w^j for smuggled goods ; repeal 
of sJiel itl aet. or amend 'O as to pla)dlire lees 
and costs under tin* same; to give owners of 
Jioii'c- (,u tie- land of other' hciiclit of the 
liollle'tead ex.-mptiou net. Fnfavorablc report 
* *1:1«l« on liill to abolish tlie oilier of Insurance 
< ommissioiier; favoral.de on hill to regulate in- 
spection ot li'h. resolve limiting the number ol 
Insurane. < ommi"on< r'' report' 1 • lonu, r 
solve appropriating slOOO for the < enlennial 
< ommissioners. IJigrossed in both hranelies. 
ji I l-1Iative to the Maine Poultry A'soeiation; 
to incorporate the Maim* Stale Association for 
tie- Protection of Fi'h; relating to lien on ves- 
sels. 
*1 VN. 2S. 
Bi "- iiaie. Mr. Fo-ter, from the Committer 
on lidiieati'-n. on lull an ad to secure the cdu- 
at ion of youth in tin- Mate of Maine, rep rled til'* sum* ill a new draft and that it ought to 
pa". Phi' hill require* children between the 
ao-s ol 7 and F> ears to attend s.-hool during 
three month' of the year.] 
* h'd' I. I 11at t he < 'ommiitee on the Judiriarv 
requested to deV'i'c some legislation which 
wdl eo 111 pel a heller observance of the statute 
-I- I nilig I lie duties -M town of) jeers, n*la dim- »<* 
i-' a 1 r-1 i 11 g urth'. death' and marriages as set 
h»rt ll ill chap. oh of | he rev i'C<I 't ulut '. Wlliell 
in mo't town' i' now v irtuallv a dead letter. 
Pei ii ions presented to incorporate the W'inter- 
P »rt >av in-' Jt.oik. an act to incorporate tin 
t- nity Park A iation. 
Bi Jloii'f. ordered, l iiat the ('ommittee on 
Claims he directed to invc'tigate the claim of 
tin* town of Mt. Desert against the State for 
nn*iiev paid t:i«* State under the call for soldiers 
of O t. lst»;',. 
Bili in act to incorporate the Prospect and 
s Ol kton < heese < o.. reported ought to ) -ass. 
Remoii'tranee of -ieetmon of Moiitv ille and 
|ss other' against division of .Montville: I7:’> 
persons of Montville against petition of Wm. 
Ayer et :d> Were presented and referred to the 
< ommittee on Tow n>. 
Bill an ad to authorize T. k. Roberts to 
hllild a w hail into tide waters in the town of 
lideil came i.p by special resjgnmeut, and after 
a long di'e11"jo11 was finally passe<j to he eii- 
gros'ed with the following amendment **pro- 
viding the eoii'trm-tion of .''aid wharf shall not 
inteft-re with navigation in Bar Harbor.” 
Report' win mad- favorable to incorporate 
die Morrill < hee'e and B 111« r l aeforv ( om- 
I'rtin ; to incorporate tie U interport < heese 
and Butter f actory. 
Jan. 2d. 
Bi th* •' Hat- ! a-la'. committees reported 
ad\< i'- Iv on th-- r« •ommemlatitm of tin* Attor- 
ney Deie-ral <>u aee-mnt of Railroad ( ominis- 
-1<»nf r-. ami lav u aldy on resolve to reimburse 
tlie « -unity of Kllo.X for the expenses of the 
B ed °l Rohhius, the Annie B." murderer. 
An aei to authorize < ha1les Deering to ex- 
tend hi- wharf at Bar Harbor, came up and was 
pa"--I with tIn* follow ing amendment. **Pro- 
■ i- B• I the const ruction of said wharf shali not. 
inteif iv wiili navigation in Bar Harbor, 
Petition ot J. |- Sietsoii ami others, to build 
and maintain a wliarf in the tide waters of < am- 
J -ii 11 arbor. Referred. 
In the House, the follow iiig w -re pa,ssed to 
hr enacted Act to incorporate thet ranberrv 
Die .Mutual Fi'h « ompanv ; to amend section 
7. chapter !»I. Revised "fatu’tes. relating to liens 
on vessels; to incorporation of Maine Associ- 
ation for the cultivation of lisli ; act additional 
to acts establishing the eoiintv of Piicutaquis; 
to amend chapter 2<m. 'ection i. special laws of 
1S7J. relat ive to the Maim- Poultry Assoeiati on. 
I lie claim -»f the town of Vinaihaven agains t 
tin- Slate for money paid the Slate for soldiers 
under tie* call of <»ei.T,J. referred to the Com- 
mittee on (Maims to I, ■ investigated. 
A A .ill. 
Ill the Senate Saturday, the hill relating to 
(Wiring Oj railroad- wa- tabled oil its pa-sage 
to be cngro--ed. order'* parsed looking to 
amendment of the law- of 1S74 relating to prn- 
lection "| migrator) lisle -; inquiring into the 
neee--ity of further legislation to enable the 
Land Agent to complete the -ale of all Stat< 
lands: of amending our law- so that counties 
shall build and maintain bridge* on (lie county 
roads. 
In the Huu-e, orders pa.-sed. relative to tin* 
expediency of an enactnient giving farm labor- 
er- a lien n the productions thereof; of repeal- 
ing the free high school act; amending the law 
r* kiting i>> e.»«»rt v»q»«*rl« rs. \ Will in provide 
in part tor tie expenditures i*f the State gov- 
ernment wa- reported b\ the < Ommittee Oil 
\V ay- and M-ms. amounting to #1.1'2*2.-ItId.04. 
Bill-. Petitions. Arc.,presented. Hill an act to 
legalize tie doings of Louis M. Partridge of 
Stockton a- justice "t the peaee and Ole*rum. 
Referred. 
Petition of N. .1. Yauter Wcvde and 172. others 
for right to vote on Hurricane Maud. Referred 
to. Committee on Towns; petition of Nelson 
-Mullen of North Haven to build a wharf in said 
town. 
Petition of selectmen of Thorndike for a .Mu- 
tual Lire Insurance to. Referred. 
Fell. I. 
In the Semite Monday no quorum was pres- 
ent. 
In the House, several petitions received lor 
private legislation were referred to the next 
Legislatures. Reported bv committees, bills to 
incorporate the Bristol Agricultural Soeietv: 
to amend chapter lid. Revised Statutes., relal- 
mg to disclosures; amending section I ts. chap- ter (». L. s., limiting ahati-inent oil taxes bv 
towns t<> ten per cent, of amount assessed. 
V" to ,,,-ol.nl., courts wax unfavora- bIy voted on by the committee. 
Fk it *> 
Active dav in the Senate, hut the Hoiise'ut- joiirned early out of roped to the lui inorv ol orrin Kilpatrick, of Somcrvi tc. a mcniher 
whose death was aiiuounrtsl. 
Reports itt the House contested election cases 
have been made in favor of Mr. t icket, the 
sitting member, from Pittsfield, and in favor of 
Mr. Reed, who contested the scat of ('apt. 
Montgomery, of Boothhay. 
i’he bill providing for compulsory education, 
peiidiinr its passage to be engrossed, was tabled 
in the Senate, 
An act of incorporation is wanted for the 
Pittsfield and Burnham ('hereto Factory Asso- 
ciation, with a capital of #4,000. 
Adverse reports were made on the repeal of the Free High School law; establishing unifor- 
mity of textbooks; and in relation to establish- 
ing a n<‘w county from parts of Penobscot and 
Aroostook counties. 
I ite remonstrance of John Greely and 1111 others, against the petition to divide the town 
of Palermo, presented and referred. 
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Onr Centennial. 
Tin- great, occasion to this nation of the 
celebration of tiie one hundredth anniver- 
sary ol its existence, is now an assurred 
success. The jealousy which was feared 
from other sections and other cities than 
Philadelphia, has not been experienced: 
but on tiie contrary all have united in 
urging preparations lor the occasion 
1 he great and influential newspapers ol 
the country are lending their powerful 
aid. \\ e are glad to see that this is es- 
pecially true of the New York Herald, 
which enters into the spirit of the occasion 
with great zeal. Tiie Herald says that, in 
an industrial view, the American Centen- 
nial will deserve to rank with the most 
important events of the age. 
The question of its pecuniary success 
meets us on the threshold, and tiie public 
needs to he satisfied on this head lielore it 
will embark with much zeal or zest in an 
undertaking which will he so splendid a 
success if the piupuratiuim arc adequate, 
or so mortifying a failure if the industries 
of the world should fail to perceive the 
■ greatness ol the opportunity. Now, it 
: must not be overlooked that the pecuniary 
j reimbursement of the expenses of such 
j < xposilions depends mainly on their ex- 
j citing sullicient popular interest to draw 
j thronging multitudes of spectators, whose 
a lmissioM fees are tiie chief source of in- 
come The productiveness of this source 
of revenue depends on the interest felt m 
the Exposition in tiie country where it is 
held.since thousands of natives will cheap- 
ly gratify their curiosity lor every foreign- 
er who crosses seas or makes expensive 
journeys for that purpose. In this respect 
the advantage is immeasurably on tiie side 
ol the American Exposition as compared 
w ith its predecessors. In tiie first place 
w e haye the double advantage which re- 
sult-, from tiie conjoint motives of curiosi- 
ty and patriotism, instead of the simple 
motive ol curiosity. In the next place so 
much jprger a proportion of our popula- 
tion as compared with that of any other 
eoui.tn. is in such circumstances of com- 
fort mil independence as permit them to 
make journeys for pleasure and recreation, 
that tin- visitors to a great American ex- 
position are likely to he in the proportion 
id three or four to one, if measured by 
any other population ol forty millions. 
The amount of railroad fares paid in this 
country i< conclusive on this point of the 
ability of our people to visit a great ex 
position without pecuniary inconvenience. 
In tie- third place the Centennial is su lo- 
cated as to make it easier lor a large local 
population to lake part in it than in similar 
exhibitions since world's lairs were first 
introduced. Philadelphia is a sort of cen- 
tre or nucleus ol our chief Eastern cities 
from Huston on tiie north to Kiehmoiid on 
tie- south, distant by less than a day's 
journey. Boston, Providence. New York, 
Baltimore, Washington, the cities of Con- 
necticut, the nourishing cities of New 
Jersey, are within sueli easy distance of 
Philadelphia that nearly all their inhabi- 
tants, down to the class ol day laborers, 
will Visit the Exposition, some of them 
imee, ami a large proportion of them many 
times, especially from New York. Balti- 
more and the New Jersey cities, whose 
people can leave their houses in the morn- 
ing. spend six or seven hours in Philadel- 
phia. and return the same day The local 
visitors will lie nut of all proportion to 
those at London, Paris or Vienna, bring- 
ing a corresponding income to the treas- 
ury of the Exposition. The hotels of New 
York and Baltimore will nut, like those of 
Philadelphia, raise their prices m the cen- 
tennial year, and visitors can escape such 
exorbitant charges as were exacted at 
Vienna People will flock to the exhibi- 
tion from all parts of the I 'nited States, 
without fears of innkeepers' extortions, 
m view of the great number of populous 
neighboring cities which will furnish them 
accommodation at the ordinary hotel 
charges, besides allbrding them other ob- 
jects ot interest. The theatres and opera 
will bo in lull activity in New York, with 
the best pertonners in the world, during 
the summer of 187b. Almost the entire 
well-to-do population of the (uiitcd States 
will visit the Centennial during some part 
nl the season Multitudes in all parts of 
the v\ est and South who have never visit- 
ed New York or seen Niagara Falls will 
avail themselves ot this occasion to do 
" hat they always intended at least once 
in their lives, when they can combine the 
visit with an opportunity that will not oc- 
cur again in this generation or the next. 
We therefore conclude that the income of 
the < Vntenuial from admission fees apart 
from those given by foreign visitors, will 
greatly surpass that of any preceding sim- 
ilar Exposition. 
Hut will it attract foreign exhibitors 
and foreign visit* rs ? There is no reason 
for doubt on either hand. As to exhibit- 
ors, their motive is to bring their goods 
into notice and find or extend a market. 
The I nited States are the most extensive 
and valuable of all foreign markets for 
the exporting nations. Foreign producers 
have the strongest motives for bringing 
their products to our notice and learning 
the nature of ours, in order that they may 
save themselves from a vain competition 
in articles in which we are their superiors. 
All exporting nations have an interest in 
studying our vast market and recommend- 
ing their goods to American dealers and 
consumers, The Centennial will show 
every product of foreign art and industry, 
because no other market in the world for 
exported goods lias the capacity of ours. 
And we may rely with almost equal con- 
fidence on a vast influx of foreign specta- 
tors. Enlightened curiosity respecting 
this country has been widely diffused 
since our great civil war. The number ot 
European visitors and tourists is constant- 
ly increasing, including scientists like 
Tyndall, men of letters like Kingsley, 
and statesmen like l'orster. There are 
thousands and thousands who have been 
intending to visit the United .Slates at 
some time who will prefer to postpone or 
to hasten their visits and make them in a 
year when they can both observe a Presi- 
dential election and examine the state of 
our arts and industries. The prospect of 
meeting many other Europeans of various 
nationalities and citizens of all the South 
American republics will be an added at- 
traction Moreover, there are hundreds of 
thousands ot people in the < )ld World 
who have relatives and other friends in 
this country whom they would like to see, 
that will prefer to make their visits in so 
Temarkifble a year The visitors to the 
Centennial will probably be more than 
double tlie number that have attended 
any former exhibition of the kind, and 
with such a prospect its managers will 
incur no risk in making their prepara- 
tions on the largest scale. 
Has Belfast a Fire Bug? 
The many incendiary fires in this city 
ought to excite more attention than they 
appear to. Do our people know that with- 
in about a twelve month there have been 
six dangerous tires, all undoubtedly ot in- 
cendiary origin? They are the Howard 
Co.’s buildings. Woods, Mathews and Co.’s 
hay barns the old building in the rear ot 
Manstield’s slops, the Marshall building 
on High street, the l’ieree building near 
the bridge, and the Angier building last 
Saturday morning. Incendiary tires are 
usually set from one of three motives, viz : 
for revenge, for plunder, or from a mania 
for seeing property destroyed. The fires 
in this city do not point to a class or to 
individuals sullieiently strong to make re- 
venge apparent. They do not, unless we 
include the great lires of 1-sG.i and 187.'!. 
destroy a class of buildings that, would he 
likely to afford plunder, although they are 
always liable to spread beyond all control. 
We arc then narrowed down to the last 
class, o( which a specimen occasionally 
appears in different portions ol the coun- 
try, known as “fire bugs.” They arc the 
most dangerous ot incendiaries. 
Recently, the Navy Department build- 
ing, at Washington, has been three times 
on lire, in the most mysterious manner. 
Investigation shew that one of the mes- 
sengers was a fire bug, who had amused 
himself in setting the building on fire. A 
couple of years ago the city of Newbury 
port had a series of mysterious fires ; they 
grew so common that the city government 
ctfered a very heavy reward, a safety com- 
mittee was lormed.anda skilled detective 
employed. The officer watched and work- 
ed until he laid his hands upon a ship- I 
carpenter named Choate, with the prool 
o convict him. He is now in the Massa- 
chusetts State Prison, and the tires have 
ceased. 
It is believed by some that these fires 
are the work of thoughtless young men, 
who set the fires, perhaps when in liquor, 
for the excitement of an engine contest- 
Thoughtless young men should know that 
the shed fired on Saturday morning was 
.. -r .. ... .1.—KS..s 
the crime arson, the punishment for which 
varies trom hanging to imprisonment for 
lite. If the occupant of a house should 
discover a thoughtless young man in such 
a crime, and should kill him on the spot, 
the law would hold the slayer harmless. 
Take the ease in its best aspect, and 
here can be no doubt that our city is in- 
tested by one or more of the fire bug spe- 
cies. The danger ot a sweeping and ap- 
palling disaster is very great. Nothing 
but great good fortune averted such a 
calamity on Saturday. Had the tire got 
well under way in that nest of old wood- 
en buildings, with the short supply ot 
water, the direct interposition of Prov- 
idence might have saved us, but nothing 
short of that could have sufficed. 
We call the attention ol the oifv gov- 
ernment, of property owners, of people 
generally to this matter, because we do 
not believe that public attention is awake 
to the magnitude of the existing danger. 
The city lias a sufficiently uiulesirafile 
fame lbr serious danger from lires. with- 
out permitting a fire-bug to prowl by 
night unwatched and unhindered. 
Con. Hall, ol Waldoboro, is a consistent 
teetotaller. 11c don’t believe in trying 
“good Lord and “good Devil”—or that 
the state should imprison 011c man for 
selling rum, and reward another tor doing 
the same tiling. We like the vim ol the 
General's talk in the late temperance con- 
vention at Augusta, when he said— 
Oncol' your resolutions now before tin's con- 
vention, denounces in strong terms the use of 
alcoholic stiinulents as a medicine, even when 
prescribed by a physician. That being the ease, 
in Heaven’s name what longer use ran there tie 
lor our present legalized rum shop Known as 
tlie State Agency? For one, I say abolish it. 
and 110 longer make every man,woman and child 
of the state a rum sell r. As it now stands, 
our governor by reason of bis position becomes 
the ex-otlieio grand bar tender, and the mem- 
bers of the legislature as they are elected from 
time to time, become tlie top tenders of the 
institution. 
Say yon. “all that the agency deals nut is lor 
mediciue”? Then 1 answer, judging the health 
"I our people by the niuuunt of rum sold In 
the agency, Maine would become depopulated 
entirely m less than live years! For merry's 
sake let us not with one hand clutch our neigh- 
bors who sells a few glasses, and force him 
into jail, while with the other hand wv 
are dealing out under the sanction of law 
through an agency, tile same kind of destruc- 
tion to our fellow.. This is not consistent 
with the declaration of all true temperance 
people: ii is not ill keeping with the principle ot total abstinence—tile only sure ground for 
us to stand upon; neither is it honest, right or 
just.. Hither you must stand by absolute pro- 
hibition, or else you, by clamoring for an 
agency, proclaim in favor of partial license. 
I><> we hear some strong friend of pro- 
hibition charge that the man who says this 
is a rummy ? But it so hupp ens that Gen. 
Hall is a temperance man who never in 
his life used liquor, even medicinally. 
Such a man can afford to have an opinion, 
and to be outspoken about it. We see that 
some ot the party temperance papers, that 
feel the sting of his remarks, are already 
attacking him. 
—At the coroner’s inquest on the body 
of Isaac I\ Crowell, shot at Six Mill Falls, 
last Thursday, the, jury returned a ver- 
dict that he was accidentally killed by a 
ball tired from a gun in the hands of some 
person. 
—How about the nut nrut sea-port of Belfast? 
Why do you keep the Kalalidin frozen up when 
Camden Harbor is open? [Camden Herald. 
This question is of course addressed to 
the author oi the severe weather. The 
Almighty will probably suspend any work 
that He may have in hand, to enlighten 
the ignorance of the Herald man. 
The Railroad Bridge Hearing, 
Thu first hearing before the Railroad 
Committee, on the application for renew- 
ing the charter of the Penobscot Bay and 
River Railroad Co., was had on Wednes- 
day of last week Mayor Brooks and 
Representative Pitcher, accompanied by 
a delegation of citizens, appeared to re- 
monstrate against giving the company 
tiie right to cross Belfast harbor at any 
point they may select. We copy from the 
Augusta Journal the following report ot 
the remarks by the Mayor— 
Dr. Brooks appeared before the committee, 
ami explained tiie objections to building the 
bridge at that place. lie illustrated the harbor 
by a map, and showed that the building ol' the 
bridge in that place would he disastrous to the 
commercial interests of the place. It would 
cause the harbor to be blockaded by lee, and 
greatly depredate tiie value of the wharf prop- 
erty. "The route above this is perfectly feasi- 
ble ; the question was a mere matter of ex- 
pense. The preliminary survey was unsatis- 
factory to the people of Belfast; they asked 
that the railroad bridge be built to cross near 
tiie “lower bridge.” so called. At the same 
time, the citizens of the place were strongly jn 
favor of building the road. 
We very much regret to say that A. G. 
Jewett saw lit to appear in behalf of the 
railroad company, and to advocate their 
right to do a tiling so outrageously wrong, 
and so destructive to the interests of lid- 
fast, as the building of a bridge at the 
mouth of the harbor. That we nmv do 
him no injustice, we quote from the re- 
port in the Kennebec Journal— 
The best place to build the bridge i- at the 
mouth of tiie river, so as to serve the purpose 
of a breakwater, which is greatly needed. It 
would not interfere with navigation, and the 
ice can he cleared from tiie harbor at mi ex- 
pense of $100. 
This is a sobered and lamed-dovvii ver- 
sion ot the extraordinay performance 
which this zealous advocate ot a plan for 
bottling up Belfast, went through. '1 he 
Argus reporter, who gathered up some ot 
the extras, puts it thus— 
A. G. Jewett, formerly .Mayor of the city, 
made one ol hi- eharuet.erislie, red hot spi orlii- 
on Ihe matter, lie yelled, swung his can and 
pounded the desk, called the citizens of Bella-; 
slow eoaeiies, thanked 1 Do! some were dead, 
and thought that when other- were in the -mile 
condition the city would do something, and 
made various other remark-, which served m 
get up a pretty large -ized laugh. 
We arii thankful that the interests of 
Belfast wen* supported on the occasion by 
gentlemen so calm, judicious and courte- 
ous as Mayor Brooks and Representative 
Pitcher, who had no occasion to abuse the 
city ol their residence, to insult the dead 
nor traduce the living. The consciousness 
of honorable ami high-minded faithfulness 
to their trusts will out-weigh in the future 
any fee which Mr. Jewett may receive 
tor such tirades as that given above. 
The bearing of that day terminated 
by an adjournment to Wednesday of this 
week, a large number of citizens having 
telegraphed that they wished to be heard. 
Advertisers have curious ideas about il- 
lustrations. We once contracted with the 
proprietor of a catarrh medicine I t a 
given space in our columns, with illustra- 
tions. J he latter came in the shape of a 
couple <d pictures of human faces with 
their mouths wide open, showing the dis- 
order. It wasn't a pretty sight to meet a 
man at the breakfast table; but we were 
in tor it, and had to run the thing through, 
bad as it looked. 'Inwards the last of it, 
the advertiser took a fancy to withdraw 
the gaping jihizes, and substitute a view 
of a man in bis eollin. W e were great 1 v 
amused one da v at receiving a letter from 
a subscriber in the eastern part ot the 
state, who had out out the engraving of 
the defunct individual, and enclosed it with 
the remark—“Here a corpse that has got 
away from some graveyard. Please have 
him buried again." We declined to renew 
that contract at any price, and we obser\e 
that tlio Progressive Age is now adorned 
with those cheerful views. 
If we may credit the Camden Herald, 
the Bay and River Railroad is to-day the 
most prosperous corporation of the kind 
in this or any other country. It says— 
< ol. Leidl\ has made an agent of ]>. Knowl- 
ton ami supplied him with imm y to commence 
building tlie Bay A Kiv«r Road, which we learn 
he w lido as soon as tin* charter is renewed. 
In another column of the same issue ap- 
pears the following— 
W e learn that Mr. Mc<*ilvery means business, 
ami has men enough back ot him l<> furnish all 
ihe money that is necessary. Should then* lie 
*up\ tears on the part ot the friends of tin* road 
in Camden, it is hardy possible that Mr. M<- 
(iilvcry might commence building at the Ban- 
gor end instead of at Camden. 
W as the like ever heard of? Here are 
two energetic men, with pockets full ot 
money, each so eager to outdo the other, 
that one will probably be driven to com- 
mence word at the upper end. W e pray 
Heaven that tn the rapidity ot their opera- 
tions they ni:i\ not fail to liml each other, 
and cross Belfast harbttv in two places, in- 
stead of one. 
1 In* House ot Representatives, at W ash- 
ington, adjourned on Saturday, after a eon 
tinuous session of nearly forty-eight, hours. 
It was caused by an attempt of the radi- 
cal majority to force the civil rights bill 
through, which the democratic minority 
resisted bv delaying action on the main 
question, through various motions, and 
demanding the veasand navs on each. In 
this way the roll was c: lied seventy-live 
times during the session. On Saturday, 
night the republicans yielded, and const-ut- 
ed to an adjournment. An attempt on 
Monday to suspend the rules met with no 
better success, as the necessary two thirds 
could not. be obtained. So tin* ci\ il right*' 
bill remains hung up. 
1 lie constitutional e<»nmiis>ion has made 
excellent progress in its work of revision 
in addition to the charges before noticed, 
tin1 billowing have been agreed upon— 
That governor and senators shall he elected 
bv a plurality < f voles, tic* same a« all other 
utticers. 
That bribery in elections shall dixpudify a 
man from holding otljce. 
I 11 at the e\* cent i\ c council he ala di" bed. with 
a view of substituting a State Auditor. 
I’hat the pardoning power he exercised either 
absolutely or on condition", l>\ the executive, 
oilit lie adv'ice of heads of Slate departments. 
That She rill" and < •unity Attorney., niav he 
removed by the governor lor neglect or refusal 
to discharge their duties, as in N. u York. 
1 hat the legislature shall pas* general laws for the formation of corporations: and that no 
acts of incorporation shall lie granted, or other 
private legislation had where th*j object cannot 
beaccomplished bv general laws. 
t hat no privileges shall he granted any cor- 
poration bevond what are recognized hv the ex- 
iting general laws. 
That, taxation shall be uniform on all classes 
ot property, and no exemptions from assess- 
ment shall he allowed hv the laws. 
I hat towns and cities shall not incur indebted- 
ness for un\ other than municipal purposes provided that they may he allowed to aid rail- roads to ail extent nol'e-xeeediliL* f> per cent of their valuation. 
A proposition to incorporate woman sulfra**e 
was voted down, 2 to 7. 
Jbunoeratie members of < 'ongress are in- dignant that any suspicion ot dishonesty should rest on them. Isn’t it strange? [Machias Uc- pubhean. 
A good many radical members don’t 
seem to mind that the certainty rests upon 
them. Isn’t that stranger? 
I he ftew \ ork Ilerahl has a series ol 
articles urging the President to resign, as 
the easiest way to get the country out of 
a host ot troubles. 
—Our brother Stickney, of the Presque 
Isle Sunrise, advertises for a young man 
to help him print the Sunrise tor a while, 
and then go to Congress. There’s a 
chance lor you, boys. 
L«tt*r from Boston. 
[Coi respouiienct of the Journal. | 
Boston, Feb. 1, 1875. 
Is it not a really remarkable laet, in 
these days of slips and slides, that an old 
iriend should tumble into the cosy com- 
partments of this respected Journal? And 
having arrived, we cannot refrain from 
an account of the haps and mishaps at- 
tendant upon the packing of our carpet 
bag. You who have never braved the 
wintry winds and risked your precious 
neck in a search ior local items, may scull' 
at the perils of an amateur’s adventures; 
but woman-like we are determined to tell 
them. Early in the week we started with 
pencil and huge note book, looking as we 
thought,—as did likewise our incredulous 
friends—enough like a first class book 
agent, to set all the doors on our route to 
slamming, if we only chanced to glance 
at the fine exterior of the worthy man- 
sions- 
Down Beacon street we picked our way 
cautiously, till we rounded the famous 
corner known as the Congregational Pub- 
lishing House, it has been our delight 
from childhood to pause and admire the 
attractive display in those immense win- 
dows. 
Regardless of the steady down grade we 
wheeled in front ot the third window to 
inspect a chrome just brought to the lore- 
ground, which seemed not quite orthodox, 
although a decided relief from the Sun- 
day school mottos and little “Sammys’’ 
‘•Moses-’ in scant attire, which generally 
figure so conspicuously. A fat donkey 
with a broad smile upon his playful coun- 
tenance stood eating hay at his well filled 
cl ill, :uni over linn filing the illuminated 
text--‘■Everything is lovely”, liv liis side 
stood a lirother, lean, lone, arid lorn, his 
extreme* appendage drooping like the last 
rose ol summer, and o’er him the words— 
"no one to love me.” That picture will 
haunt us for weeks to come, for lost in 
the contemplation of that poor creature’s 
lonely condition, we failed to notice the 
trick ol another one surnamed "Frost”; 
and our next picture was a full viewof 
our own striped stockings which have 
long been our pride when admired from a 
becoming and respectable height. ’Twas 
net music to our ears to hear from the lips 
of that sleek masculine biped—“() ! too 
bad madam. Are you hurt ?” Wouldn't it 
have been a consolation to have told him 
we had seen enough donkeys? We would 
have asked no greater satisfaction under 
the ti vingcircumstances than to have had 
uur guardian angel trot along alter the lo- 
cals. and let us put back for repairs. Alas ! 
’twas a line day and the shouts from the 
Common were too suggestive of a fruitful 
field lor labor 
What will Boston do to that faithful old 
landmark next! Every night during the 
cold weather the coasting portion has been 
watered,and every following sundown lias 
seen some fond parent bending over her 
darling's broken head. For a time the boys 
were allowed unlimited sway for their 
double-runners. With the huge bell on 
the rear, and a head-light on the bow, the 
turnout when under way made a formid- 
able competitor lor the iron horse. Gap- 
ing reporters with their yellow llag and 
sharpened pencils noted the broken limbs 
of Mrs. S. of Chestnut street,—the mis- 
fortune of Air. II. in having his lelt car 
taken suddenly oil'duty by the sharp edge 
ol .humic's "Gen. Grant.” Not until each 
and every daily in the city was satiated 
with the choice bits, did the wise men see 
the feasibility of constructing the rude 
bridges over the coasting streets, which 
looked like a half arranged circus ground, 
r.vun me gionous Fourth, wlueli urings 
annually thousands in crowds to wilt all 
day mi the Common, is not to be com- 
pared to the present state of excitement 
on the ground. From Bark street to Brigh- 
ton there is an indisputable evidence of the 
keen appreciation of the uncommon feast, 
from winter's frost}' board. 
What could tend to attract one, thirsty 
tor ([iiill nourishment, more effectually 
than the brilliant llag limiting from the 
ciAtancc of .Music Hall. The battering 
political victory last fall failed to call out 
any such an enormous rooster as the Mas- 
sachusetts 1‘oultry Show hangs out to be- 
guile the public. It is remarkable to note 
the decided airs of the lords and ladies of 
the coops since it lias become a settled 
fact that they are to appear every year at 
the Hub in their very best feathers.* We 
have a vivid recollection of their first ap- 
pearance in public, when modesty and he- 
roin bigness of manner, were liotieable 
features; blit alas! bow changed since it is 
not the duty of Dame Biddy to confine 
herself to the maternal cares of the house- 
hold tslie struts about her gilded cage 
regardless ol the feathered bits which are 
undergoing the heating process in order 
to burst the shell which hides them from 
this world of sin. 
Scarcely one of the proud old fellows, 
with Lhe simple yellow coat and, black 
pantaloons is to be seen among the invited 
guests lie lias gone with the peaceful 
days of the loved old farm yard Black 
logs and foreigners have invaded the tribe, 
till poor old white}’ and her little ones are 
seen no more wending their way, as the 
sun drops in the west, toward their night 
ly shelter in the barrel. Wise men walk 
arm in arm among tbe noisy visitors, and 
talk largely ol the price per dozen of such 
eggs, while dainty feminines peep in at 
the proud birds and exclaim upon the 
beauty ol plumage. \\ e were glad enough 
to leave the saucy creatures, tor one red- 
topped masculine, desirous ol some souv- 
enir of his n ip to Boston helped himself 
to a cloak liuLtoii from oil' our not over 
abundant store, and seemed so unwilling 
to give it lip that we were compelled to 
how out acknowledgement of his claim. 
••The darkness fell irnm the wings ut 
niglil" ere we had half supplied the 
greed} desire for items and a peep at the 
new “(Hobo" with its English Opera 
seemed the only available resource at 
hand. Beautiful the building is to look 
upon, but with the haunting sensation that 
it is of such doubtful construction that 
there are fears of its stability, one cannot 
help having rather a sickly feeling in the 
vicinity ol his heart. 
Maggie Mitchell spite of her forty years 
or more is giving Boston a rich taste ot 
her superb acting, and is the same charm- 
ing petite Maggie of old. 
Concerts, balls and parties arc crowded 
into the limited space e’re Lent closes in 
with its dusky garb. 
—1The meeting of the otlicers of Maine 
Savings Banks, at Augusta, last week, re- 
solved not to ask for the repeal of the ad- 
ditional half cent tax, imposed last win- 
ter, believing that the law should have a 
farther trial. 
—The hair of Miss Mary <’. Haskins, of Dan- 
bury, N. If, is 32 1-2 inches long. [Boston Post. 
Is it her real hair, or only the heir ap- 
parent ? 
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL ! j 
Failure of the Bay & River Railroad 
Co. to Bottle up Belfast — At the 
Mercy of the City— Waut to Com- 
promise. — The Montville Question. 
Special dispatch to the Journal. 
The hearing on the Belfast Bridge 
question is going on this afternoon. Mayor 
Brooks and S. L. Millikcn represent re- 
monstrants. Jewett and McBellan appear 
tortile bridge. It is found that from lack 
of legal notice to parties interested the 
bridge people have not a leg to stand 
upon. They are trying to compromise 
by inserting in their charter a provision 
to cross at foot of Main street, If the 
city insist upon its rights the charter must 
be postponed a year. 
The committee has unanimously repot t- 
ed against the division of Montville. 
My Neighbors. 
My lines are east in pleasant places. 1 am 
girt about with safety. In no event of life can 
I go far wrong, for I am constrained to keep 
that just, middle course which is sometimes 
called the golden mean. Mv neighbor on mv 
left is a furious radical, while mv right is 
guarded by my conservative neighbor who 
well tills Jerrold's dcUnitiou. a mail wlm will 
not look at the new moon out of respect to that 
ancient institution the old one. My heart is 
sometimes torn by conflicting; emotions, as the 
novelists say, between these two friends who 
are so careful that f shall not go astray for any 
lack of wise counsel. They are good friends 
to me, although not kindly disposed to each 
other, and 1 have much quiet enjoyment when 
they sometimes meet bv accident on the neutral 
ground of my premises. There is an endeavor 
on the part of hoth to he polite on these oeia- 
sions, which effort is loo exhausting to last 
long, and invariably ends in an edging away 
from each other \\ itli low growls, like two big 
ilogs which have been patronizing a little one. 
Being by nature conservative I incline to my 
right hand neighbor, Mr. Suminerson, and his 
advice is more easy to follow because the old 
adage, "Let well enough alone,” is the domin- 
ant chord in Ills pleasant injunctions: hut I am 
not long left in sweet dnllhuiee with my heart’s 
eiioiee, for Mr. Bounee, my left hand friend, 
comes In soon after to stilfen me up from the 
effect of that fellow Siimmcrson's foolish 
talk." 
1 have a great respect lor both of these gen- 
tlemen, and tind so many cstimahh* <jnaliti«*s in 
each that it is a most dilheiilt thing for me to 
decide which I like the more. Mv natural 
leaning, as 1 have said, is toward Summerson, 
because of his supremely easy way of getting 
around troublesome questions of policy and 
action, and his genial manner and pleasant 
views of life and its duties and hopes; but 
when my rain water cistern in the cellar bursts, 
or the sills of my stable have rotted out, and 
Bounce corner right over and bosses tin* job of 
rebuilding the cistern, or putting in new sills, 
decides every tiling for me without giving me 
the trouble of a thought, and does it all in fin* 
most thorough and economical manner, I am 
grateful to him and congratulate myself that 1 
have a radical friend. 
From time to time 1 make an effort to har- 
monize the conflicting elements in tin* charact- 
ers of these my friends, hut, although I have 
not yet given up the hope of ultimately effect- 
ing this desirable purpose, l have hitherto 
lamentably failed to do more than establish a 
kind of armed neutrality, in which tln*y neglect 
nom* of tin* preparations for war, while vigil- 
antly guarding themselves against an actual 
outbreak of hostilities. Fach, having made .i 
protege of me because of my comparative youth, 
is jealous of any influence which tin* other may 
appear to have over me, so, were 1 to accept 
the advice of either and allow it to influence my 
action. I should mortally offend theother. Thus 
am I driven, in every ease where it is feasible, 
to steer a middle course, deviating in no degree 
to the right nor to the left, and avoiding Sum- 
merson's Scylla and Bounce’s Charylulis with 
as much care as did tin* ancient, navigators ot 
tin* Messcnian Strait. 
Bounce is skilled in diplomacy, or b«*lk*ves 
himself to be, and although he cannot give 
utterance to a sentence of a dozen words with- 
out much stammering and many hem* and 
na\\s, still he has great confluence m m> aviiou- 
ness as a negotiator, and often tells me that if I 
have any little matter which requires some 
management, good horse sense and a certain 
familiarity with the rule of three, he will be 
willing to undertake it for me if I do not feel 
competent to its management, hut on no ac- 
count must i go to Summerson about it. Snm- 
merson quite as often expresses the fear thai I 
am allowing myself to tall under the influence 
of Bounce's radical notions; assuring me that 
1 am doing very well; that he has great hopes 
ot my success: that 1 should be content to let 
well enough alone; and then goe> on to warn 
me of the inevitable fate which awaits me if I 
give ear to the seditious utterances of that man 
Bounce—a radical who hopes and expects to 
assist in the overturn of all the time-honored 
institutions of tin* land—a subvc.tcr of the 
most cherished and long-established principles 
—an iconoclast—a bull in a china shop. •• And 
now, my dear B.,” ho goes on, “this man >cts 
up as a casuist, lie will decide v«>u a case of 
conscience otf hand; he will pass upon the 
lawfulness or unlawfulness oi anv of your acts 
‘by rules and principles drawn from tin* Scrip- 
tures, from tin* laws of society, or from cquitv 
and natural reason,' when In knows no more 
of the Scriptures than a Mohammedan, no mop* 
ot tin* laws ot society than a boor from the 
steppes o! Russia, and no more of equity uni 
natural reason than a Revised statute* attonicv 
He will probably oiler you his service-, in hin^- 
sc. 1 hope you will have nothing to do with 
him.” \\ hich goes to show how one good man 
may he prejudiced m regard to another good 
man, and that 1 am “hedged in” ni a manner 
j that would please Ali>s Phelps. 
Not a day passes that I do not spend some 
portion ot it, in trying to dev b,. ;1 W:ly u |„.ju„ 
these my friends to reeogni.c the virtues, ami 
pill out ot sight the objectionable peeu liar- 
ities each of the other. W ere 1 a siiltieieiu]y 
good actor I Would venture to try the il'eet ,,| 
a death-bed scene. I would lie taken suddenly 
with eerchro-spinal meningitis, and rapidly ap- 
Iiroaelt death’s door; by complicity with the 
doctor I >hould he given up by him, and send 
for my friends. Then would come the tug of 
"at. I hey are old birds, and would need a 
good deal of grain with their eh aft’, lint i 
wrould trv the eftect of a partially darkened 
room, a liberal application of meen fun or 
l">utlrr dr ri:: to my face, and a laceration of 
their feelings in view of my immediate demise. 
With a dy ing cadence in my voice I would r, 
count their many acts of kindness to rue the 
I1 r<r'■ both, then feebly clasping their 
hands with my attenuated digits, I would im- 
plore them (still with the dying cadence hi my 
voice, lint with no tears, mi account of the 
powder, and because the dying never weep) 
to insure peaceful rest in the casket intuiting 
me, by swearing an eternal friendship with 
hands joined across my dead or dying bodv. 
It the tiling should work, I could then give 
them my blessing, and they could then be led 
out much afleeted. Then the doctor could 
gently and slowly lead me baek from death’s 
dour, not having knocked, which n -rue would 
add to bis fame, and the three friends, united 
by death, would live happy ever after, and have 
some good times together. 
this is one of the numerous plans which have 
run through my mind, hut 1 am satisfied that it 
would not “work.” I am no actor, and am in 
robust health; and if there should he a slip-up, I tremble to think of the eonseipieuees of hav- 
ing Summerson and Bounce, face to lace across 
my bed, with hands firmly gripped, discover at 
the last moment that they were hoaxed, f think that Summerson, being much the lighter weight, vvouhl he the one to come across the death-bed 
as though lie were jerked, and then there would 
be a scrimmage that would be try ing to the 
net y es ol the sick man, not to mention the fur- 
niture. H 
Andy Johnson, in order to get his Senatori- al election, felt obliged to declare that lie “ex- hausted all the powers and prerogatives of the 
office of President in behalf of the < onfederate 
soldier.” [Lewiston Journal. 
< I rant might say the same thing, after 
having made Longstreet Surveyor of New 
Orleans. 
BY AN' OLD SETTLER. 
CHA1TKU XLIX. (T852.) 
I ho first noticeable event of this year 
was a tire which occurred early in the 
morning of January first and consumed 
the workshop of Carter and <'o., ship-build- 
ers, With its contents consisting of moulds, 
patterns,lumber and ship carpenters’ tools. 
The lire communicated to the house of 
Aaron Eaton which was also burned. The 
circumstances attending the lire were such 
as to justify the belief that it was kindled 
intentionally, and at a town mooting held 
on the 11th the selectmen were authorized 
to oiler a reward, not exceeding one thou- 
sand dollars, for the detection of the in- 
cendiary. They accordingly offered a re- 
ward of live hundred dolhus, but no dis- 
covery followed.—In the afternoon of the 
lltli an alarm of tire from the house now 
occupied by Mr. B. E. Field called out the 
engines. It caught in a closet in one ot 
the chambers and had broken through two 
places in the roof; hut by the energy of 
the inmates of the house and the aid of a 
few others it was extinguished before do- 
ing farther damage.— In flic evening of 
May 7th an old unoccupied house on the 
eastern side of the river, known as the 
Kelsey house, was burned; the work of 
some incendiary,doubtless—Tiie|buih!ings 
occupied by David S. Whittaker on the 
road leading to the upper bridge took lire 
about midnight of the l;!th of August. The 
house was saved, but the burn and ril were 
destroyed.—Early in the morning ot the 
JOtli, during a violent storm, the house of 
E. J. Dotterel! on Dobbett’s Lane, now 
Vine street, took tire from a delect in the 
chimney and was consumed.— In the utter- 
noon of September 1,'tth— election day— 
me iniiivi oni 111 me immune manuiurior> 
nl Daniel 1 Inward, the building now oc- 
cupied by the Belfast Livery ('nmpany. It 
caught in the basement and spread with 
rapidity, but through the vigorous efforts 
of our lire companies ihe building was 
saved although in rather damaged *-omli 
tiou. The firemen were complimented 
with a supper in the evening at the Ameri- 
can House, alter which lin y made an in- 
formal call on one of their ton nxmen whom 
they had complimented with their votes 
during the day. 
The Lyceum was in a thriving condition 
this winter; the lectures before it were as 
follows: llev. S. L. ('aid well, of l'.angor, 
mi I n written History; llev. William A. 
Drew, of Augusta, on the World’s Fair; 
Kev (leorge Shepard, ot Bangor, on De- 
mosthenes; Kev. Sylvester Judd, of Au- 
gusta. on the Uses of the Keautilul; Kev. 
Theodore Parker, of Boston, on Progress 
in the Development of Mankind. Kev. K 
II. ('hapin.nl New York, on the Ideal and 
the Actual; Kev Dr 1‘allrey of this place 
on the Beading ol Fiction, Kev Joseph 
Kicker on Earnestness as an Element of 
Character, and Hon. Albert C Jewett on 
Paris and the Parisians. 
Bullard’s celebrated Panorama ot the 
city of New York was on exhibition at 
City Hall in the month of January. 
The first steamer to arrive was the new 
steam-ship Eastern State, ( apt, William 
Flowers, who made her first appearance 
here on the 11th ot January, flic (iov- 
ernor, CapL. Thomas Rogers, made her 
first appearance for the season on the li'th 
of April and her last on the 211th of Nov- 
ember; she connected with the railroad at 
Portland. The Boston, < ’apt. T. B. San- 
ford, came on the fifth of April; she ran 
on the outside route. The Lawrence, 
( apt. Charles 1 leering, came on in May 
to run between this place and Ellsworth, 
and Mount Desert, touching at intermedi- 
ate points 
Early in February three deer, an unusual 
sight then in this locality were discovered 
by some of our “dead shots” on the east- 
ern side ol the river. Had they come to 
take a last look at the old town soon to be 
merged in the new city ? or a first look at 
the embryo aldermen already beginning 
to sharpen their appetites for venison steak 
and turtle soup? In either ease, they pa hi 
the penalty of their uriosity. One ol them 
weighed over one hundred and liity pounds, 
and was chased trom the wood- into the 
water before lie was captured 
We had but few public musical enter- 
tainments tliis year; tin public ear was 
too tilled with polities to listen to the 
voice of charmers, charm they never so 
wisely.” the Portland Minstrels were 
iioiv, o t ity Hall, in February, and Mr. 
Henri M. JungnicKel with Mr. and Miss 
Wheeloek in May Fuvber’sMinstrels, and 
the 1 Iarmonearis, gave two or more con- 
certs in November. 
At the annual spring meeting, loth ot 
Marc h, Daniel 1 laraiien. W illiam T. Col- 
burn anil I T .in k I in Brier were chosen 
Selectmen, Joseph Wheeler. Clerk, anil 
Augustus Perry, Treasurer. The monies 
raised were .’i,0(X) for schools, l,ooo for 
paupers and insane, ,1 ,o00 for payment of 
incidental expenses, looo.OO for payment 
of debts, loom lor tire engine expenses, 
.’it (i«too for repairing highways and bridges. 
I’lie all absorbing question before the 
meeting was that of establishing a town 
liquor ageney under the provision- ot the 
Maine Law. A motion to instruct the 
selectmen to purchasi liquors anil appoint 
an agent to make sale of them for medici- 
nal and mechanical purposes prevailed hv 
a vote of L’oti against 1:1s. Benjamin I 
Blackstone, Ksq., was appointed agent. 
lion. Allfei! Johnson died .March UJd, at 
the resilience of his son-in-law, the late 
l>r Nahum 1' Monroe, in the sixty-third 
year of Ids "go. lie was the eldest son 
of l!c\ All'ri d dohnson, who was installed 
pastor of the first Congregational Church 
in this place in isu.-,. brother ot the late 
Ral >li C. .lohnson and father ol the late 
Col. Alfred W. .lohnson. He was born in 
Ne.vburyport. Mass., Aug. l;>. !,sp. ,\i 
the time, his lather came here to n side he 
was a student in Bowdoin College, where 
lie graduated in I si is with the highest I lon- 
ers of his class, lie studied law in the 
ofliee ot lion. William < rosbv and. on ad 
mission to the Bar in 1SII opened an olliee 
in the counting-room ot the Nesmith Store 
then kept by his brother Ralph c In tin 
warot is | o he was captain ol the artillery 
company in this place, bis brother holding 
at tiie same time the olliee of ensign in 
the infantry. lie represented this town 
and Nortliporl in tile General Court when 
Maine was part of Massachusetts, and 
was a member of the Convention which 
in 1 s 1;i trained the Constitution of the 
new State, lie was a member of its first 
legislature and resigned that position to 
accept the olliee ol Judge of Probate I'm 
the county ol Hancock, Sept. 1, ift-ti 
That ofliee lie held until March I. ls_'7, 
when he was appointed to the same posi- 
tion in the new county of Waldo. He 
continued to hold the olliee until hi- term 
expired by constitutional limitation in 
Is to, when Hon. Jonathan 1 haver of Cam- 
den wa.- appointed iiis successor. He was 
me ol the Trustees of Bowdoin College 
from 1 vis until his decease. 
He was an able lawver and a ripe sehol- 
ir: occupy ing a place in the trout rank of 
die literati of the Stale, lie possessed a 
email.able memory; it may be truthhillv 
slid of him. it of any one", that nothing 
•ver escaped him. lie was eminent as a 
conversationalist, and bis memory was a 
perfect treasury of all lie had ever read 
.r thought. No more truthful, mental or 
moral portraiture ot the man can lie pre- sented than that embraced in the lollowino- 
resolutions adopted at a meeting of the members of the W aldo Bar held on the 
ilav preceding bis funeral: •‘Resolved that 
ive lament with protoiiudest regret the de- mise ol. Hon. Alfred Johnson, who for 
ueai ly forty years was a member of this 
Bar, and fora large portion of the time 
tilled an important judicial office. Altlio’ 
during the latter portion of his file he hail 
retired from active practice, the profession 
will long remember Him .as a sound and 
correct lawyer, performing the various 
duties of his official station with signal 
ability and to the acceptance of the public. 
Resolved, that in contemplation id the 
character of Judge Johnson, in all his va- 
rious situations both public and private, as 
a lawyer, a legislator and a judge, as a 
prominent citizen, as a scholar thoroughly versed in classical and general literature 
and as a mail of social qualities, ot genial humor, and of remarkable colloquial pow- 
ers, we feel that a void has been created in 
our community which cannot he filled lion. William Crosby died onltheSlstof March in his eighty-second yea'. lle was born at Billerica, Mass., June :>, 1770 graduated at llarvari|in 1794, studied his profession in the offices of William Gordon, hsq., at Amherst, N, H., and lion. Samuel 
j Dana at Groton, Mass., was admitted to 
the Bar of Middlesex county in 17118 and 
after practising ins profession throe years 
in Billerica came here to reside ill January 
1802. He erected his office on the site on 
High street now occupied by tlie brick 
•store of Mr. Arnold Harris, first removing 
tlie fallen trees to make room for it, and 
in 1804 became the owner, by purchase, 
of the dwelling-house on Main street now 
occupied by his son. lie left an interest- 
ing auto-biography,covering seventy years 
of bis life, from which it appears that when 
he first came here, in 1801, there were on 
the site of tiie present business portion of 
the city but five trained-houses, a few log 
houses, one store, one meeting-house, and 
five Indian wigwams. 
Soon after be commenced practice here 
lie was appointed county attorney, and in 
1811 chief justice ot the Court of Common 
Pleas for the Third Eastern Circuit, em- 
bracing the counties of Hancock, Wash- 
ington and Penobscot. He held that office 
until tiie Court was abolished in 1822. He 
then resumed practice and continued in it 
until 1831, when he carried into effect a 
resolution which he had long before adopt- 
ed, to retire troni active business at tlie 
age of sixty. He was a member of the 
College of Presidential Electors in 1812 
and of the Senateof Massachusetts in 1813. 
His remaining days after retiring from 
the practice of his profession were devot- 
ed to his books, the study ot the natural 
sciences, the preparation of manuscripts 
on various subjects, and to agricultural 
and horticultural pursuits. It would not 
become the compiler of these annals, sus- 
taining the relation he does to the subject 
ot this brief biographical sketch, to indulge 
in the language of eulogy ; yet it is but 
simple justice to the man, whose memory 
is very precious to him, to embody in it 
a resolution adopted by the members ot 
the Waldo Bar at a meeting held the da\ 
after his decease: ••Resolved, that the re 
cent demise of the Hon. William < rosin 
calls us to mourn the loss of a respected 
and venerated brother, the oldest member 
of this Bar. its toundcr and first President 
Although he had retired trom active life 
and tor the last twenty years we have not 
met him in the arena of professional labor, 
yet lie is tresh in our recollection, and will 
long he remembered as the just lawyer, 
the able advocate, the impartial judge, 
and tlm eminent and beloved citizen”. A 
somewhat extended biography ot Judge 
Crosby maybe found in Willis's History 
of the Law, the < ourts, and the Lawyers 
of Maine. 
Larly in April Mess. Holmes and Baker 
became landlords ot the American House 
succeeding Mr. 11 N. Lancaster Mi- 
Holmes is now landlord of the New Hug 
land House; Mr. Baker died some years 
ago. 
A town meeting was held on the 3d ol 
April to act on the question of accepting 
the city charter The whole number ot 
votes thrown was only 693. t he result 
was the acceptance of the charter by a 
vote of 311 against 87*. The only public 
demonstration of jov at the result was bv 
the boys, who rang the bells and had a 
tar-barrel bonfire in the evening. A meet- 
ing was held on the 86th of December to 
see it' tin: town will vote to surrender their 
city charter.” 1 lie vote was so decisively 
in the negative that there was no farther 
opposition. 
A movement was inaugurated this month 
by .School Districts l and 5 to purchase the 
interest ot the county and town in the old 
Court-house and convert it into a school 
house. It resulted in the purchase of those 
interests the interior of the building was 
re-modelled, and it lias to the present day 
been used for school purposes, ip. 18(58 a 
contract was made between the School 
District and the Masonic Fraternity by the 
terms ot which the attic was leased to 
Pluenix Lodge and the Chapter for the 
term of ninety-nine years, in considera- 
tion of which they constructed the French 
roof on the building and engaged to keep 
it in repair during the term of their lease. 
Kurly in May a change was made in the 
course of the telegraph wire across the 
river, i p to this date it had crossed at 
the lower bridge; by the change made it 
diverged from Bridge to High street, 
thence on High street and the road to City 
Point to the red bridge at the Point where 
it crossed the river and thence to Mason’s 
Mill where it connected with the old line 
Among the vessels launched this year 
were the ship Northern Chief ot about 
1 Bib tons burthen, the barks John Card- 
net', 487, and Moses Kimball, the 
brigs Amos M, Roberts, 818, and Marc 
^ MeCrae, '_'H, the schooners Vesta, lie, 
City Belle, 98, Fred Dyer, 17.7, J. 15 isii, 
Mazurka, 98, and the Olicia, 97. 
1 lie Maine Baptist Convention com- 
j menced an annual session of three days 
at the Baptist Church on the 15th of June. 
| It was largely attended, more than a hun- 
j drotl ot the clergy ol the denomination 
! being present A state ( onvention of the 
1 uiversalist denomination commenced a 
three days session ou the 83d. This also 
was numerously attended. Rev. N. C, 
Fletcher, now residing in Camden, was 
pastor ot the Society in this place at the 
time. 
“And Satan came also among them.” 
Job, 8. 1—8. While these rejigious de- 
nominations were engaged in -'present- 
ing themselves before the Ford” those 
famous .Magicians. Prolessors Baldwin and 
Wood, came "from going to and fro in 
the earth and from walking up and down 
in it, and gu\. two ot their "amusing 
and interesting entertainments” at City 
i ball. \\ betlier it was through their mag- ical art, or the influence ot the Conven- 
tions, that the cocks of the casks in the 
liquor agency were mysteriously turned 
on the night of the loth and some two or 
three hundred dollars worth ot liquor 
wasted its sweetness on the desert air,” 
is a question to which no satisfactory an 
swer has yet been made. 
I The remaining local events ot this year 
j w ill be found in our m-xt chapter 
s^> At MUM NiUlf 1*. < 'row ell, a v.»untr 
man enijil'iyeii at what is known ns Kas£ 
man s hlaeksmith shop in Six Mile Falls, 
ali.,ve Bangor, was accidentally and fata] 
h shot on Friday afternoon It'seems that 
< row eli and a lrieiul named Andrew J 
smith had been shooting it target, through tlie window of the shop, t rowell’s 
gun did not work perfectly, and lie finally borrowed Smith's rille to try a sled. With- 
out discharging it Crow.d'l left the shop and started lor the target. As In* came 
opposite the w indow where the rille had 
been lett on the bench, the piece went 
off, the bullet taking client in Crowell's 
head, back ot the * at, passinir clear 
through and causing instant dealt" 
The first intimation Smith had of the 
mischief his rille had done, was w hen he 
looked out of the window and saw Crow 
ell lying on the snow Neighbors were culled, wlio carried his i„„|\ int.> the shop Smith thinks the gun must have been’ 
discharged by the jarring of the bench at which he was working lie denies hat inn 
had the litte in his ban,I at the time, but 
was, on the contrary, three or tour'feet 
;t way. 
Several years ago. Smith accidentally shot and killed a voung lady, residing at us father’s, with the same rille which 
brought Crowell to so sudden death. This 
makes rather a bad look for Smith, -bow- 
ing either great carelessness, or remark- 
able ill-fortune on his part. 
—The Editors' and Publisher*' Association has decided to have no oration next ve ir_it least, that is the interpretation which we pin 
upon the sole, ... I be editor or this puperta- orator. A\ c have :dw:n- thought it would be well to dispense with bus feature of the nuul programme. Inn ibis indirect method is too much like die wav wind, u,e i.-fo-lam,.,. of Maine has contrived to abolish capital punish meat. [Portland Advertiser.  
That's just our luck. Appointed poet 
we find ourself hitched up with a balkv 
mate. Well, if the association votes not 
to abolish capital punishment, and to hang 
i l;'t'hardson for hacking out, it will be our 
j ,lntJ' t0 htrnish lines for the occasion. 
A little boy in Massachusetts who fell 
through the ice, and was insensible when 
got out, gives the following description ol 
the accident—"I fell into the water,” said 
he; “I could not ktjep niy face up so I 
could breathe; so 1 put my cap over my mouth to keep the water out,—-and theu 1 
went to sleep.” 
~MrJ?a‘t0!,iS has brought Nelly back to the W lute House to see her pa and the folks generally.  
News of th«- City and County. 
Lebruan nano in very lamb-like. 
N, \t Wednesday will be the first day in Lent. 
>, :irs]K)rt parties now truck their freight to 
tin railroad depot in this city. 
Carter .V t o. have laid the keel of a 1400 ton 
-hip for apt. Lord of Soarsport. 
The weather is now mild tor winter, hut that 
much needed thaw hasn't come. 
Our neighbor Mfred Kllis was publicly mar’' 
ttb( jjst , hurcl Sabbath. 
Ml. McDonald la's pul into Ins jewelry es- 
;ahlisl,incut a new .-ale. a ry handsome one, 
Hi.,I hot!: burglar and tire proof. 
aarl of se'NJ is ill red by tile city gov- 
,.,-1 eerion of any person setting 
an ineendiarv tire. 
s,,, at the t uitariaii Church nextsunday 
me d lock. Lecture by the Pastor, 
B \11' -ul ,,.—How to he Happy. 
v -r| wants a savings Bank, and has 
.. lie legislature for an -let to incor- 
porate. 
Ileav coatings of tee and snow on the house 
hr! nol fur nun :i ,u the house-, make 
■I v root- iiist now 
Kal uiiiin iyunr piieliy at her whart 
and •.erv|i,.dy i.uneeted with her enjoys 
-. i-t‘ii ..r‘ enforced idleness. 
M, ,r. indebted to ('apt. A. -I Ross, ot 
k.soinille, i ii. for a nice lot. ol oranges 
d al region oi perpetual summer. 
I,. ,,.. days dry tiroes, and nights of in- 
ill, Ur I engineer should keep wa- 
ll o im lpai r iooii-.il possible. 
'A 11 !*«*•* J Ill lii-ltast lias been lioliv- 
ibel ill itil- ■ it Ii also 111- 
i. Bo-kiatid, 1 lioinasloii and • amden. 
i •'!; 1 i'lm-ttiv Hid Timothy < base 
| !'. ii.-ix installed Monday evening 
I \\ gbt. 1 > i>. M M I tin- Eighth 
\i t- a i« I>i*tr»4-i 
l. 111; Vmau ni Miustn i Troupe has 
iimifd. by a iiuint uu-:v signed card, to 
an m-n limiit-iit in ihi.- « if accepted 
! In r liotiee will he giWli. 
_eii. i-.il outcry of udiginition 
ui*; r In io liiug urchin.- who slide 
.'all,', ttid die. everybody else into the 
•j. -now 
I -ay > that time waits lor no man. 
lane. it air city clock will convince 
mat it wait- for -omchodv who under- 
lie.- in- l**Nlli’- 
.1 ;.li — li* ll .oliei-rl «!!.' Ill' ll^ji the 
M-m..»a--t -ti *ast Sabb.itl. -\oiling, hy 
d.1. .. i; idling .; vupl. Mac,—u 
•i y j asaiiL affair. 
i,i_ai1 iv: nb' -*»me drunken rowdies 
,i 'ii-. i, ■ breaking windows on 
M —I a>- ot J>r. SvheMer, If. 
ii-gcut md M. F. i'after -nil. red. 
i,. 11. s -aio.,n they have u tender heart 
>'• -ii ■ igtit lioincic.-.- ami starving 
:i• i\ e foiiml w arm quarters in the cellar. 
tii\ t,» cat. They make ii lively for rats. 
iifiuhi r- o ihe L'niversahst 
wbl. >m* imj«- tai- month, give an en- 
i.itin tit in lluyfoiv. I full, for the benefit of 
a. iffy—not Mmday a- announced hy the 
Advertiser. 
*n Saturday. Mary daughter of Geo. J). Mc- 
■ i; it-, was accidentally injured with a pitch- 
n tie hand* of her brother, while the 
wa-feeding cattle. The fork entered the 
k ,l». ut ;in inch in front of the ear. 
-n-w naving ;ieeumulated in such quau- 
■ the pi grounds that rendered it a 
..n<| Mr \dimis put on a gang and shov- 
lift* * ii v load- and dumped it off the 
oiroad bridge. 
Io V. eg, For.-vthe. Principal of the 
e L'iiort Si-ininury, will deliver his celebrut- 
and popular lecture on ** Genuine Aristoe- 
m lh*- M. F < liureli, on Thursday eve- 
ning. f ch. 4Ui 
Another commotion i.i the milk business. 
I'll’. from scursport have the pluck to an- 
'UI :hat they will furnish milk to Belfast 
ust ii, at b ••lit- per quart in winter and 5 
'‘lit- in s manicr. 
•bisiah N \\ hife. formerly proprietor of the 
lb" »n Mou- in this city, has purchased the 
n m t \\ II. Banks, the extreme farm in 
lh dr.-t on lie P.elmmil road, and will remove 
in about two weeks. 
Busiin-ss before the Police Court lias been 
v dub of late. Two women recently com- 
n, d of a man for indecent exposure, but 
in ra.-e w as settled by payment of money, and 
the complaint withdrawn. 
Owen N\ bite’s horse became frightened Sat- 
urday. threw the driver into the snow and 
ui down street at a fearful pace, but was 
stopped on High street. Owen will deliver 
a ;i! lrom a new pung hereafter. 
A B-lfast woman at Bangor last week wish* 
•- ! » return home, and not having the where- 
ith to pay her fare, boldly started out on foot 
tin- morning and reached Searsport, wdierc 
<• stopped, at n in the afternoon. 
U i.-arn t hat parti, interested in the steam- 
-'imer ha e bought the <'obb estate, in Gas- 
n- w-hieh is very finely situated for the ioca- 
t' 'H *t a hotel, and will next summer build 
tliei't*• >n a nice hotel for summer boarders. 
\l t!i,• annual meeting, Thursday evening, of 
Jhdla-t Podge of Mood Templars, Diaries \V 
Haney was elected Worthy Thief Templar, 
with a long list of subordinates. The lodge is 
m \er\ tlourishing condition and number* 
t wo hundred members. 
A little specimen of humanity, probably a 
-liil-horn child, was found wrapped in an old 
api ut on the shore above the lower bridge, 
i-i Thursday. No one could he found to an- 
-wer tin question, had it a lather, had it a 
moth, r"*—so it was huri. d at the city’s expense. 
11 \ \\ bitten gu\ e private Masonic party 
d liis residence it the Point, Thursday evening, 
bat was pronounced by all a rich affair. The 
h-us, w as throw n o[»en to the guests, dancing 
indulg' d in, alter which an oyster supper was i 
| '1' A- uu entertainer derrv was voted a 
success. 
I,, >, nth a lady in this ,-ity ovcrlieaivil a eon- 
\'-rsatioii between two men, in her burn, re- 
p* « i;ng the qualities ot her hens, and devising 
na an- t«. steal' the same. Waiting until they mad- the attempt she rushed out and secured 
biddy l hi- happened at noon day. 
mii'i.ty morning, between two and three 
!••< U an alarm of lire was sounded in this 
l ie tire department turned out, hut for- 
uihai. iv llieir services were not needed. A 
u‘w" attached u, the Angler House, was 
discovered ..u fire upon the outside, but was 
■ vtinguisbed before mueh progress was made. 
Il el alive got to raging in that neighborhood 
'lie remit Would have been disastrous. U was 
t lu work of an inc^ndiarv. 
Mr. -Jewett, who a- tin. hired attorney of tiie 
Penobscot Bay and liiver itailroad Co.’, had s„ 
| b»ucU to say at Augusta, the other da\, in dis- 
paragement of this eity and its people, Was es- 
pecially earm-st on the subject of ice. He told 
those Who were there as remonstrants that they 
bad better l.e at homo clearing out the ice from 
the harbor—that it was the duty ot the city 
government, Ac. it happened that in isus, 
"lieu there was just such a winter as the pres- 
a*. Mr. Jewett himself was Mayor. The bar 
| bur Was closed, as it is now. but not a hand or 'one did this great champion of duty then 
•use for clearing the harbor. But it was done 
bv the business wen of the place. He will probably stick to that theory until he get a big- gor fee for adopting some other one. 
A SlLVF.lt Wfpding THat w 
I HUSB ,,ABTV M“ and Mrs. Noali Jf Mi l evv< celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversarv of 
1 
their married life on Wednesday evening of last week. It happened like this: Their rela- tives entered into a conspiracy to give them a surprise on that particular evening. The 
P couple were purposely invited out to take tea witli a neighbor, and in their absence the con- 
spirators took possession of the house and then 
sent for the rightful owners. On entering thev 
I ,ehe '* ab0,,t arsons seated around their 
I 
hoard, upon which an elegant turkey supper was spread while in an adjoining room upon a table was displayed a large collection of rich 
Silver »«“«>**■ The affair was a 
-r--a enjoyable ocea- ,or the astonished recipients. 
I 
Mr, Richardson, of Bangor, will give a Val- 
entine’s ball on next Thursday eyeniug. See 
particulars next week. 
Patrick Ilancv, on Tuesday, had a narrow 
escape. While on a ladder clearing the ice 
from the gutters of Dodge’s saloon, the ice and 
snow on the roof came down upon him. Grasp- 
ing some projections on the roof he held on. 
the snow piling upon his head and arius. He 
w-^somewhat bruised. 
Mr. Castle has a large contract for making 
polishing machines for Bodwell & Co,, to be 
used at the Vinalhaven and llallowell granite 
works. They are ponderous affairs, weighing 
live tons each. They will have some improve- 
ments, invented by Mr. Castle. There are now 
no machines of the kind in the state, and Maine 
stone that needs polishing is sent to Hartford. 
Rev. Mr. Bixby, a few days ago, met with an 
accident, which came near being a fatal one. 
He was near his house, engaged in placing his 
young child upon a sled, when the accumulated 
ire and snow upon the root slid oil. striking 
him upon the head and shoulders and inflicting 
severe bruises. The child was saved by his 
being in a stooping position over it. hut receiv- 
ed some blows as it was. 
Soli. Flora Condon, Capt. Rufus 1!. London, 
which we recently reported at Little Gut of 
Canso, for Boston, arrived below Belfast on the 
k’Tlh. She has had a hard passage, having been 
three times blown off since leaving Canso, once 
w in n sui* was up \\ mi ueorges, :iu*i each unu1 
| blown nearly to Sable Island. She put in here 
>hort ol provisions, having had nothing hut 
bread and herring for twelve days previous t*> 
arrival. She has a cargo of *2(100 barrels ol 
frozen herring, from Boon Hay, Newfoundland. 
M «* are indebted to ('apt. Condon for some In- 
teresting particulars of the herring trad of 
that region. Boon Bay is one ol the localities 
'•t ruivd to the French for fishing stations, bv 
treaty. It is oil the west coast of the island, 
and is a deep and sheltered inlet. The herring 
harvest commences in November, when the fish 
arrive in immense shoals, so that tin* water is 
aliw with them. It is the only busy season 
with the people of tin* locality, who make great 
wages at .securing the fish. Nearly a hundred 
cargoes are shipped from the place, many of 
which are in large vessels that cross the Atlan- 
tic. Tin* herring are nice and fat, and bring 
good prices in any market. Capt. Condon 
thinks of returning for the. purpose of taking a 
cargo to Europe. 
Capt. U. XV. Staples of sell. Ceorgia, which 
was abandoned at sea, arrived at his home in 
this city on .Monday. He reports that he left 
New York, I >«•*•. 10th, for Savannah, with a 
general cargo: had fine weather to the Kith; 
on that night encountered a very heavy west- 
erly gale, during which sprung foremast, lost 
bowsprit and received other injuries, which 
rendered the vessel unmanageable. For the 
■succeeding eight days there was a succession 
of gales, during w hich their condition got no 
better very fast. On the 21st they were fallen 
in with by the American ship Mad am .'vdorna, 
uf New York, bound from that port to Liver- 
pool. They loft I In* Georgia in their own boat, 
and were thoroughly exhausted in getting on 
board tbe ship. They received from Capt. 
Hawkins and his oflieers the kindest treatment, 
for which Capt. Staples desires to return bis 
grateful thanks. On arrival at Liverpool they 
were eared for by Gen. Fairchild. U. -. Consul, 
who sent them to Philadelphia by steamer Jlli- 
uois. Tiie mate, Mr. G. YV. YVest, belongs in 
this city; the crew were foreigners. Tin 
Georgia was abandoned in hit. .10..'!:!. Ion. 08.40. 
Political Fin ality ok Women. It will 
be seen from the following correspondence that 
our citizens are soon (probably next week) to 
have the opportunity of listening to a lecture 
from that gifted and eloquent woman, Mrs. 
Lucy Stone, upon this interesting subject. 
Belkakt, Jan. 20,1871. 
Mits. Li \ Stone: Learning that you are 
f.‘iniug into this State, to leeture, sometime 
during the present winter, we. therefore, ex- 
tend the invitation to you, to leeture in this 
city, upon such subject as your judgment shall 
direct, and at such time as shall best suit vour 
convenience. Y en truly, J. G. IIickeiison, 
YV. C. Maksiiai.i.. 
J. A. Boss, 
•las. T. Bixisy. 
Pint o JIeksey. 
Boston. .1 in. so. 1871. 
I have received your kind invitation to lec- 
ture in Belfast, upon such subject a, I prefer. 
1 thank you for the invitation, and in accepting 
it would ssv that a- the political equality of 
women seem- to tie ihe most important ques- 
tion of the hour, 1 should prefer that subject. 
As soon a> 1 can lix the time I will inform 
\ou. Very trulv, I.t < v ,Stone. 
To M ESSIES. IlK'KEliSON ANIi ••THElts. 
Letter from 'Washington. 
Correspondence of tin- Journal. 
\V \ SUING TUX, Feb. 1. 
] write, Mr. Editor, not from the seat ot 
government of our great and glorious 
country, where the great turmoils of state 
go on, and where Andy Johnson is soon 
to reappear on the stage of action; but 
from the quiet rural town of Washington, 
hi Knox County, where the happenings 
are not so momentous, but often very 
amusing, it lias recently been agitated 
by the manner in which a spirited young 
lady of the locality treated a recreant 
lover. Having occasion (■< go to the post- 
offiee, kept at a private house, she discov- 
ered her adored in close and suspicious 
conversation with another woman. In- 
wardly disturbed, but outwardly cool, she 
considered the situation a moment. Dif- 
ferent women act differently under those 
circumstances. Some tear around and 
smash things, some throw \ itriol and spoil 
the other woman’s clothes. When Eneas 
jilted Dido, she didn't cut up didos, but 
sat down on the shore anil wept- -and tears 
are often very effective. 
Our heroine just beckoned her unfaith- 
ful lover outside the door, and asked ii he 
intended to marry her. The reply was a 
denial, general and‘particular, of all in- 
tention or obligation ot the kind. Now 
the trade and industries of this section 
consist largely in the manufacture ol 
staves. They are used to make lime 
casks, pork and beef barrels, and some 
perhaps come hack to Maine encircling 
quantities of Medford rum, dispensed by 
tlie successor of the great and good Deacon 
Shaw. A pile of ash staves reposed near the 
scene of the apostaey. Seizing one ol 
these, she went for her perjured lover, 
punishing him with the flat side, and going 
round and round as a cooper circumnavi- 
gates a cask. The spectators that gathered 
auoiu uiougni mai u ever a man’s hoops 
were driven tight, his were, lint still lie 
wouldn’t recant. Then she went for him 
again, and the result was that he sur- 
rendered, acknowledged her rights,'and 
in presence of witnesses fixed a day fin 
the wedding. Soon afterwards, as they 
passed over the Hill together, they were 
heard murmuring sweet words of affection 
W hat tears would have failed to do, at: 
ash stave accomplished. As the gentle in- 
fluences oi Saint \ alontine’s day draw 
near, when birds mate and love reign: 
triumphant, the couple w ill fie wed. 
Dr. Edward S. Young, a native of thi: 
town, and a physician of extensive prac- 
tice, has returned from New York, when 
he lias attended a valuable and instructive 
course ot lectures at lielleview Hospital 
Knox. 
—Californians are shaking their head 
about “the great bonanza,” and the stool 
is falling rapidly. Those who sold on 
while tile titje was Up> ]mve ma(|e iortunos 
1 's.Kt»hHl by responsible parties that Hi amount of tonnage to lie built in the district o 
7!'ll,,r,1Or0 "l V*75 W’ill ecptal that of 1874. No 
wiimfc «r'..e?Se 8 wil1 l,c constructed, but the ill be of a larger class. 
1 wA iln.!'S,8?"fr ,in tllc Navy Department a Washington has been arrested on suspicion, In having, when younger been detected in ineen diansm which was a monomania witli him. 
The Chicago Times thinks that the ship Chandler business is popular in Michigan. 
Letter from Rockland. 
Correspondence of flip Journal. 
Rockland, Feb. 1. 
1 failed to connect. Last week, we as a 
community, were leit to pine for notoriety. 
No surgeon’s call was sounded; physical 
culture at the Point Gymnasium declined. 
The Judicial Theatre was voted a nuisance, 
not even scoring one for the Herald re- 
porter, who with speculation in his eye 
spares not a “generous friend, a pitying 
foe.” 
With our best bow we pass this in, as 
an apology to the thousands of your read- 
ers who await the coming of the Journal 
only for the perusal ot the solemn truths 
exuding from our penholder, the impres- 
sions of which we hope may be lasting. 
We have been passing through a very 
successful season of secret society installa- 
tions. They made a hit. Houses immense. 
Receipts very complimentary, so were the 
tickets, X.B. The above is not sarcasm. 
We are one of those who have enjoyed the 
sweet experiences of the brotherhood an- 
cient and honorable, and only wish that 
its tenets might lie the rule and guide of 
a brotherhood universal. We have every 
opportunity for one’s enjoy ing the com- 
pany of a select few, the nights of the 
week being too few to meet all the knights 
of the several outers in their different 
castles and encampments. One may take 
his fill of secret societies here. If the \ ari 
ous Masonic, Tvthiac, and Temperance 
secret organizations have no charm for 
him, he lias but to turn in with flit; over- 
tures of Ihe various sewing societies, 
where it is secrets will at least he discussed 
if not kept, li would not be exactly a 
"Lodge in a garden ot cucumbers,” but 
rather forcibly remind one of a bed of 
prickly [tears. But we believe in them— 
as a natural production ot the soil. They 
never preceded the demand. A chimney 
would never hate been built, had there 
been no smoke to carry off. i would like 
to introduce a parenthesis here, viz: 1 
never knew a chimney to be very "pro- 
lific” of usefulness, that ever went into 
business to get up its own smoke. But 
these are exceptional. The true value of 
the Dissecting Circle, lies in the very fact 
of its dissecting proclivities. 
il thepriceof liberty is eternal vigilance, 
the price of reform is eternal agitation. 
We are in favor ot giving everything its 
due, even the keeper of the Bottomless 
Tit,—we forbear giving his full name, be- 
ing ourself a Methodist. II he rose to ex- 
plain, we should let him relate his experi- 
once. Smooth seas never display their 
hidden rocks; the white surf and the 
breaker’s roar invite us to throw the lead. 
Tl-epolitical reformation of '74 owes iis 
existence, and whatever of purification 
there lias resulted or may result frorfl it, 
to the scalpel and lancet of an untram- 
melled Democratic press. The insolence 
of office, the proud man’s contumely i- 
only the result of an overbalancing force 
generated by overwhelming party majori- 
ties. The golden mean is the true con- 
servatism—the resultant ot two radically 
opposing forces. As nature’s harmony is 
produced by the lawot opposition, su right 
always lies at the balance of infinite ex- 
tremes. lienee we are of those who are 
always willing for the dissecting knife to 
be plied without hindrance. Give us an 
open court and free discussion. Corrup- 
tion will run itsell clear when sufficiently 
rotten. 
Nature sometimes needs assistance, 
when the surgeon cuts away those parts 
that might remain to poison the lile blood 
that absorbs it. This operation i. not so 
pleasant, by several degrees to the subject 
as to (lie operator. Uiesar had it tried on 
him, ( hades the First sought the hiding 
place of the woodbine, and Grant—is ex- 
pected as chief executive of the nation to 
apply the knife to whatever threatens the 
life ol the nation. 
\nd now the stock on the Rockland 
market is the “Ulysses”—a steamer in- 
tended for the route between Rockland 
and the Fast During the summer months 
she will ply between said city and Mt. 
Desert. At other seasons of the year she 
will connect Ruck sport with the Eastern 
terminus of the K & L. 11. R. 
This arrangement is to pacily the travel 
that will throng the ticket offices next 
summer, for transportation over the Ray 
and River Road. That road will not be 
| completed in time for pleasure tourists, 
j hence l ie aforesaid. Capt. David Robinson 
will take a seat in the “captain’s office”, 
as one halt owner. The stock is desirable 
—more so than manufacturing stocks, just 
at this time. 
The Limeburners of Knox county have 
at 'last cilected a coalition, and the hatchet 
is buried. It is the intention of the man- 
agers of the association to put the price of 
lime at reasonable figures, jest insuring a 
living margin. This union of interests 
was a “consummation devoutly to be 
wished”, and we understand it lias been 
bromrht about in a manner satisfactory to 
all parties. 
The reports of the committee appointed 
to investigate into tile practicability ol 
supplying llie city with water irom Oyster 
River Rond, have been made. A citizens 
meeting was called and an immense con- 
course ol twenty-live people assembled to 
listen to their rendition. The reports fell 
Hat and the water Hows through the old 
mains as before, just as if nothing had 
happened. 
The County Commissioners made choice 
of E. 11. Orberton as janitor of llie new 
court house. 
The criminal record this week contains 
nothing startling. A few have found the 
wigwam through promiscuous exercises in 
the manly art, and a “gilded saloon” has j 
been visited in wrath by a detachment of 
sharpshooters, who poured a galling fire 
of beer bottles and decanters over the bar 
at the defenseless head of the barkeeper. 
The lire was briskly returned, until am- 
munition gave out. The fact of no arrests 
being made gives the police force (which 
no better exists in the state) the advantage 
of an alibi. They can't be even accused 
of “snulling the smoke, of the roaring 
fray.” Those radicals who hold a chronic 
1 charge of loafing around saloons against 
our police, ready to pour forth at any em- 
ergency, please take noliee. 
Maggie O'Neal showed in Farwell and 
Ames Hall last Saturday night. The 
night was not very Jreyuenl, and Maggie 
> was not a success. Her variety show 
however was the best that has opened 
t, here for two months. N. 15. it is the 
only one. May her shadow never lie any 
lesser. May if never be so less. 
'. We understand that the shoe and leather 
lion has shown his teeth. lie proposes, in 
the person of the Boston creditors of the 
pegged out shoe factory, to compel those 
! who subscribed for stock but never liqui- 
dated to ante or show cause. A. R. Gould 
is retained for defendants. A suit is im- 
minent. 
The Beecher Case. 
This remarkable case still drags its slow 
length along. But two witnesses have 
been thus far examined. Friday^and Sat- 
urday were consumed in arguments con- 
cerning the admissibility ol the testimony 
of Tilton, it being resisted by the defence 
with a determination which show's that 
they consider it a very telling point in the 
case. On Monday, however, Judge Ncil- 
son decided Tillun’s evidence to be admis- 
sible, excepting that portion derived Irom 
Mrs. Tilton's statements. The following 
are extracts from his testimony, in re- 
gard to what passed between himself and 
Beecher—- 
Mr. Moulton brought Mr. Beecher and 
retired. I did not salute Mr. Beecher, nor 
he me. 1 crossed the room and locked the 
door. Went back and sat down opposite 
Mr. Beecher. 1 began in this way. 1 
think I said.- “I presume you have re- 
ceived from Mr. Bowen a letter demand- 
ing your retirement from your pulpit and 
from Brooklyn.” lie answered: T did 
sir.” 1 told him lie need not tear tliat let- 
ter. Ho thanked me and I told him he 
need not do so; Elizabeth deserved ids 
thanks and noth lie said he understood 
the object of this interview only in gen- ■ 
oral terms and asked me to tell him w hat 
Mr. Bowen had said, and I told him it 
would he better for him to go to Mr. Bowen 
himself. 1 told him Mr. Bowen had said 
he was intimate with members of his con- 
gregation for thi‘ pest 25 years; that lie 
was not a safe man and had ruined lami v 
households: that he was a vvoll in the fold 
and should lie extripated and that Mr 
Bowen had -aid that he had it in his power 
to drive Mr. Beecher out ol Brooklyn in 
PJ hours. I told him that after 1 had this 
interview with Mr Bowen, 1 told it to mv 
wile, who was distressed and reminded 
me that 1 said in the previous summer that, 
1 would not break my promise to hurt Mr. 
Beecher, for if he was driven from Brook- 
lyn it would be her shame and that ol her 
children. Mr Beecher asked me what 1 
meant by her shame 1 read to him Eliza- 
beths letter ol confession. This confes- 
sion was destroyed In her two year- after 
and the copy of il was destroyed on that 
evening. 1 then told him the story Mrs. 
Tilton told me. Saying to him that in the 
early part of July Airs. T had eome home 
unexpectedly from the country and told 
me siic had a burden on her mind which 
she wished to throw off: that she had sev- 
eral times tried to do it, but failed. Holme 1 
telling me she exacted a promise that no 
harm should come to the person or a dis- 
closure of the story. She said it was a 
secret between Her aim tlie Kev. II. \\ 
Beecher; that friendship had developed 
into love and their sexual intercourse be- 
ginning after the death of her son Baui, 
and that visiting Air. Beecher on the Huh 
of October, l.siis. she had surrendered her 
body to him, and the following Saturday 
evening at her residence the act had been 
repeated, ami that, this had continued from 
the lull ol lsbs to the spring of 1.S70, but 
in the iall of lH7o she had communicated 
these facts to me; that she had professed 
to me that Air. Beecher had tor her a wann- 
er love than tor any other woman ; that 
his home was not happy ; that his solieita- 
tions had been frequent and in many eases 
almost violent; that she felt sin; could 
never look me in the face until she had 
made a full and open confession, and that 
she had come from the country to make 
this confession. 
1 would not say this was entirely as this 
interview happened, but it is as near as 1 
can recollect, and taken from a small mem- 
orandum-book 1 possessed. I then told 
Air. Beecher that Airs. Tilton had gone to 
the country a broken-hearted woman, and 
had returned a few weeks previous to this 
interview. 1 told him that my wife had 
insisted on my being the bearer <d the 
letter to him. which 1 refused, and she 
begged me to have a friendly interview j 
with him, and I said that, if she agreed, I 
would lequelt Air. Moulton to begin about 
an interview between Air. Beecher and 
myself to which she agreed. 
I felt great reluctance that Air. Aloultoii 
should know the facts. I pledged Air. 
Beecher my word that 1 would not assist 
Air. Bowen in any attempts he might 
make on him (Beecher). At the conclu- 
sion of the narrative Air. Beecher’s head 
and neck were Hustled vviili blood, and t 
feared an accident, lie said: ■■Theodore, 
1 am in a dream; this is like Dante’s Iu- 
ferno.” He rose up, and I opened the 
door anil said lie was tree to go. He 
asked me it 1 would allow hint to see 
Elizabeth, which 1 granted, as lie prom 
ised not to upbraid her. for, if he did so 1 
threatened to strike him tenfold, lb- 
stood a moment on the threshold, and, 
putting his hands on his head, lie said : 
‘■'This is all a wild whirl.” Air. Moulton 
met Air. Beecher on the stairway, and 1 
heard Air. Beecher say to him, “Hr. 
you seen Elizabeth’s confession, and he 
answered that lie had, and Air. Beecher 
said : “This will kill me.” Air Abmlton 
and Mr. Beecher then entered the parlor, 
and the door was closed. 
Charles Sprague, the well klluwti eilizeii and 
poet, who died last week at the age of eigltlv- 
i’our. was never inside a steam ear in his life. 
For eighteen years the Kennebec river lot* 
been unobstructed l»\ ire from its mouth to 
Haiti, lint now the river is frozen over below 
the city. 
An earthquake has been playing among flic 
Sandwich Islands in the Kings absence. 
Amos Campbell, a stage driver between 
Skim began and Bingham, left for California 
with ijttiOM, which hud been entrusted with him 
to leave for other parties. |i is supposed he 
has taken other sums of money entrusted to 
his care. 
A prominunt lawyer in New York lias been 
charged with appropriating from estates w hich 
lie held in trust some two hundred thousand 
dollars. 
The fastest railroad time on record is said to 
have been mad' not long.since on the New Y ork 
Central Railroad b\ a special train, which car- 
ried a party of officials from Rochester to Syra- 
cuse. >1 miles in (it minutes. 
In the Circuit Court at F.veter, N. II., Vsliela 
F. Tliur-ton of Portsmouth ..ived a verdict 
of $7-2 damages for a bile by -lolm s. Treat's 
bulldog. 
The managing editor ot tie D-troit Free 
Press is Air. Win. F. (Jtitmhv. a native of 
Brewer, Ale. Air. A. C. Boynton, the political ; 
editor, is a native of Bangor. 
The island which Robinson ( Yusno once pranc- 
ed over, hunting loot-prints in I lie sand, is now 
inhabited by a colony of Dutchmen. 
.Muscle Ridge channel is idled with floating 
ice and Tenant's Harbor is frozen solid to Suiith- 
ern island. 
During the pas! year there have been 1770 
committals to the several jails in t he Stab— i.YJ 
of whom were females. 
A Few 'Words to Feeble anil Delicate 
Women. 
IIV 1!. V. PIERCE, M. I)., of lhe Wmti li’s 
Disi'K.ns vhy. Buffalo, N. Y. 
Knowing that you ale subject to a great 
amount of sutiering, that delicacy on your part 
lias a strong tendency to prolong.' amt the 
longer il is neglected the more you have to en- 
dure and tile more ditlieiilt of cure your case 
becomes, I, as a physician, who is daily con- 
sulted by scores of your sex, desire to say to 
you, that I am constantly meeting with tlfo.s< 
who have been treated for their ailments for 
months without being benetitted in the least, 
until they have become perfectly discouraged 
and have utmost made up their minds never to 
take another dose of medicine, nor lie tortured 
by any further treatment. They had rather die 
aiid have their su tiering* ended than to live and 
suffer as they have. They say they arc worn 
out by suffering and are only only made worse 
by treatment. Of anything more"discouraging, 
we certainly cannot conceive, and were there 
no more successful mode of treating such 
difficulties than that, the principles of which 
teach the reducing and depleting of the vital 
forces of the system, when the indications dic- 
tate a treatment directly ttie reverse of the one 
adopted for them, their eases would be deplor- 
able indeed. But lady sufferers, there is a 
better and far more successful plan of treat- 
ment for you; one more in harmony with the 
laws and requirements of your system. A harsh, 
irritating caustic treatment and strong medi- 
cines will nevei cure you. If you would use 
rational means, such as common-sense should 
dictate to every intelligent lady, take sueli 
medicines as embody very best invigorating 
tonics and nervines, "lipounded with special 
reference to your delicate system. Such a happy 
combination you will tind'in my Favorite Pre- 
scription which has received the loudest praise 
trom thousands of your sex. Those languid 
tiresome sensations causing von to feel scarce- 
ly able to be on your feet or ascend a flight of stairs, that continual drain that is sapping from 
vour systems all your former elasticity, and driving the bloom from vour cheeks; that con- tinual strain upon your vital forces that renders 
you irritable and fretlul, may all he overcome amt subdued by a persevering use of that mar- 
velous remedy. Irregularities and obstructions 
to the proper workings of your systems are re- 
Jieved by this mild and sate means, while period- 
ical pains, the existence of which is a sure in- 
dication of serious disease that should not be 
neglected, readily yield to it, and if its use is 
kept up for a reasonable length of time the 
special cause of these pains is permanently re- 
moved. Further light on these subjects may be obtained from my p:imphlet#n disease peculiar 
to your sex, sent on receipt of two stamps. 
My Favorite Prescription is sold by druggists. 
Pills, Potions and Pungoncies. 
Two things in this world that should not he 
trilled with—a women’s opinion, and the busi- 
ness end of a hornet. 
Tim: Best are Cheapest. The popular 
Kim wood, Warwick and 1 tut land Collars arc 
tin1 best-tilling and most durable goods in the 
market, (ieo. M. Glazier, Boston, Selling Agnt. 
They have a new test lor intoxication in Cana- 
da. When a man can pronounce ^reciprocity” 
without tripping, ho is written down sober; but 
“sip cm pross unity” is a fatal pronunciation. 
Tiie Arlington House. Boston, advertised in 
to-days paper will be found very convenient for 
travellers from this vicinity. 
Sunday-school teacher: *Who was the strong- 
's! man?" Boy: “Jonah, because the whale 
jouldn't hold iiim after he got him down.” 
*'A friend in need i- a friend indeed.” Adam- 
-mi's Botanic Cough Balsam has proved itself a 
Viend to the sutlcring. and its best recominen- 
lation is, that where it has once been tried no 
•tlier remedy will be used. 
A Milwaukee man hid in a public doorway and 
uuiped «mt and kissed his wife. She didn't 
.vhoop and yell, a- ..xpected, but replied: 
'Don't b<* v0 hold, mister—folks around here 
Glow me!” 
Incipient Cun-i mri ion. In bronchial and 
•tlier chest affections, in arresting incipient eon- 
umpt ion, and in lessening the distressing sy uip- 
* ms ot this disea-e in its hople-s stage, ;iv well 
i- in eases of n. r ous debility. in gi\ ing Tom* to 
be s' stem, ii iv undoubtedly a \ aluablr remedy John M< Mi rky. Methodist Minister, Nevv- 
iort, N. s. 
"I say I nrlo Beiihcn. you oughft-o settle a> 
mil'll moil' \ on voiir pretty young wife as yam 
■an. "Why so James! “Because lur second 
ill-band, poor fellow, may not have a dime.” 
BayoUne is now Hie popular hair dressing. 
It is meeting with ready sales in all directions. 
J i" -old 1 »y all druggist at a very reasonable 
•rice; and its virtues, it- beneficial 'effects upon be scalp, it- eflieacy in prevent ing lb-' hair from 
aliingout.ils cleaniine-s and eeoiiom\ are points 
ii it- favor, which are vouched for bv a well 
mown physician, and which ail will ili-cover 
).v a brief trial. 
A clergy man at Kan-as (’ity -aid if then* u as 
my mu* within hearing of Ids v oice who would 
rv input a stop to Sunday dog fighting he'd like 
o have'em rise up. A -mail boy and an old 
voinen rose up. 
A nUGIITi ri. < IK)Kl s. 
Nothing strikes so unpleasantly upon the ear 
• fan iilleetimiate parent as the wheezing, -mil- ling. coughing.and hoarse voices of a family of hi Id re n laboring under bad colds. A clionis of 
hi- di.-mal kind i- kept up in some household 
lie winter through -imply berau-< the father 
in* I mol her are cither ignorant of the means of 
me or are guilty of gross neglect. Hale's 
Ion I V of if< -REHOUND A\ D T.\R,Will establish 
111i«‘t. in three days. No cough or cold can re- 
i<t its soothing inthieifrir*. 
Bikes Iooth-Auiie Drors—< ure in me 
liinute. 
A peddle,-, calling on an old lady to dispose of 
■mile good-, impiired of her if she could teli him 
*1 anv ro.i-l on which no peddler had traveled. 
A--." repliedishe. “I know of one, and that's 
be road 1.» heavcn." 
Stop that rough! No one who has ever used 
>r. Morri- syrup of Tar Wild Cherry and 
Inarlioimd will be without it. A- a remedy 
or all tlir -at and lung diseases, cure for < roup 
md prev.-ntive of consumption it ha- no equal, 
ielicve.s hoarseness, and take- away all the 
li-t>v-v of w hooping cough. < ontain- no opium 
md i- pleasant to the taste. Trial bottle- in 
•cuts— W m. o. Boor A Son sole agents for 
b'lfast. Allred Hooper, agent lor Sears- 
•m’t: A. J. J< »rdon, agent lbr < > rland. John 
A. Blrkins A Co., Borthmd, General Agents. 
Morris a Heritage. 
lyrfi* Bhiladelpliia, Proprietors, 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
[BE CONFESSIONS OF AN INVALID, 
’cr,i.isin;n as a waiimxu ami lor tin* benefit of 
"IN1- Min am* mm i;s who sailer from M; L 
'Uls DKI'.II.ITV, LOS- of M A \ Hoof >. .... 
upplying thr >W/'.0/n-. Written !>\ m 
vho cured himself after undergoing considerable 
[ttackerv, and sent free on receiving a post paid b 
ected rin elope. 
>'all'< n rs are iu\ ited to address the auth"** 
N A I'll AN I KL .M \ \ \ A 1IL 
fonolo-p 1*. o. Box Id::, Brook! \n N. A 
iUuStri0LD"'' -A'- 1 o all persons sullen ng 
lrom liheumatism, Neu- 
D U1 A P r A ulf-'ia, CiMinps in the 
I hPI.IH llml.s or stoineale r.ilious 
<Jolic, rain in the back, 
liou els or side, w e would 
\ \ [ say, tii Hoi skii S1.i> 
I’anacka and Family 
Li.vi.mkn r is of all others 
f A I | U 11,0 remedy you want for 
I M If! I L 1 internal ainl external use. 
It has cured the above 
complaint- in thousands 
LllllMENI,~rCL 
sold by all Druggists. 
IVspdJ 
IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS. 
W In n von i-il or h ave t he < iiy of N L W V<*1!K, 
save auuovaiice and expense if carriage hire and 
stop at the a. Ill* ft IAIOY taocfl ] 
p-.-ite the I. LAN in T.NTK \ 1 Dl.I’O I li ha- over 
-»;'»*> elegantly fm ni-iied rooms and is titt< 1 up at an 
expense of .•J'.iun.nuo. Klevator, >h am and all Mod- 
ern improvements. Kurnpean Flan. I he it !■',«*- 
T 4 V ic 4 % I'*, laineli < outlier and Wine Booms 
are supplied with t he be-t the markets ran furnish. 
fho < I- un-urpu-sed. Looms fora -ingle per 
son, ;?l,r>o and S-'p-r dav; rich stii/r.-i fm families 
proportionally low. so that visitors to tin- «■ it and 
trawlers an live mo:e luxuriously, for i< ss mom 
at the (i KA N D l N 1D.N, t! an at :tn> ot Ik r first -cl a-- 
Hotel in tin city Stag' and Lar-j.a-- tin Hot.1 
i-va ry minute for ail part- of the< ity. L. F. ,x W 
D. < AIMtlsuN, .Manager- lyrsplij 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Kvery moment ot delas mal: ;.our cure mon 
hopeless, and much depends on tin- judicious choice 
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor 
Dr. Scln-nck’- Fulunntic Svrup, a- a cur. for con- 
sumption, tar exceeds all that can he brought tv* 
support tin pretension of any other medicine. See 
Dr. Seln nek Almanac, containing the e< rtitieate- 
of manv persons ■the highest re-portability, win- 
haw been n -i on *i t <• In-alt h. a 11 er hei ng prouoimei .1 
incurabl hr phv-iciaus <■!' leknou li-dai d ability 
>' henck's Fului nic S\ nip alone bus cured manv. a- 
lln-,-evidences will -huu but the cun ,-ofien pm 
looted by tin eni]>Soyment of t wo other renu dies 
which Dr. -chcin'k provide- lor the purpose. 1 in -, 
additional remedie- are Scheuck’s Sea Wood I'unic 
and Mandrake Dili-. B\ ll>< timely use of tln.-e 
medicines, according to directions. Dr. win nek cei 
tilies that most any case ol Consumption may be 
cured. 
Dr. Schenck will beat the Qiiincv House, F.o-<mt. 
on the following Wedm sdavs, from to : o'clock 
dan. loth and 'jrth. Feb. loth and Mill, and March 
loth and J 1th. < onsultation- free; but f.e*a thorough 
examination of tin* lung-, with the L’e-pirometor. 
the price is 
Dr. Schenck i- professionally at hi- principal of 
lice. Corner sixth and Arch streets. Fhiknh lphia, 
‘‘Very Morula' where all letter- of ads ice must be 
aildn s-’i d. 
MARRIED. 
In tin, city. .Ian. 7111. I»\ Rev. .lanu I Rixby 
.Mr. Ceo. A I .inniken ami Mis- Ada,I MuKeenJioth 
• it lielt'ast. 
In this city. Jan. Jvt li, by lb \lberi A. Kurd, Mr. 
Charles A. Mi nil! of Min Francisco, Cal., ami Mi" 
< lar.u A. hibli of Bellas!. 
In tlii- ciiv, .Jan. -.1st, at tin* M. E. Church, Mr. 
Alfred C. Ellis and Miss Annie M. Wilson, both ol* 
Belfast. 
In Clary. .Jan. Kith, by .J. lb Lam son. Esq., Mr. 
( harle.s s. MeOrrison and Miss Emma .1. Nickless, 
bothol 1 nity; abso by sunn*. J an. 31s|. Mr. Samuel 
N- Rumps and .Miss Sarah .1. Higgins; Mr. Robert I*. 
Rich and I;« rtha 1. Harmon, all of I liormliki al-o 
by stniy .tan 31st, Mr. Nathan Ward ami Mi-. 
E"iii>a i.agley, both of 1 liormliki*. 
in Rockland, .Jan. 25th, Mr. Edwin 11. Dennis and 
Mi Eliza.I. Robinson, both of Rockland, 
In North Waldoboro, Mr. Ebwellyn 11. Oliver and 
Mr-. < Mix e .1. Roardman, both of Nort li Waldoboro. 
In North Waldoboro, Jan loth. Mr. Ja-on E. Davis 
and Miss Mary E. Hover, bothol' Waldoboro. 
In Ellsworth, Jan.’doth, Mr. Arthur W Austin 
and Miss Aphia R Watts, both of Ellsworth. 
In Ellsworth, Jan. 2d Mr. Calvin Jackson of 
Ellsworth, and Miss Susan V. Salter of Dedham, 
Me. 
In Surry, Jan. 23d, Mr. Joseph A. Stackpole of 
Ellsworth, and Miss Eliza E. Casper of Surry. 
In Sullivan. Jan. 24tli, Mr. Ambrose JVttie and 
Mi-s Caroline Martin, both of Sullivan. 
_1) IED._ 
Obituary notices, beyond the JXite, \avie and .igc must bi paidfor.j 
In this city, Jan. 2Stli. Charles W., son ot Frank- 
lin H. ami. Elvira R. I.ane, aged ten months and 
twenty eight days. 
In l nity, Jan. 2lst, Mrs. Julia A, wife of Ceo. W. 
Cooksou, aged tifty years. 
In Castine, Jan. 2sth, a little son of II. E. and 
Margaret J. Macomber aged Id months and 7 davs. 
In Bueksport, Jan. ltith, William Ross, aged 51) 
years. 
In Portland, Jan. 13th, of scarlet fever, Ceorgie 
peering, aged 4 months; 14th, Mary Louise, aged d 
\ears 7 mouths—daughters of Horace C. and Char- 
lotte Noyes. 
In Rockland, Jan. 23d, Mrs. Eliza J., wife of A. B. 
Cushman, aged 43 years, 8 months, 27 days. 
In Rockland, .fan. 25th, Mr. James B. Davis, aged 
(17 years, 5 months and 13 days. 
In Warren, Jan. 21st, Cyrus Eaton M. A., aged DO 
years, 11 months and !U days. 
In Warren, Jan. 24th, Mrs. Maiy Eormond, aged 
70 years s months. 
In \ inal Haven, Nov. 2d, Marv E., aged Svears, 11 months and K> days; Nov. Oth’, Susie E., aged Id 
years, 3 months and 1 day; Jan. 1st, Elisha W., 
aged4 vears, (j months and 7days, children of Hiram 
II. and Maria Calderwood. 
lit Yinalhaveu, Jan. 25th, Capt. W. P. Sellers, 
aged 53 years, 0 months and 7 days. 
In Hope Jan. 22d, Betsy, wife of the late Boyce 
Crane, aged 83 years, 7 months. 
Rooms at the American House, 
Belfast, Maine. 
TIME LIMITED. 
-• — 
PROFESSIONAL. 
CONSULTATION FREE TO ALL 
FROM ii A. II. UNTIL 1 1". M. 
DR. JOHN HOMER, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Pogular Graduate in Medicine and Surgery. Mem- ber ot the Massachusetts Medical Society. Late Professor of the principles and Practice ofUpesative and Clinical Surgery. Licentiate member of the 
Faculty ot Physicians and Surgeons, England. In- 
ventor and proprietor of Homer’s New Surgical ao. pliunees, etc. 
Makes Surgical and Chrcniu Diseases a 
Specialty. 
TO pii ysicia ,v.y. 
Surgical Apparatus and Appliances, with Artifi- 
cial LilTlbs and bis Inventions, furnished lo mem 
hers of the profession at a large discount, and to 
patients at reasonable prices. 
(J OX SUL TA TIOX Ii Y L E TTER. 
All persons consulting him by letter, with stamp 
enclosed, directed to his rooms, shall receive an 
answer immediately. As promptness is a virtue 
and earnest'labor brings success. 
Die HUMFJi will make professional visits to any 
part of the country, at reasonable prices, and as 
promptly as his practice will admit. He will be 
happy to fraternize and consult with Physicians up. 
on Surgical or Chronic Diseases of a critical or ob- 
scure cliara -ter. 
TO MODEL'S E DEC A TOES—A Xeiv Look En- 
titled '•(iuide to Seienre." 
A work designed for Mate Normal Schools, Acade- 
mies, High Schools and Seminaries. 
.L IK CM Kit, M. I). Author. 
A A E\V BOOK—Entitled (Slide for Student*.” 
A work designated to render the Physiological 
action of Medicines and Hygiene easy to understand 
•L HUM Lit. M. D. Author. 
-Also, a New Text Look entitled Anatomy and 
Phgsiology rendered attractive. A work properly 
adapted for Children attending M-hool, and so ar- 
raJig* d in conversation as io n 114^0 it very attractive 
and instructive for fa mil circled. 
LADIES' MEDI<\\I. / A STJt l <TOH. 
A NFLW I5UOK which the Vutlior has designed 
box and dedicateilto \\ ive.-. Mot hers and Daughters 
of A merica. 
N. Ii —No person need defer calling early in con- 
uer.ee ot being poor or unfortunate in life, as he 
always favors the honest 1m on r. the orphan and 
lie widow, as we are all subject to adver.-itv, mis- 
fortunes, disease and death. 
L/rF’.very afternoon from X' tor, devoted exclusive- 
ly to Ladies. 
Arlington House 
Cor. Causeway nd canal Sts BOSTON. 
Ln; n l\ new and furnished w ith all modern 
improvement-. < lerks in attendance nl all 
Imms. Ii- nearness to tin* Lowell, La-’ 
era. Filch burg and Boston and Maine li. 
K Depot-, oilers -pecial advantages to 
1 1 lio~e arriving latent night or taking early 
morning trains. Board -' 5" a day. 
■**. M. 1H M \S, Proprietor. 
L ite of Plienix Hotel, uncord. N. II., and pro- 
prietor Boar’s 11- ad Hotel. .Mampton tteach. dm 1 
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC. 
My Entire Slock to be Almost 
Given 
Fellow < itizens, | am profoundly grateful (or your 
m ry liberal patronage for tin* past twenty vear*. 
but I mu-1 leave you, and im entire stock mu.-t l«e 
cb"' d out by the lutli day of "April. 
I hose who < \\ I i. ll: Will have thi .-greatest 
variet v to select front. 
Ail in want, or are contemplating the purchase of 
Carpels. Oil Cloth. Window 
Shades. Cloths. Clothing & 
Furnishing Goods! 
Will find it greatly to their advantage to give me a 
(.ALL. A. I1IIIBIIM, 
Belfn-f, Feb, 1, 1875. "ltf High Street. 
I 1). FRENCH & CO., 
Having formed a Copartnership, would respect- 
fully inlorm their friends, and the public gi-in-rally, 
that they will continue to carry on the 
Stove and Tin Ware Business 
at A. D. FI1KNCIFS old stand. No. ‘JO Church St. 
We -hall keep constantly on hand a first rate 
>toek of 
Stoves. Tin Ware. Sinks. Sheet 
Lead. Lead Pipe. Sheet Zink. 
&c.. &c.. &n. 
Furnace Work and Plumbing made specialty. 
Ib menihif the phiee. V<>. to Church Street, mm: 
1 he Court H ui.-e. 
D. FIJI-..\CH. 
<». W. FP LN Cl i. 
All pi-r-oie indebted to A l>. French are re«pn->t 
« d to call and -ettle then accounts. 
For Sale. 
rpm Subscriber offer- lor -ale 1 lii- bouse and store combined 
on Church “stri-H. -e. ond l»uil<liug 
il oin t he ourt 11 on -. I Ik luiini 
iug is J1 iin :i fei, two -lorn---, 
with seven rooms above tor family ami a good -tore 
and one room below- all in good impair. \pph on 
tiie premist to DAVID Dl'lK.lN. 
li if:»-t, Fob. I. I-;.,. If..I 
For Sale. 
r‘* A BLACK KNOX GELDING. m _\ ear-..Id >ii-d I < ilhrith Knox' 
fT/\ koin a last “Drew" mare LJl Mie halt interest only Id;* sale, and f,, 
-ale only to an experienced trainer for -peed. IF 
i-coal black, ver\ strong, of great endurance, cer- 
tainly la.-t. how fast I don't know, and lie i- -ouml, 
kind, free from tricks, and as I think valuable, ex- 
perienced trainers oulv need apply. 
I hav al-o a I W< > V I \ If «>I.D s | \ I.I.F >N 
from a “Drew mare wlm- r- <.nl i- sired b\ 
.i'leo.i," tin celebrated 11. mbh ton'an. 
I will uive one ipiarfer interest to an e.xpei iein-t d 
lior-i-man w Im will keep and manage him until In- 
is lout ear-old. .loekie-" in tl not applv. 
W M. id I LI; I i .11. 
< annleii. Feb. 1. ittwdil 
‘MEADOW KING MOWER,’ 
1375. 
JW! I< favorite M"Wer i a ain offered to flu- farm ers ot Maine and tin Pi >\ inct-s, for tin* coming 
'••a-oii. Four \ ar- of rni/tto/ success is -nf- 
li' leiil e\ ide.ive of lie I. Ill loealilie- where no 
agencies are -tablished. correspondence i- solicited 
from lT.spon-iblc panic-. 
I K i D \TW< H»D, ieii’l Agent. 
\ li. Address >enate chamber, during se-sion 
nl'the Legi-iattire. :»mo-:;o 
QUININE HAIR TONIC ! 
Sfil/ i/ron'inft in public bach 
month iiicn a.'f,- it." sale." nearly double 
that of t oe previous month, l.n fol 
k lowing ar -"Oine of t lie lva -ons why it 
[dea.-t-s .'«) mm *Tsally. 
■ k * Y ** * 8 % ne\ er fails to "lop 
falling "lit oft lit hair. 
Ik I 1 Oi l I) will immediately 
eradicate dalulruIf. 
mioi mb: k- ep- tin hair -it land pliable. 
■8 I VolJ\ K i as clean as pure 
w ater. 
It MOll\li will not color the 
hair. 
ikAYOLMi: ii as won for itseli 
a popularity which lias never before 
been equalled In any ot her preparation 
reeoiumemlt d i’oi t he same purpose. 
All who have used it are willing to 
r ouch for i:> ability to perform ali hat 
is claimed lbr it. hi- without doubt 
tie best lloir Dressing er list ii. Prepared by 
LEVI TOWER, JR., BOSTON. 
Sold Everywhere. 50 Cents a Bottle. 
A" a guarantee of tlie reliability of HA\ol.INI-; 
We are permitteil to Use the name of (ild >. II. N h II 
OhS, M. D.. who has used it in bis family with ex 
reediugly bem licial results, and i" perfectly acquaint 
ed witii its composition, lb uuln-itatingly r« com 
nieinl" it to his patients, and dt elares ii free from 
any injurious substance. 
ORGANS! 
ORGANS! 
ORGANS! 
Don’t Fail to Cal! Upon 
and i:\ a.mim: i hi: cki.kukatkd 
SMALL & KNIGHT 
ORGANS! 
They are built from the best material, in the mosl 
thorough manner, ami it i- generally conceded that 
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, De- 
sign, Finish and Durability which constitute kikst 
class instil ments, and wherever they have beet: 
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, woi 
their way into the admiration and eonlidenee of tin 
people. 
Kvcry Instrument sold by us is fully warranted am 
satisfaction guaranteed to the purchaser. 
Tin tuning and ripairing of an Organ should Ik 
done by a person, that by constant practice and eon 
neetion with Organs, understands them perfectly 
Conseq eiitly we shall have a ten Lit from the fac- 
tory visit us regularly and keep our Organs it 
ti ne and ItEPAUL 
Come and examine these Organs for yourself am 
be convinced that they are As uoon and cheapei 
han any you ever saw, and if you want one we art 
bound to sell as we shall let NO one touch us ii 
prices. lyrtffl 
M. P WOODCOCK & SON. 
Have You Seen It? 
ELLIS MINN'S! 
—^—— — 
Sif you havn’t don’t fail to call at once a^d see the 
Lane's Patent Coffee Roaster ! 
and try some of their Fresh Roasted 
COFFEE2 
It is so much nicer than Coffee that has been 
Roasted for months, as we have been oblig- 
ed to sell heretofore. 
We now ROAST in Small Quantities and ROAST 
OFTEN, thereby saving all the strength of the 
Coffee which wo give our customers the 
advantage of 
We also have a Good Stock of 
CHOICE FLOURS 
WHICH WE SELL 
CHEAP FOIt CASH! 
We sell no SPICES but what are warranted to be 
STRICTLY PI KE, and our T r us Good as 
can be found in the market. 1 LH 
Among tin* many articles which we kee p may be 
found Molasses of various grades, S\rups, lieef. 
Pork. Lard, Fish, Shorts and Feed t orn, Corn Meal, 
Rye Meal, W heat Meal, (hit Meal, Cruhum Flour, 
lliukwheat Flour, ( rushed Who: t, Hominy, &e, 
Remember the place, 
ELLiS & GINN. 
26 Church Street. 
Knitting Cotton 
\LL M'MBKRS, 
Sit White* oi’ 4 oloml 
AT 
B. F. WELLS. 
THE RAIL ROAD STORE 
REOPENED! 
r3-'H I'. Subscriber would in form bis friends and the 
I public, t lull be bas just put in a I- 1! 1\Si j STUCK 
<»j ill-' i;i s 1 -juality ot 
lbuigbi for ( VSI1 at the lowest tigures, which will 
be sold on the same term-. 
Country Produce wanted ie < \change. All articles 
warranted as reprtM nted. 
Call ami »ee nu-, corner Main, Federal and Cross 
Streets. P.e|fa>t. 
W M. F. TllUMAS. 
Helfast, Jail. dl, 1 
HAMEURCS! 
H AMBURGS! 
—«< e- -- 
A NEW STOCK Just Receiv- 
ed and Selling from 3 cents 
to $1.00 Per Yard. 
1 
B. F. WELLS. 
l i e in o val ! 
1STETW 
LIYERY STABLE! 
Henry Dunbar, Jr., 1ms bought jAeTN r!‘<- -table Idi un ly .j .I by 1 r. ,1 Kim 
{ ball, on Washington Mi'rri, Hear I’erkin- 
"■*** Brother-' arriage >hop, where In- has 
°1“ 11 **• 1 a livery stable, stocked with 
First-Class Horses, New Carriages, 
H iruesscs, &c. 
I'am- luriii-heil lor all oeca-son> ami at all tin*-. 
• .1 ami capable drivers furnished when n,pored. 
ii*j < >i\ e me a call and trv mv teams. 
nHfuM.-.,llv,M., DUNBAR-Jr- 
Eyes for the Blind! 
I am constantly adding t » m\ stock of 
SPECTACLES & EYE GLASSES ! 
Making t om of tlu large-t md most eomph ;- 
'Hint in this sect i->n of the state. M\ are 
-i leet< d \\ it li eai and adapted to 1. no ami con 
lit ion- of the e\ e-. 
151 1*'< )OA I, < i I A ss IIS ! 
M hirii *“nabh a person to -. < the li nest pri nt. and 
object at a di-iame with the -;.n.e -pectaeh 
• la of all kind- fitted to old b-. w -. One m- 
call and y< li cannot fail to be -uited tt ■- 
CAJLVIN HERVFY, Phenix Row. 
Farmers & Mechanics 
ATTENTION ! 
\\r liavi: ii i:i:< i ivi h \ Mo.i. in 
: if voic of White ( hare.ejl l'ig 11 n., ea i i: la t < l 
expressly for 
Sled Shoes and Fittings. 
Shoes made from this brand of iron are iniinit* h 
‘•ujM'ii n- to thus' math ot pot metal, and co-t no 
more. 
We have a large list of pattern and fis we cast 
from three to lour time- pi r week, can lib orders 
Upon sh".t noth, and Yu priee- 
A. C. BURGESS'. Main St. 
Ollier of Compin'., lb I’lnrnix. Uow, or at tin 
\\ Oi ks. I i end of i id. 
M lJKI.l AS1 lol NDin CO. 
H. L. LORD 
— HAS 
JUST RECEIVED 
A l'lM'.SlI MTIi.V OF FINK 
! OVERCOATINGS 
) 
-A X D-- 
SUITINGS! 
WHICH IIF WIFF MANLFAl TIFF 
To Order ! 
-IN THE-— 
LATEST STYLES! 
Belfast. Nov. 11. 1871—19 
MEAT MARKET 
-A N 15- 
GROCERY STORE! 
riAIIL 1 Xl)Ei:S[GNi:I> have purchased tile stool 
I nL',I trade of the Meat ami Grocery Store for 
merl'v occupied bv S AN IP GIN & S I AIM.IIS in Tele 
graph budding, eoruer id Mam and High street, 
u here they will keep every thing ill the meat am 
vegetable line that the season alfords. Also gro 
ceries of ail kinds. 
its- A Team will deliver all articlei 
purchased of us at any part of the Citj 
free of Charge. 
We invite our old triends to call. 
CALVIN GRAY. N. F. l’ATTERSON. 
Belfast, Aug. noth, 1871.—tfT 
New Firm ! 
rpMi: subscribers having become successors to J. -1- 1$. YVADIJX, by the purchase of his stock of 
STOVES, 
Tin, and Iron Ware 4c. 
Togetlier with the Tools and Machinery, are now 
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old custo- 
mers, and AS MA NY' X LYV < >N LS as are phased to 
give us a cal!, with all kinds of goods in our line, 
with as 
GOOD AN ARTICLE 
-AND AT AS- 
LOW FIGURES 
As any House in the State. 
ALL KINDS OP 
JOB WORK 
L>0XL TO OKDKK. si < M AS 
SETTING FDRHiiffllPMRlIIB SAME 
Repairing STOVES, TIN & IRON WARE, READ 
EIRE & RUMRS, with m atnes* mid dispatch. 
Tin Roofing Made a Speciality! 
WAIHJN & MERllILL. 
G. E. WADLIN. W. W MERRIER 
_ 
I*. S ,1. I*.. YY'adlin will be found lit tbe old stand 
for a short time, where all thoA* who have unset- 
th d accounts \vi 1 please call and -ettle the sum*-. 
limos.iJS rirtiril'T J. lb WADLIN. 
APPLES! 
JUST RECEIVED 
-A T- 
F. A. FOLLETT’S 
LOO 13 bis. 
Sl'I.KNLUIt .\ MW YORK 
Now is your time to Buy Good 
Fruit Cheap. 
AT.SO, \ LAIH.K LOT OF CHOICr. 
Confectionery and Cigars! 
Wholesale and Retail, at prices that will 
defy competition. 
REMEMBER THE PLACE. 
F. A. FOLLETT, 
80 Main Street. 
Patent Medicines 
Sold lower than ever before. 
If you don't believe it 
come and see. 
\V. O. POOR & SON 
have just received the LARGEST, P.MST 
ami most COMPLETE VARIETY 
..I (iOODS ill any ORl’O STORM 
iu tlm ('ounty. 
-4» « 
BIG STOCK AND 
< Ikm)» as the ( licupcst! 
Personal Attention aiveu to Prescriptions 
| DIARIES SELLING AT* 5$T'. CALL l|l:ICK. 
tm 
6 ROANS! 
| One Won! is Sufficient for the wise i 
n<»N I buy 1 it r 1 third r;.r »• Grg.i n, wli-u you can g on «• Wool**** AIamiN \ II A M 
! LIN’* t- i.r.s.s M.e: n 
I>ou t bir "f parties tlmt know nothing about 
selecting iiu < >rgan. 
1 »• n't buy «d parties thai mum a Tune aiul *?*•- 
|»air iiu Orjriiii lb. BL>1 :tnd« III. Ni l." I 
an be bi,light d' 
W. C. TUTTLE, 
L High Street, Belfast, 
Work! Work! Work! 
100 GOOD EXPERIENCED 
VEST MAKERS! 
fan liud stead v employment if 
S3. L. DODGE S 
YKS I l A( foil V AT III» u »|\ 
Brooks, d:>i>. it, is; ..—i; s 
! *■ Help Those Who Try io Help 
Themselves." 
itoiunn i. (i.vuh 
Having recently purchased tin- stock nml trade of > 
S. 1ILK>K\, will keep constantly on hand a large 
assortment <*t 
S T O VP3S 
>1‘ the best niamifacture, A bo Furnace Work, 
Tin Ware, Lamps, < >iI, <tc. 
The WYOMIXG STOVE 
Made a sp. ilty, < time and examine the newest 
and best store in the world. 
JOB Vv' O B PL 
Of all description promptly attended to. 
it/> People who contemplate purchasing stoves 
and tin ware will do well b\ calling on me before go- 
ing elsew here. iiuOug had large experience in the 
business am satisfied that 1 can give satisfaction. 
R. F. CLARK. 
Belfast, Oct. loth, 1*7-1.—tfld. 
Caution Notice. 
rpiiADKUS. Shopkeepers and all dealers are here JL bv forbidden to deliver articles to persons on 
our account, unless accompanied with an order from 
tin* lirm. Also all persons having old unsettled ac- 
counts against us, are requested to bring them in 
lor adjustment. 
RICH ARDSON & CRUCHETT. 
Belfast, .Tan. 27, 187*. 
Help! Help! Help! 
O N 
Vests, Hoys Suits <fc Pants! 
Cl ODD VEST Makers can get Plenty of Work X at our Stork in Uia.t vst, and those living 
near Monroe can get work from our stork at Mon- 
roe. 
Coon, Boys’ Si it Mvkkrs, anil Pant Finish- 
ers will find a plenty of work at our store in Bel- 
fast. We have began work in our Machine Room 
where we shall manufacture Bovs Slits, Coa i- 
and Pan ts, and want a large number of <«iris. 
POTE & QUIMBY. 
Belfast, Dec. 9. 1874. 2-itf 
SILVER PLATED 
Dining' and Tea Knives. 
IN addition to 
niv usual Stock, I have just received 
from the manufacturer, a very superior article of 
Plated Table Knives. 
Al«o a full line of FORKS, SPOONS, &c., of the 
Best Makers Heavy SILVER PLATE on flue 
NICKEL SILVER foundation. 
CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row. 
The Ice Storm. 
n\ nv:\ i.i>i;*, 1: i.axsi.vg tvvloi:. 
The iiv storm ! The iee storm.’ i’he world is 
agleam 
With a lu-tre oul-parkling the light ol‘ a dream! 
\ ralm. x'lemn -pi ndor, so coldly serene 
Thu; th<‘ *\j|) seems entranced at her own daz- 
zling sheen ! 
1' tir tin* north wind descended with chill freez- 
ing rain. 
< >Vr mountain and valley, o’er lore*! and plain. 
And, lf>! a weird wonder! e ich drop that came 
down 
>•>011 changed to a jewel in winter’s bright 
e rown! 
The i*v ciMwn! Tin1 i<v eiowu! What num- 
ber- can name 
Its million-lined grandeur, w ith -unri-e allaim*! 
Lt> brilliants that Hash till tin pole-tiivs arc 
I’d''. 
And gem- that outvie tin- Arabian tale! 
The oak on the mountain look- down from his 
height 
Like a castle of crystal, a column of light : 
And hemlock and cedar and evergreen pine. 
In arcades of emerald and diamond shine! 
The breeze-shaken tree-tops, on fire with keen 
rays. 
Moan deep like an organ, and bend in the blaze : 
And each lowly -hrub by the hedge-row and 
stream 
Stand- glittering, glorified, iit by the b« am! 
The rude fence i- jewelled. Tin* dry mullein- 
stand 
Like eptre of agate in winter’- -tern hand: 
Tlu w illow, with pearl-spangled train, like a 
queen 
Iu the pomp of her bridal robes grace- the 
seem*. 
Til-* lm to\\« iiia.ii -li'1 in >tate like a king. 
Hi' ougiis like ii galaxy glow as tin v swing; 
I'io* b- icli iinl tin- ni:ij»n*. tin- locust and u>h. 
Fling back like a rainbow tin.* orient Hash. 
I 'land on tin* mountain and gaze oVr the wild 
Till, with >plem.lur bevvilTivd, 1 \v« *j» like a 
child. 
W in n 1 li« wide ■-•■a of glm-v beneath 1C- lies 
spread, 
With a deep of blue -apphiiv like steel over- 
head. 
The wood' bend In-low me in iris-lined waves, 
fin Ii ill' .-o around me in amethyst cav«>: 
Abo\« tin* b ild riill' m boar ma.i ■> > rise. 
UK i-In y 'olii.- buiiiV'M propping the skies. 
oli, Northland! severe in thy Mason of storms. 
What <1 in a- that the tn»pi. <*t« riia Hy warms, 
What i'li- of the I»111 ii '. what Eden of bliss, 
E'er tlained with a gorgeousnesas grander than 
this? 
Oh. Freedom! -bgh imt in tiiy crag-circled lU't 
For soft «turn of *utnu«cr, in bloom ewer 
dn*'s,«| : 
Know, know that 'i ; eagle l-ioml <oars freest 
when* 
It br- a't' lie ii re. ti mpC't and breathes iiiolin- 
taiu air. 
Where (ho Beautiful Rivers Flow. 
U\ 1 ATILKU KY \N. 
Oil. I “I I sing to-night of a fairy land, in the lap 
of the oecan '< t. 
And of all tin* land' Fve traveled o'er, *tis the 
lowlii 'i and I’ve met: 
Where tin- willow wa .-p and tin rosc> si: p, 
and tin- balmy bli-.'/i < blow, 
in that d.ar old land, that >\vci t old land, 
where the beautiful rivers llow 
But oh aj;i'! liow .-an I sing? ’tis an exile 
breat In-' tin- strain. 
Ynd that d. ar old land of my youthful love 1 
may in- v i-r again ; 
Ynd the \cry jo- that till niv breast niii't evt-r 
change to woe. 
For that dear «»id land, that sweet old land, 
where the beautiful rivers llow. 
But I’ll 'ing of tin- lom-ly old ehurehyurds 
w here ..nr father'’ bom-s are laid— 
AVheie the «*ioi>!er' stand, iln-si* ruins gland 
that our l\ rant fuc' inn e made : 
And I’ll strike tin harp with a mournful loin h. 
till tin* gli'tening teat*' wfll riuov. 
Fur that dear old laud, tliat sweet old land, 
where tin* l»»- .ii?itul rivers llow 
And I’ll sing of Emmett's lonely fate, and of 
his lonely grav» — 
Of the early doom, and tin- yam!hfill bloom, and 
his spirit in »i than bra\ e; 
And ah! how ble-t and calm his lest.tho* his 
grave- be « old and low, 
in that dear old land, that sweet old land, 
where the beaiiliful rivers llow. 
And I'll 'ing of Tom* and tin Hcraldim*. proud 
Edward 1 tan* and blest — 
filey won the i-row n—lln* martyr'.' crown—and 
lin y sleep in 'bade and rest, 
Ju heavenly mould their names an* rolled— 
the*} died in manhood'' glow. 
For that dear old land, that sweet old laud, 
where tin- beautiful rivers llow 
And I'll sing of Ireland's ancient day o w In n 
ln*r sires were kingly men, 
W bo led the chase, and the manly race through 
forest, ih-jil and glen ; 
Whose only word was the shining sword— 
whose pen. the patriots blow 
For tin- dear old land, that sweet old land, 
where the beautiful rivers Mow. 
Quick Retribution. 
A cm respondent of the Cincinnati En- 
quirer. t tin* 1 i»tli inst., gives lull partie 
nlaiN of the hanging of the tramp Cilery 
w ii had committed a fn-a* tly outrage on a 
liltii daug liter of .M r. J. 1>. Morgan, ol L'r- 
baua. M. Of 1 ho crime and the manner oi 
Cilery arrest, the telegraph has given tin* 
facts. Mn tin* night «d his return to Cr- 
oatia. tin writer says, the town hall bell 
tolled out the welcome new- tint Cilery 
was in the county jail. Early in tin* morn- 
ing lie was escorted through an immense 
crowd into the court house. Tin* deter- 
mined 'In-rill still wonders how lie ever 
managed to get the villain alive through 
that singing mass of lieroe men to and 
iroin tin iaii, even with a strong force of 
qiecia! constables. Strong hands clutch- 
'd at him in every direction; broad-shoul- 
dered IV*:low> tried to shove their way 
among tl:-' guards, and take their chances 
• I dragging the shuddering wretch out 
among En* crowd, who waited silently in 
the irr in hopes of tearing him limb from 
limb. ( > it- stalw art Irishman laid his black 
si. ike w hip well across the felon's sensual 
lace, but, wa,‘. dr.igg'ed away civ In* could 
repeat ie b.. ■ w In the our; house the 
lathe: ■ ; the outraged chiid covered the 
erimiiia with a revolve!', and but that a 
li ii id wn nelied the weapon from his weak 
hand jii't in time. Cilery's days might have 
1 ii'i'ii ended tli*'ii and then;, lie was offer- 
ell counsel and vetu-i d, confessing again 
I In- limi t sickening details of his crime bc- 
l"i*e lie '-iiiii'oiir-.■ *.1 mailili-ueil people. It 
was a fearful struggle to get him back to 
tin- jail; but .'•heni! tlauson adopteil the 
cxci I'l-at i-\|.i -ilii-nt id swearing m even 
lll.n. will, show e.i any anxiety to get. al 
the pi isnner. as a special constable, “to 
lnainlaii: the peace and dignitv ol the 
-t il. .a Obi.-.'' So they got him into his 
eell, shaking in every limb like a hunted 
and capture.I animal, and whining, “(), 
don't kill ni"' pray don't kill nn for (foil's 
sake don't kill me.'’ Thai was Thursday 
morning, and on I hursday night, about 11 
o'clock, lynchers entered the courthouse 
y ard. at least three hundred strong, and all 
masked. flies a ere a mere unorganized 
liioli. bowel er, -urging, raging and swear- 
ing without a leader, lire they had de- 
manded the prisoner twice Sherill'tbiuson 
suddenly flu ig open tiie jail door, and fac- 
ing the crow d. w ith a heavy Colt n volver 
in each hand, exclaimed : “1 give you all 
ju-t live minutes to clear the y ard.” And 
they all cleared. You see no m m had ever 
been lynched in that town, or hung in 
Champaign county lor more than hall a 
century, and they didn’t know llie right 
w ay to manage such matters, lint there 
was one man in town that night who did 
know a good deal about lynch law and 
vigilai ee committees, and who was not 
with that crowd on Thursday night. That 
Ilian is Fernando Stone, now a hardware 
merchant on North Main street, formerly 
a miner and an iulluential man in the far 
W est Stone is a man of great size and 
strength, and was lor years the captain of 
a vigilance committee in .Montana, who 
hung men on the most approved scientific 
principles. It is not absolutely certain, 
but it is pretty generally believed that 
lernando Stone was at tiie head of the 
Sunday morning movement—one of the 
best organized affairs ot the kind on rec- 
ord. Nobody supposed on Saturday eve- 
ning that any elinrts would be made to 
take the prisoner from his eell. The sher- 
iff went home early, lor his little daughter 
was dangerously ill; but he left orders to 
keep yvateli all night at the jail, and to 
send for him il any thing should happen. 
Ullery was placed in a strong iron cage 
within an upper front room in the south- 
east corner of the jail, and that room had 
double doors—the inner one of heavy iron 
bars, the outer one of massive oak hoards, 
iron bound, with immense locks. The 
jailor’s family slept below, and the guards 
watched above in a room next to the pris- 
oner’s cell. The streets were streets ol 
ice that night, the sky clear and frosty, 
and the town, perhaps, unusually quiet al- 
ter the recent excitement. Uy 11 o’clock 
lights were out all over L'rbana, save the 
solitary gleam of a lamp in the room where 
the jailor, with three guards kept watch 
over .a worthless life. When the town- 
cdock boomed out midnight the moon was 
very clear; and the sleepless prisoner may 
have been able to look from his window 
on the public square, some hundred yards 
away, with the gigantic figure of its bronze 
soldier-sentinel casting a gnomon-shadow 
on the great white dial-plate of the square 
below. The shadow lengthened till the 
fantastic silhouette of the bronze sol- 
dier's head stretched to the very curb- 
stone of the square on the east, and was 
broken jup by an irregular patch of dark- 
ness by the heaped-up ice in the frozen 
gutter, 'lhe clock struck 2 about that 
time: and a watchman, Levi Dunham, 
passed by the court house to the square, 
llis solitary, stalwart figure might have 
made the prisoner's heart beat more easily, 
tor be now saw in the policeman only a 
protector. The liguro crossed the square 
and got its shadow horribly mixed up with 
the shadow ot the brass soldiers and final- 
ly disappeared around the opposite corner, 
trailing its shadow behind it. Th% clock 
struck three; the voices ot the guards in 
the next room became hushed; the light 
that streamed under the prisoner's door 
trom the lanterns without became dim- 
mer; the head ot the sentry’s shadow be- 
gan to poke itself into the lower windows 
of die houses on the east side of the square. 
And at last the moon dropped behind the 
town, and the great sliauow ol night came 
over everything, and the brass soldier’s 
head alone became distinctly visible 
against the sky. Perhaps the prisoner 
wondered why that watchman hadn't come 
back. That wstchman was tied hand and 
loot before the clock struck tour, and its 
tones had not died away before the pris- 
oner's heart must have leaped into his 
mouth with leaf. The alley in rear ot the 
court house was echoing the solid tramp 
of an organized band ol men. Before the 
guards were awakened from their doze 
tiie vigilants were at the door below-—:ik' 
black masks, and one white one. The 
vvhitemask led. Six carried a heavy oak- 
en beam. "We want the prisoner,’’ said 
the White Mask, through a speaking trum- 
pet. No answer. "Numbers One, Two, 
Three Four, Five and Six. step to the 
front,’’ ordered the White Mask, 'i lie 
battering ram was carried to the door, 
and the prisoner again demanded in vain 
Then the door was driven in, with its 
frame, by one vigorous blow; and 15 
maskers went up stairs, to encounter the 
guards. They were overpowered and 
hound almost instantly, and the leader 
called again; “Number Seven I’’ 
Number seven immediately placed a 
cold chisel against the outer lock ot the 
prisoner’s ceil. Then number eight was 
called, and stepped out with a sledge. In 
live minutes the piisomr was dragged out 
1 of his cell, bound and carried down stairs 
lie uttered but one hideous, long-drawn 
groan oi fear when they dragged him out 
ot the cage. Meantime a number of the 
hand had posted themselves as guards at 
i all llie entrances to the court yard. One 
ran across the road to the hut store, and 
returned with a dry goods box, which he 
placed under a magnolia tree in front ol 
llie court house, being the second tree to 
the left of the entrance, on North Main 
street To this the prisoner was brought 
and placed standing upon it with t lie noose 
round his neck, while tile leader pulled 
out his watch, a handsome gold l imo-piece, 
which gleamed in the light "I tile lantern 
he bore, and exclaimed, “prisoner, you 
have two minutes to pray.” Then Num- 
bei Nine climbed the tree, fastened the 
other end ot the rope to a strong forked 
brunch The prisoner moaned out, “Oh. 
Jesus, liav e pity on my soul,” and relapsed 
into silence. Then the six mi n reappeared 
with the battering-ram ; the leader gav e 
the signal. "One, two, three;” the box 
was knocked from beneath the wretch's 
leet; the body turned round once or twice 
in the air, and the world was morally 
clearer Ilian it had been sixty seconds pre- 
viously. To enter I lie yard; hurst in the 
jail gale and cell doors: overpower and 
liind the guards; hind the prisoner and 
hang, occupied onlv thirteen minutes, 
showing vv lial an cxcellonl thing a Mon- 
tana education is. A crowd had by this 
time onllecleil. and attempted to enter, 
but were driven to the other side ol the 
street at the muzzle of :ij revolvers Fil- 
teen minutes later the leader railed the 
roll by number:-, to which every man an- 
swered, “Here,” and the liunil marehed 
oil, two by two, vvilli the while mask ul 
their iiead, the same wav they hud come. 
None dared to follow them. About two 
o’eioek tile lioily vv as bnrieil, the afternoon 
in. nest having resulted in a satisfactory 
v ei diet of ••death by hanging, at the liai.ds 
ol parties unknown.’' it is said that sev- 
eral of the vigilants were themselves oil 
the coroner’s jury. 
A bill to regulate the prices that shall 
lie charged in sleeping and drawing-room 
coaches attached to railway trains, recent- 
ly introduced into the Thin Legislature, 
has been the means of eliciting some in- 
teresting information respecting this com- 
paratively new business. It is urged that 
•sleeping-ears have ceased to lie a luxury, 
and become one oi the necessities ot 
modern travel, and the object of the bill 
is to lix tiie price by some schedule as to 
the space occupied by travellers and tiie 
limn they are on these coaches. The bill 
proposes to limit tiie charge for a berth to 
one dollar; for a section at a dollar and 
fitly cents, and tor a state-room two dol- 
lars lor each twenty-four hours or less, and 
beside this reipiires sleeping-car com- 
panies to keep tickets lor sale at all ticket 
offices. (ien. Horace Borter, late ol Presi- 
dent Grant's personal stall' anil now Yiee- 
1'resident ol tile Balaee Car Company, ap- 
peared before a committee of the I.egislu- 
lure, and stated that their ears ran over 
■ ■-.00'' miles of railroad. They own and 
i operate eight hundred palace, sleeping 
j and dining-room ears that cost, when new 
! $17.0110 each, in Pennsylvania they run 
their ears on twenty-two lines of railroad, 
and in Ohio on seventeen roads, termina- 
ting within the State. Their net proiits 
in these two States amount to fourteen and 
a halt per cent, on the capital employed 
in those States, and live per cent, musi he 
deducted for the wear and tear of coaches, 
leaving a net profit of nine and a half per 
cent. For tliis and other reasons Gen. 
Porter thinks the bill ought n .1 to be al- 
lowed to pass. 
1 lie doors ol the Albany penitentiary 
recently closed upon a young man whose 
history is a sad one. 11 is name is Yinnl 
■S. Eggleston, and he fell from one of 
tlie most responsible positions in the army 
ol the l idled States, lie possessed intlu- 
entiai Iriciids, who secured lor him a po- 
sition in tin* l'ay master-1 lei.end's depart- 
ment in the army. While residing in 
\\asliiugLou he liceame acquainted with 
the daughter ol llenry Wilson's landlady, 
and eloped with her They were married, 
and returned to the maternal domicile. 
-Mr. W iIson interested himsell in the young 
man and procured for him ihe position ol 
I’aymaster in the regular army, with the 
rank ol Major, lie was sent to Oregon, 
taking with him his young wife. Major 
Eggleston was in the Moiloe war, in which 
Ins heroism gained him favor with the 
officers. 1 lie subsequent discovery of his 
wile's had conduct made him desperate, 
and he became reckless and engaged in a 
lile of dissipation. The more he tried to 
do for her the worse she grew. Debts 
multiplied, and he began to use the pub- 
lie money to meet his wife's extravagan- 
ces. He was arrested, tried In court mar- 
tial, and sentenced to be cashiered and 
imprisoned in the Albany penitentiary tor 
live years, and to remain in conlinement 
until the amount ol money cmhei./.led was 
restored to the government, which prac- 
tically amounts to a life sentence. 
A miscellaneous company of guests 
were dining at the Van Ness House, in 
Burlington. Among the number was a 
high-bred, would-be lady, and a farmer, 
w ho understood his business, but not of 
the starched up order. During the ex- 
change of different courses of food, pie 
was brought on, hut the farmer’s knile 
was missing; whereupou-hecalled loudly, 
“Waiter, 1 want my knile to eat ray pie 
with.” The lady exclaimed, “O, vviiat a 
countryman, to eat pie with a knife!” But lie got along in silence, ate his pie well 
enough. Not so with thd lady. She took her lork and trying to cut her pie into 
pieces it was soon lying upon the lloor at her side; whereupon the fanner exclaim- 
ed, “O, what a lady to eat pie with a lork! it brought down the guests on a 
plane ol good feeling and loud laughter, 
and when the larnier went to pay his bill the landlord replied, “your bill is paid; when you want a dinner in town a^ain 
call at the Van Ness House.” 
A Brave Engine Driver. A corres- 
pondent writing Jrom Renova, l’a., de- 
scribes the thrilling ad\ enturo of a locomo- 
tive engineer, Mr. John D. Sheldon. Shel- 
don had charge of a train from Buffalo, 
on tlie Philadelphia and Erie Railroad, 
and was running it at ttie usual speed, 
about thirty-five miles an hour. \\ hen 
the train was within fifteen miles ol Re- 
nova the parallel rods on each side of the 
engine broke one after the other, shatter- 
ing the running board, tearing oil' the 
side of the cab and bursting the lire box, 
(lie hot water and steam rushing and com- 
pletely enveloping the machine. Mr. 
Sheldon immediately closed his valve and 
reversed his lever, though in imminent 
peril, and was clambering over the tender 
to secure safety for himseltwhen a sudden 
jerk showed him that the lever had been 
thrown forward again. The crisis was 
terrible, but the brave fellow, true to this 
charge, made his way back through flying 
debris and scalding steam, reversed the 
lever again, secured it. and much valua- 
ble property and more valueable lives 
were saved. Sheldon, however, sustained 
several very serious, though not danger- 
ous injuries, and may possibly be a crip- 
ple. The first inquiry he made when re- 
lief reached him was in regard to the 
passengers and train hands. On learning 
that none were injured he exclaimed 
“well, thank God for that!” 
A Paris correspondent describing; Charles 
Duraml anil his manner of painting, says 
that while sketching his picture ot "bew,” 
which represented a nude figure of a young 
girl standing in a meadow, he had a cage 
built entirely of glass, about thirteen liat 
square, in the park under the trees, in 
which his model could undress without 
fear of catching cold, while he could see 
the human flesh in full light and in its 
exact relations of color with the leaves of 
the trees, the verdure of the grass plots, 
and the flowers of the borders 
In a shop window in Paris is the follow- 
ing announcement: "A tine human skin, 
taken oft' whole and tanned in that con- 
dition. It is the skin ot Aissa. who was 
the most lovely of the slaves of the Em- 
peror ot Morocco. She was only twenty 
when she died, and her skin was milk 
white.” 
Ucto ^bbertisements. 
*3* iT*1 £1 ^—The* choicest in the world —Import- 3 £m Sik ers prices—Largest cninpaii) in Auit ri 8 R-HWi'ii-staplf article—pleases everybody 
—Trade continually increasing — Agents wanted 
everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste time— 
send" for Circular to Koisuct Wells, \ \ Vesey St.. 
N. V.. 1*. (J. Box l-’fv. 
FELLOWS’ HYPOPHOSPHITES. 
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR. 
THE ASSISTANT TO THE TOILIND SI I DENT. 
IT R 1.1.1 EVES THE 
PAL PIT ATING,GR!EF-S7 RCKFN HEART, 
\ N I > CIV IS 
BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN 
OKTHF HARKASSFD MAN OF BUSIN 1 SS. 
DOLLARS 
TO HIE A.MUI NTOI TWO MILLION FIVE 
HI NDKEI) TIlorSAND ARE TO HE DlsTRI 
HI TED ON I HE j; i'll FEBRCAin B\ i ll 1. 
1’1 BLK LIHRaRV ol in t I’ON THE Of. 
<AS|( >N OF i’ll FIR FIFTH AND LA>T CON 
CERT. 
Drawing Certain or Money Doiniitloil. 
(»N E (iRAND DASH «r I FT., 50,000 
ONI. (iRAND (As 11 i. I FT |ni),m 0 
ONE ORAN D CASH OUT. ;.5.ouo 
ONE (iRAND ( AsII 4.11I. 00,0* 0 
ONE (iRAND ( ASH (ill i. .,(hm> 
5 Cash Oifts, $v»u,uuo each.Ion,000 
to Cash Oifts, 14,000 each, Ho,non 
15 ( ash OiIi s, ln.OOo each. 15o,ou0 
JO(';ish (lifts, 5,<»00 each,.. loo.odo 
J > Cash (Jilts, l.ooo each, too.ooo 
.'tO ( ash (iifts, each, ... DO,too 
50 ('ash (litis, li.ooo each. loo.ooo 
loo ('ash Oifts, l,ooo rarh. loo.oon 
'.Mo ('ash Oift-, 500 each.I mi.ooo 
5oo Oasli (iifts. loorat.h. 50,000 
10.000 Cash (lilts, 50 eaeh,.050,U*o 
Wlmh t icket?, .*?50. Halves, $ .>5. Tenth, or « aeh 
» 5>u|'i»n, s.i. Lb n Whole 1'irkets, c.'.imi. 
For I iek«*D. or information, address 
IIH». E. BRAMI.I I I E, Agent and Manager, 
Louisville. K\., or THUS. II. UA\s & » <>.. i.oo 
Broad wav, N. Y. 
PUBLIC LIBRARY OF KENTUCKY 
Death of Gov. Bramlette-Action of the 
Trustees—A Successor Appointed No 
More Postponements—Drawing Cer- 
tain February 27th. 
At :i mooting of the Trustees of tin* Public 
Library of Kentucky, dan. Hi. Is7."», it w:o iv- 
solvod that C. M. Briggs. Esq., wlm under tho 
lute Hon. TIio. L. Bramleth was the re: ! bus- 
iness manager of tho gift ropeerts already given 
in aid of the Public Library of Kentucky, be 
and lie is hereby authorized to take the 'place 
made vacant by the death of said Bramlette. in 
the management of the allairs of the tilth and 
last gift concert, and that the drawing announc- 
ed foi February ~7, Js7.’», shall positively and 
unequivocally take place on that day without 
any further postponement or delay on any ac- 
count whatc\ or. 
R. T. 1H KRETT, Bros. 
Joii.n S. Cain, Secretary. 
Hereafter all eommuui(*ations relating to the 
”»Jh Concert slmnld Readdressed to the under- 
signed, and I pledge in\ self that the drawing 
shall come olf Fehrnary '27th or that every dol- 
lar paid for ticket-; shall he returned. 
< M. BKICGS, Agent and Manager, 
Room 4, Public Librarv Building, 
Lomsvill**. Ky. 
No Charges for obtaining 
TA T'WT7rT7‘WT1A'DG Halents unless successful. 1U UM VXiJJlUi&O Pamphlet/re*. C. A.Siiaw, 110 Treuiout Street, Boston. 
<j*7!"T A WEEK to A gents to sell an art iek* 0 I salealde os thmr. Piofils immense. Pack- 
age free. Address Bl » kid K MT’G Co Mar.on, 
(>hio. 
Oi)/ W \ a month to agents everywhere. Ad * F\ f tlre.ss I \< LLMOH .M’l i. ( «Buds- 
mnull, Mich. 
A HVKIITBin’i): < lie»|»: Good .s'ysf, 
1 V matte. All person* who contemplate making 
contracts with newspapers lor the insertion of ad- 
vertisements, should send 2) cents to GKo. P. 
I&owki.i. & Co., 11 Park How New York, for their 
PAMl'HLKi HOOK {ninety-seventh edition), con- 
taining lists of over •jnoo newspapers and estimates, 
showing the cost. Advertisements taken lor lead- 
ing papers in many States at a tremendous reduction 
from publishers’rates. Gkt the kook, 
WANTFn AGENTS for the “MFK A»n HHIl LU. El PLOHATIOIN OF llll 
LIVIMiiNTOAK.” Complete, authentic; a 
fresh book. Price suited to the limes. Address, 
B. B. HL'SSELL, Publisher, Boston Mass. 
OC o C9H Per da>'il1 Terms free. Address QC.SJ (j i.c i. Si in son it Co., PorGand, Me. 
A WEEK guaranteed to Male and 
Feyiale Agents, in their locality. 
Costs N< >T!!I NG to try .t. Pai lie- 
ulars Free. P. O. VICKEKY, Au- 
gusta, Me. 
I >S V IK >M.\\< Y. nil SOCL < HAHMING," I How either sex may fascinate and gain the 
b»vc and afleclions of any person they choose, in 
slautly. This art all can possess, free by mail lor 
J.'i cents; together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian 
oracle, Dreams, Hints to Ladies, &c. 1,( OO.unb sold. 
A .jueer book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO, Pubs., 
Philadelphia. 
AT MOODY’S 
The Best Selected Stock of 
This being a new line of goods and an 
addition to mv always large stock of 
Patent Medicines, 
Drugs, Fancy Goods, fic,! 
1 have taken particular pains to make such a se- 
lection as will be desirable, ornamental and 
useful to the purchaser. My stock con- 
sists in part of an elegant line of 
Vases ami Toilet Sets, 
Russia Leather Wallets. 
Dolls, Cutlery, IViTunn-ry of 
all kinds, Children’s Tea 
Setts, Toilet Soap, 
15 rushes, & e. 
The most interesting feature of all is the very low 
price at which I am ottering my goods. We shall 
be pleased to show our floods to all who wish to 
examine. Please call. • 
R. H. MOODY, 
Corner of Main anil High Sts., lielfast, Me. 
A. B. MATHEWS 
LA TH OF THU FI K M OF 
FIELD & MATHEWS’ 
HAS BOUGHT OUT 
A. BLODGETT & CO.’S 
STOCK OF FURNITURE! 
70 MAIN STREET. 
And is making large additions to the stock which he 
will sell at the lowest living prices 
WAS,NUT GOODS ! 
-SUCH AS- 
Ell A VBEIl it PAliLOll SClTS.PAULOli 
TABLES MAItBLE A WOOD TOl‘. 
HA TTlIEEs. WUATXOTS. WHIT- 
IXO DESKS.Wop K TABLES 
ii ml LOOK ISO (,I.ASSES. 
EXTEXS1 OX TABLES 
A SIDE B GAUDS. 
ASH AMD PAINTED SETTS ! 
CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 
ALL KINDS OF 
BEDSTEADS.BUREAUS. &e.. &c. 
Also a nice assortment of 
1 would call special attention to our stock "I 
CASKETS k <0ITI\s! 
To those who have to purchase 1 would sa\ I have 
them all grade*--, from the lowest pi ic« that they can 
possibly be sold for, to the nicest WALNUT and 
KOSUWOUU. 
Metalic Burial Cases! 
Same patterns as were sold by 11LL1) & 
.MAT HUWS. 
tSrREMEMBER THE VI A CE.JtJJ 
H U 70 "Main Street, Belfast Me. 
A. B. MATHEWS. 
THIS I KNOW! 
-Til AT AT- 
i l il m 
NO 5, Phoenix Row, 
Can 1h> found all tin* 
DRY GOODS 
Advertised in this paper, at as low 
and oven lower prices. 
CALL BEFORE PURCHASING ! 
20tf 
IMMENSE SALE 
P..OBATE WOTiC-S. 
At u I rubai* < ourt In-Mat Belfast, w it Win and for 
the ounty of Waldo, on the second I'm May id 
January, V. I>., IS., 
(1KOK(«K B. I'I .l{(iI SO \ naun d Kxeeulor in a certain it stnunenl purporting to be the lust 
will' and testa nent of .lane W. Feigu-ou, late of 
Belfast :n said ( Ounty of Waldo, deeea-i-l, having 
presented said vill for Probate. 
< trdert d, That the said (ieorge B. give not ice to all 
persons interested by causing a opv of tin- order to 
be published thiee weeks sitceesMvely in the Uepub 
lican Journal ]>cilit«*<1 at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Proha e Court, to be held at Bellas?, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot 
february next, at ten of the clock before noon, ami 
show cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be proved, approved and allowed. 
A>A Till UUMTIII. Judge. 
A true copy. Attest —B. P. Fii;u>, Kcgisicr. 
At a Probate ourt In Id at lb Hast, w i; bin and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tin -d. ot 
January, \. I)., is;,.. 
\>. Mlbbl NS Administrator of ho Km ate of • William Patterson, late of in 
said < ounty of W aldo, deceased, having prc>cntcd 
hi- first and final account of Administration on said 
Kstatc for allowance. 
Ordered. 1'luit the said Administrator give not ice 
to all persons iuti-ii-sted by causing a •upv ot 
this older to It*- published three w< ek Miece-M\ i’lv 
tin* Bopubliean Journal, printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate c.*urt, to bo ln-M at 
Belfast, within and for said < ounty, on the second 
Tuesday of February next, ai ti n of the cloi-k before 
noon, and show cause, it' any they have, v,b\ the 
-aine should not be allowed. 
asa riinii.nriiii, judge. 
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Fn:i.i», Kegisti r!~ 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w ithin and for 
the County of Waldo, on tin- second Tuesday of 
January, A. I). 1S~;». 
VKBKIiT HABIIIMAX, Administrator of the Kstate of I teal born llarriman, late of Prospect in said County of \\ aldo, uecea-ed, having present ed hi- first and final account ot Administration on 
said F.siate for albovanee. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice 
to all pet -ons interested by can-dug a cop of l|,js 
•ler to be published three w* el;s successively jM the 
Hepublican Journal, print* d at Bella t,tlu.t tin v mav 
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast 
w ithin and lor said C«»iuit v, on the second Tuesday ot February next, at t< n of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why j|,,. 
Would not be allow ed. 
\ A l Hi H BOLT ill, dud.., 
A true copAtte. t li. P. I 11 i.i*, Bi ni^ti 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for 
the County of Waldo, on tin second Tue-day ol .lauuury, A. 1 >. is;a. 
WILLIAM \ t Ko>BY. Administrator of the Estate of Betsey \. Crosby, late 
in said Coant> «»f Wahto, deceased, having present' 
» d his iirst account of Administration on said Estate 
for alio wance. 
Ordered, T hat the said Administrator give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this order to he published three weeks successively 
in the Republican dournal printed at B« Ifasf, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at 
Belfast, within and for said Countv, on the second 
Tuesday ot February next, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not he allowed. 
•iwvM ASA T ill'RLOl'CH, Judge. A true copy, Attest B. P. Fillip Register? 
riTJlK subscriber hereby gives public notice to all 
jL concerned that sip- has been duly appointed and 
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the 
estate of 
DANIEL 8. PALMER, late of Palermo, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond 
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons 
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make 
immediate payment, and those who have any de- 
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement 
to her. HANNAH M. PALMER. 
NEW OPENING 
-OF AN- 
OLD STORE! 
-WIT ft A- 
New and Fresh Stock!! 
.— 
X_i. ]Lock.e 
Having returned to this city, and purchased the (’. 
I>. Field Furniture Store anil Stock, would announce 
to the public that he intends to sustain the past fa- 
vorable reputation of the establishment by keeping 
constantly on hand a new and nice assortment of 
such articles as are usually found in a 
F 1 11 S T CLASS 
Furniture Store! 
AT REASONABLE RATES. 
Among the many articles that may be mentioned, 
to which special attention is called are new, nice and 
rich 
Walnut Chamber Sets 
PAIILOR SUITS ! 
Chamber Sets in Chestnut, Ash and Fine, with 
rich ornamentation, or plain, as may be de- 
sired; Sofas, of various patterns and 
styles of upholstering, Chairs of all 
kinds, Walnut Sideboards, &c. 
What-Nots, Mirrors, Bedsteads, Spring 
Beds of Various Kinds, Mattresses, 
including the 
NATIONAL 
Wire Net Mattress ! 
Best thing in Market of the Kind. 
Brackets, Picture Frames, Tables of all 
Kinds, &c.. &c. 
Burial Caskets ! 
Both wood and motalie of any stylo, and ( < >1 FI Vs 
constantly on hand, or readily obtained. 
MB. H. 1». Hankerson an experienced cabinet ma- 
ker and tirst-rate upholsterer is always on hand 
where work in his line is required to he done with 
neatness and despatch, for he is one who well un- 
derstands all the details of the business. 
if?/*Bemember the place and number. Old Stand 
ot C. 1>. Field, No. 11 Flueiiix Bow, Belfast. 
J. L LOCKE. 
Nov. 10, 1874.—:;mosl9. 
Observe These Footprints. 
C02VntfRX*L.?S 
Brahminical Moonplant 
East Indian Remedies. 
Introduced via San Francisco, Califor- 
nia, thence to Maine, and now Sell- 
ing Commercially by 
J. E. ROBINSON. 
CITY Dl’TTC> STOIC IT 
282 Main St., Rockland, Mo 
Sole Agent for the State 
rI'Iil. Brahminical lb medics are represented in 
I twelve sDl-a IA I. I IKS, Dls 1 l.V PICKI' \ HKD, 
-iK’li one having qualities and principles innately 
peculiar, and a name to distinguish all of them, 
lahebd on the hot tie where, .n is a number denoting 'U'dei d 'ucces-iou to he taken, and are for the re- 
lief of 
Priie 
<-Oi T. .4rule or ( lironic. <|m.OO 
Itlfl Ki n 41l( t on 1*1. i f UTM, 
4t«h* or 4'l»ro<ii«-. <MH4 
4«IK, fi.4M) 
4 Ill'll 4 14. I 4 and SKI 4X14 in 
Head or Hip*. 0.00 
*11*01**1, I n« i|»irm Silage**. t» Oil 
MX XI 1*4X11 RTH for Liver 4 f- 
rrlioiiAi generailv, Rpil«*p*> 
lo-i »f nnaorr, Ar.. Aa >440 
• »* * \ IHKGANCN, Kicrofula. 
B*impl<»tt, Itnnning- lore* aiul 
Ki nptivo Humor*. .>440 
4 1X4 11 llll. X,«*al Hr XiiIm**, 
KUonitii h or 4 Iioaii Paim oitli 
C'oujrli or 4i»llkiiia, >4444 
1X41 A L15 Corrector, llonilih 
trouhlfN, eueoeN or d«*tiri- 
“'•ei*** »hi*ri*of' «uI»«1im>r of 
tlat!on of Kexuiil orgaaiw, 
cliaiigoAi of lifo alleviator: 
adapted for young- or old. >440 
141 4 It IIIB4K4 and Oy seliter* >440 
II V NI'Rl'NIA, 4 44X*X||»4- 
'I I OX, Debility «r Kangour. >440 
4 ■»EII IKXX. to lie nod with 
all file mix tu re At ronwtantlx, 
a lioii«teli«»ld medicine for in- 
fant» or aduliM. 3440 
Applicants should make surt that the Medicines, 
‘■'"lie only from the Agent, .1 IT Robison. For tun her information call on or w rite to 
J. E. Robinson, City Drug Store. 
1“ 282 Mnin St., Rockland Mo, 
FOWLE’S 
File and Humor Cure. 
1 HI. > M. Y M F.DK I \ F that is varrant, d a per- 
rrt (•«/> lor al! thr trorsl forms of 1*1 i.i.s, l.»a*i:< >s\ 
s, laiKi i’.A, IhN'c-WouM, Sai t L'hki m, Cam h, 
• 'atakkii, Nkcuaujia, Khkumatism, Asthma, 
I) V si i*>i a, Ksdnkys, and all riiseasre of thr Sk in 
ami Bi.ood. hintirr/i/ vtpctable. Sent by express, 
and money returned in all case* of failure. ]J. | >. 
FoWI.L, ('/ai/iist, 71 /‘rim « Stmt, Boston. .Sold 
everywJu re. $1 a bottle. Send lor C ircular, 
Jiao.* l.'eow. 
Sheriff’s Sale. 
WALDO, ss. Taken on execution in favor of 
William Plummer against -Joseph Young, and w ill 
he sold at Public Auction tu tin- highest bidder, on 
Saturday, tin _*rth day of February next, at one 
o’clock P. M., at the store of A. U. Longfellow, rn 
Palermo, m said County, all the right in equity 
which said Young hud on the 1,’th da\ of January, 
t>7■•, of redeeming a certain parcel of land situate 
in Palermo, in said County, with the building.*! 
thereon, hounded and described as follows, to w it 
Bounded on the West by the town road leading from 
the Branch .Mill* to Ford’s Corner, so called ; on the 
South by land of Jonathan Palmer; on the Fast, In- 
land oft'ieorge W. Marden, and on the North by tin- 
low n road leading by Jacob \\ Nelson's to the ecu 
tre school house in said Palermo, containing lifty 
acres more or less, mortgaged to Josiah II. (ireely, 
on the fourteenth day of iebruary, A. D, Its?I, by 
his deed of mortgage of that date-, recorded in the 
Waldo Registry, Book 1 ■»1, Page to which reler- 
t-iice i* herein' had. 
s. C. NORTON, Deputy Sheriff. 
Belfast, Jan. I 1>. JwFJ 
the great cause 
HUMAN MISERY. 
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope. Price Q cents 
A Lecture mi tin* future. Treatment, 
ami llaitii iit of Seminal Weakness, or 
spermatorrhu-a, induct-1 b\ St 11-Ahust Involuntary 
Emissions, I inputt nev, Nervous Debility, and Im- 
pediments t>» Marriage generally; Consumption, 
Epilepsy, and Fits: Mental and Physical Incapacity, 
\C. -By BOBLIM J. « ( LVLKWELL, M. D., au- 
thor ol the“tireen Book.”&c. 
I In: world-renowcd author, in this admirable Lec- 
ture, clearly proves from hi** own experience that 
tin- awful consequences <>! Self-Abuse may be effect- 
ually removed w.thout medicine, and without dan- 
gerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments, 
ing-, or oniiab : pointing out a mode of cure at 
once certain and effectual, by which every sufferer, 
no matter what his condition may he, may cure him- 
srll cheaply, privately and radically. 
U-^'This lecture icill prove, a boon to thousands 
and thousands. 
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad- 
dress, on receipt of six cents,or two postage stamps*. 
Address the Publishers, 
CIIAS J. ONLINE & CO., 
I‘i? ItiiflMk. [few Turk: 
lv ^SgiMbt Office Box, 4,iMO 
They Do Say it Beats the World. 
$5000 Gold for a Better Article 
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma 
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of 
the Throat, Chest^and Lungs, 
And all Diseases leading to Consumption. 
It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Barks, 
of wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is 
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and 
others, testimonial* from whom I can tarnish with- 
out number. 
LA BCE BOTTLE, 35 CENTS. 
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See 
that the name of E. \V. Kinsman is blown in the 
glass. 
<f*}*Sample Bottle and Circular Eree..J»p 
V. W KIKiOIAH, Proprietor. 
14*i Wiiler Nlrerl, A uguftta, Hie. 
KUK SALK BY ALL DKUGGI8TS. lvoowU. 
Agents Wanted. 
»)AA AGENTS WANTED. *75 <«> $100 & VJV/a month to male or female. Article de- 
sired by every family. Steady employment given. 
Address, with stamp, I. s. ROGERS & Co., 
Bw20* Box 102 Searsport, Me. 
G- E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Ollice formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
MR!DEN BLOCK. Belfast, Me, 
4^-AU business entrusted to him will receive 
rompt attention. 
J. M. FLETCHER, M. B., 
PHYSICIAN 4 SURGEON, 
Belfast, Maine. 
Office over Furter & Fean’s store. Residence on 
Church street, onuosite the Journal Office. tf4 
M. L. M A G 0 0 N 
D EMTIST ! 
Office in Gordon Hlock, Main St. 
SEARSPORT, ME. 
Special attention paid to extracting 
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured. 
Teeth tilled in tin1 best manner. 
lrylO. 
DEITTISTRT! 
DR. Gr. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
still he found at the old stand of 
Dr. .Moore, corner of Church and 
-U ?TY Y * >]»! ing Streets, Has all the latest! 
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in j 
eluding 
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful 
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer. 
He has the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making and inserting 
artificial teeth. tfiG 
PHENIX HOUSE! 
Thu subscriber, having recently assumed 
proprietorship of the above well known 
House, and made extensive improvements 
in the same, informs the public that he is 
now ready for business, l'he old friends of 
the house will find increased comforts, ami new ones 
will be welcome to as good fare as can be had any 
where. 
l lie stable has shared the general improvement, 
and with experienced and careful hostler- no pains 
will be spared in taking care of horses. 
He has some tine LI V Eli V s D H K, for the accom 
rnodation of those desiring good teams. 
R. H MITCHELL 
Relfast, Dec. 23, 1"M funosJn* 
HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO 
SHIP WIGHTS, S III PS MITIIS, 
Mast. Spar and Bookmakers, 
JOINERS, .V e. 
OFFICE oo H,,,. UM,|||)L 
WORKS : I arton Street S 
This firm confidently assure the master- and own- 
ers of ships that they have tin be-t of facilities tor 
executing every branch of shipvvorks, for both wood 
■n and iron siiip-, in a manner guaranteed to five 
satisfaction.- tf._4 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAVE RLMoYLD to their new Ranking Room in Custom House .S'juare, an- prepared to re 
reive depo-ifs, placing tle same on interest on tin 
first days of dune, July, August and -• pt -mber, and 
December, January, Eebruarv and .March. Interest 
being .•omputed oil same, the Hr-1 Mimd.iy- of June 
and December. 
Deposit received daily, except on Sundav and 
Legal Holidays,) from to 12 A. M and 2 to I IV VI. 
Saturdays Rank closes at 12. noon. 
Joiix 1L <,»< imiiv. Treas. \s.\ I \l M I., I*n -t. 
Relfast, Tune Sth lsL4. tl 
KTotice 2 
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK ! 
nl\l’< >s I I S rereiv ed oil term-’ as lilt: ral and favor- orable t-> depositor- a- any Saving- Rank in 
the Stale, ami dividend declared on same the lir.-t 
i*f Mav and November, (Mime hours from ‘.'to 12 A. 
M. and 1 to 4 1* M. 
J As. G. I'ENDLI'.TON, IT. sideui 
( HAS. I\ GORDON, treasurer C.mosim 
Employment- 
I want vooo agents to canvass for the n))[ 
I'Ll I L H ERR A Lis T. and Tn i. Guovv v \V< >i:i.u. 
1 will give such terms and furnish such advertising 
facilities that no man need make less than £2oo p*r 
month and all expenses no matter whet lu r he c\ cr 
canvassed before or not. Address Dr. i>. 1‘HKLl's 
RRO\V\, No. 2! Grand street, Jers»*\ City, N. J., 
and full particulars will he ut by return mail. 
| 4 vv 30 
MISS BEECHER’S 
HAIR OR WHISKER DYE. 
For Hair and Whis- 
kers rhamjes ii^hl 
or j'rav hair to a jet 
Mark. dark brown, or 
auburn eoior. It cot: 
tains no Sulphur or 
I-ead. orother delete 
rious ingredient. I; 
r< quires hut a single 
application to etf. t 
it* purpose,and wash 
in# is required after 
dyeinif. as in the case 
'of other dyes. II is not 
two separate artirP-, 
ias are most hair 
dyesi, but a *ini»le 
eoinl'ination; and ex 
periene.-.i win iesale 
drtufUists. wIn* have 
if.till) ill .111 Ilf till |i Ml? U\'S. pionoiun •• II lib O r.r* 1 
Bliiule preparation for chanuinu the color of tin- hair which lias ever been hrouuht to theii untie* 
PRICE an CENTS. Sat isfaet ion uuaraut* ■••*1 in every 
rase, or the money refunded. Prepared otil\ by U. \V 
THOMPSON, Rockland, Me. Sold t>> all dealer?,. 
ARABIAN 
OINTMENT 
OURES 
SCRATCHES 
ANUOI IIKI; 11.1 ,S oK 
HORSE-FLESH! 
A M> .SOUKS ON ALL 
DOMKSUC AXIMALS. 
^i»'\Vitne.«< the unities ot 1.1 iiiii im n v. Iio testify 
to it? extraordinary nu rit 
A. Havford. Ksq.. 1 v-May or. Pod fast M 
Israel Cox, UenM In?. A^m 
Harrison liaytoid. Farmer, 
P. M Moody, Horse I rain* r, 
>- I. Dean, Prop, of Liver; stab e Rockland •• 
Kben W.Scnvey, Hot el Keeper. N o Seal sport, ‘; 
Robert (». Ames, Teamster, 
.L W. Hluck, Deputy Slierdll', 
.1 .M. Hale & Co., Stage 1‘rop^., Id I? wort h, 
W- I. Cleavt s. Prop of Lie. Mal le MoektOl). *• 
AMI MANY OTill KS. 
Prepared By lAIKKV S WUM, Pivp. 
S EARS PORT, M la. 
RICHARD M. MOODY 
Druggist and Apothecary O «*«*«» a I 4j>eiil. 
■linos R* III i.i \>i, Mi 
AMERICAN AND VOUKHiX PATENTS j 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
Fur Inventions, Trade Mark. nr Drsigns, 
No. 76 Stato St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
VATKK an extensive practice ol* upwards of do years,continues to secure Patents in the l uited 
Mates, also in Great Britain, France, ami oilier tor- 
eign countries, t uveats, Sjieritications, Assign 
uients, and all papers for Patents executed on reason 
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to ,|, 
ter mine tin validity and utility mi Patents of Inven 
tions, and legal and oilier advice rendered in all 
mutters touching the same. < *opi« s of the claims of 
any patent furnished h\ remitting one dollar \s 
signinents recorded in Washington. 
A'o Agency in the ( uited States possesses superior facilities for obtaining Patents or n,c patentability at inn ntians. 
All necessity of a journey to Washinirton toi.ro- 
curi a 1 at; nt, initl the usual final it, hr. then- uri- here saved luventors. — 
testimonials. 
“1 regard Mr. Kddy as one of the most capable ami successful practitioners with whom I have had of. hcial intercourse. CHARLES MASON, 
( om’s’r of Patents.” 
"I have no hesitation in assuring inventors that they cannot employ a man more ctuupetent and trust 
worthii and more capable of putting their applica- tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor able consideration at the Patent Office. 
EDMUND BURKE, late Coin’s’r of Patents.” 
“Mr. 1{. II. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY 
applications for Patents, having hei u successful in almost every case. Such unmistakable proof* of great talent and ability on his part leads metorecommend 
Ai.i, inventors to apply to him to procure their pa 
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faith- 
ful attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very 
reasonable charges. JOHN TAGGART.” 
Boston, dun 1 1S75. lyr«!7. 
THE NEW YORK 
UNIVERSITY liililHCINES 
Have cured not on paper, but positively cured in the 
New England States and Canada, 
within three years, 
Over 2000 cases of Rheumatism. 
3000 Catarrh. 
1000 Deafness and Eye Diseases. 
1000 Pulmonary Consumption. 
2000 Female Diseases. 
2000 l’iles. 
3000 Spermatorrhoea. 
10,000 Private Diseases. 
3000 Scrofula. 
2000 ** Salt Rheum. 
1000 Dropsy. 
500 Southern Fever. 
1000 Kidney Diseases. 
1000 Neuralgia. 
300 Dyspepsia, 
it will reach all cases that are curable. 
It has cured thousands after their physicians had 
given them up. it has cured more chronic cases 
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It 
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the most 
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of cer- 
tificates of cures of citizens of Portland and vicinity 
can be had. Also, a book free, explaining diseases, 
with the necessary remedies by writing to 
DR. I’ELEC STAPLE.'?, 250 C'ondrks.s >u;i i-. r, 
Portland, Mainl, 
General Agent for the New England States and 
Dominion. 
Cases can be treated by letter. Advice free. 
Agents wanted in every town. 
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cure- Pilt.- in 2i 
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands* sore lip-, 
sore nose; good Tor all kinds of sores, price 50 ta- 
per package. The money will he refunded where it 
fails to give satisfaction. 
1 he t niversity Medicines cure di.-ou.-e- that phy- 
icians cannot cure ami consequently pronounce mein 
incurable. Catarrh tthe mother oi consumption,' 
scrofula, ball IJln um, ami many other ui-ea.-* 
hitherto considered incurable, readily yield umlei 
treatment ot tin- Cnivcr.-ity Medicines. .some ol it- 
grei.test cures are ol a nature that will not pci tint 
eertilicates to be math* puldtc. such as '■'perinnior- 
rluea, the greatest uestroy er ol huimuitiy uii t lie face 
ol I lie glooc. Dow many bewail the to-- «>t precious 
vitality without h iving the b ast idea ot the can.-*-. 
1 heir manhood is daily vanishing, and they are >did 
ing into a stage ol hopeless decay. It-victim* are 
among all ages, s.-xe? ami stations, it i- (iraggitta nnliioits yearly to insanity and premature gruv. -. Motheis he caret ill vv lioiu youbt vour children u- 
sociateand sleep with, lest itie viper coimm uc it,, 
work ot destruction h«*fore you ur* aware ot it *l< ad 
ly -"ting. You cannot exerci.-e too much care i«. 
guard against this horrid evil, there i- not «,ue 
iuuiiiy in ten exempt troin it. Any one can have a 
book treating on tne malady by enclosing a stamp 
amt sending to me tor it. 1* ictitious names can be 
used it preferable. I have cured 2000 cases ot tins 
lit*-and soul destroying malady w ithin three years 
in the New England Mates anu Canada, i have iu- 
vaiiabJy found that the foundation ot destruction 
wa.- laid betore the victim was old *11011011 to know 
of its evils. Do not let false modesty -fund in the 
way ol treatment before the constitution is mined. 
1 lie blood i.- me ill* and all chronic diseases coin*- 
from impure blood, either hereditary or contract* <1. 
I lu-ii how worse than us«-l« n 1- to attempt a cure 
witlioui remov ing tin- cause, by purity ing m«- blood, 
it temah> atlticled witti disea.-* pecutmi to tin o -ex, 
will understand tins natural law, they wilt never 
-ubject t hem-elves to tin- u-*- ot the* speculum or to 
cru-tic or drastic injections. An ulcer should be 
treated by keeping tin parts clean and cutting oil the 
fountain head of the disease by purity ing tin: blood, 
and it cannot be cured in any other wav. If any 
ladies ulllictcd with thi- disease will addre.-s me l>v 
letter or per-onally 1 will put them in u way to treat 
themselves successfully, three bottles ol tin* Ex 
1 fact ol t ancer Plant will pm ity the bloo*l more 
than all the apothecaries and patent medicines 111 
existence. 
forth* want ol room 1 can present but compara- 
tively tew eertilicates. Any one wanting mor*- t* -- 
liniony can have it by sending for circular and book. 
Kill that Mother of Consumption bv curing voui 
Catarrh, which, with the light treatment is a- Jura 
ble as any other disease, tin* opinion of all tin* doc 
mis in the world to the contrary notwithstanding, in addition to hundred? **l testimonials ol cures, tin 
following 1- troin on*-ot tin oldest and tno-t i* liable 
citizens ot Portland. 
for two years my health has been failing, ami ai 
l«*i‘ trying the different remedies and doctor w ithoiu 
benefit, three weeks ago 1 culled at the 1 niver-iiy 
I*,ranch, 2nd Congress street. Jin- Doctor told me 
that < i.'iri b vvn- tin* chi* t cans*- of my trouble?, amt 
tie coulil cure in**. My limbs were stiff ami bloated, 
my eye- and throat sore, and my head left a.-it 1 had 
a saw mill ill it. i could mu’ have believed that 
thn-e weeks could have wrought such change in 
nu*. 1 am now free lrom tin.* above trouble-. 1 
would-ay totho.se that are ufllicted, giv *• the in* di 
cim- a trial and not lie scared by the cry ol humbug 
1 received more benefit from it in one week than 1 
ever tint 1‘roiu all the doctors and apothecary rnedi 
cim in my lit*-. 
C DAK LES > A \V \ Eli, ( oinuiission Men-hunt. 
Aug. 1, 123 Commercial street, Portland. 
'This i? to certify that I hav* u-ed remedies pur- 
chased ol Dr. 1*« leg Maples of thi- city lor tin lu-t 
six years in tin- Island * * 1 * wha. am I in all ca-*-- v it li 
, tin- "best results, curing in every ca.-c when tin- r* im- j ‘In- employ*.d by tin* regular I'liy-i( ians w* re us* 
J less amt ot no avail. 1 am satistied that hi- nuali 
cim are far superior to any other class *.1 im dh in* 
vvhatever I have been troubled myscit with a uoi--- 
in my left « ar lu. a number of years, vvhi**ti has t»*. .. 
very troublesome at time-. ami ha*-been perlectly 
cine*! by Dr. Maples remedies. 
Hill.N .M.it '-DEN Engineer ami Machinist. 
I Kefers to Mr. tiibeon Eld* 11 at lb*- i’-.rtluml 1 <>ni 
j-aiiy’s Works. 
I loin birth I have been aiiect.-d with Salt I;.’ mi. 
After employing several piiysiciaus, t call* <1 *>u Dr. 
staples and cured. I hr- * years liav«- * lapsed and 1 
have -eeu no return of tin* symptoms sin**-. 
It \\ HDiLN. 
1 >I; Si vi• s Jttur Sir l liis Is to Certify that I 
have mi tiered with Scrofula on mv leg for the lust 
ight year-. 1 have Used almost all kinds of medicine 
I could think of and employed our host physician- all to no benefit. The doctors said they could do no 
more. 1 got discouraged and thought I never should 
i/et cured, hut at last 1 heard of your l uiversitv 
.Medicine. Last fall I sent to you ami got it,and after using only four bottles of the t 'aneer Plant, with the 
May Apple Pills and Tar ointment to go with it. 1 now consider myself'entirely cured. I think the 
medicine is all that it is recommended to he and the 
best ever before the public. 1 would adv i- all -ut 
b ring with Scrofula to use the ('Diversity Medn im-. 
Any one wishing any further proof ofthe hem tit 
that 1 hav« received from your medicine I -1umld be 
happy to an-wer all ipo-.-tions. 
Yours respectfully. 
i.llU'hill I 
ll l:' 
I." y«*:ir< atfo I fouinl m\-ill -ivutlv mmovcij 
«>:«rrl». lor si mu nurs il grow whim .mil htmlly unntted me lor busmens. Its ravages extend d to my lungs so that I was contimiallv coughing aud rai/iug from a half pint to a pint oi con.'minp !l ‘‘ niatti daily. I was emaciated, mv appetite gone, and my physician- told me they could do no mon- Jot tin I considered my case about hopeless when I heard ol some of the wonderful cure< ut the 
1 nivrsitv .Medicines. 1 called at the branch oflic. 
am the doctor told me my case Was not hopeless, and I went under his treatment and in three weeks 
I was a wellman. My v igor and strengt h speedily returned, and in three months 1 had gained tiitv 
pounds in weight. Three year-, hav e elapsed and 1 have Dot had the least (ouch of the disease since. 
Anv one doubting this stub nn-ht can address no- at 
mv residence llv Congress street, Portland. Maim 
Nov. lo. A M MOKC.W. 
Some ten months ago 1 contracted the Southern 
fever fever and ague 111 South Carolina. After 
trying several physicians and getting no hotter I w i- 
ohliged to give up my ve-c-.-i and -topped some time 
in Philadelphia to doctor, all to no heuelit. I then 
came to Portland and put mv self under treat iimni of 
l»r. Staples, in 4s hoars my disease was broken up. In one week I was as well as ever. 
c A P I M. C 1 * A \ IS, K night.s\ ill. ,. |;. 
This is to certify that my little girl, live y ears old, 
w as athictcd with scrofula' sw riiing- on the neck, ami inflammation opthalma ut the'"eye, and mark 
blind, she could not bear the light without great pain. She has been under treatment of tin- f nivei 
-iiy Medicines about two month- and tin* hunches 
hav e all v anished and her eves are as well as ev er. 
A i Ml 11 K A. (.KKI N. 
Nm. 10, 1 SN>. Small Point Maine. 
l ur twenty years I have suffered with Sen fulu 
am! >all Rheum. Sly head, back and 1* gs wi re ee\ red with sculiues* of the -kin. Have paid out hue died* of dollars f.. first class idiy.sieiuns uithout 
benefit. About four years ago. I put myself under 
treatment < t the I niversify Medicines and u a- ■ ur> I 
in one month, and there has Item no eruption ine< 
STKPHKN ( MfNSKA, sailmaker. 
No. .1 Commercial Wharf, hou-. ■; ria -nut M 
Portland, Nov. 10, lsyd. 
_ I 
f or several ear- 1 have been troubled with Pa- ! 
faith and >erofula. About two mouths ng" m\ i 
head was a continual rack of pain. .Mv throat and j lungs-so badly effected tha 1 could scare* 1> breathe, with a continual cough. Mv limb- badly swollen! M) right knee was twice as iarg* as the left one. i could scarcely move or bear any weight on it. Mv physicians said they could not help me. In tin* ..u- 
(btion, without expecting a cun but hopim' lor 
temporary relief, 1 employed I»r Staples. !„%■*- tlian d'- hours after api lyiug the Acupuncturatur, 1 could breath ami walk with perfect eas. and I 
UU1 ,iOVV perfectly tree from the above mentioned trouble*. Miss K ATI K. Mil Is Cumberland Mills, Mar. ch, 18,'T 
I or mu years 1 have been troubled with Scrofula. 
■y'"U“' ‘n V‘m s ago, a tearful ulcer broke out on 
mv leg. I hree months ago it hud extend* d from the ankle joint' nearly to the knee. I could not move without pain. In this condition I commenced taking 
I he l niversity Medicines. At first it drove out • 
tearful humor all over me. hi a few day* the humor 
begun to subside, and the ulcer is now healed and I 
feel like a new being. 
K. 1.1Z A It II II <11 A Mil K I* I. V IN 
For two years I have been afflicted with gastiites 
Rheumatism and heart disease f our months ago I 
culled on l»r. Staples. I now consider mvself well. 
lveimrhunk M« D. Will< HFKR. 
About 4 years ago my daughter <» years old, w as 
sulfering from the effects of Lung and Pleurisy fever. 
She was so emaciated und feeble we hud but little 
hopes of her recovery. The Doctors could give no 
encouragement. 1 applied to Dr. Staples. Lndi r i 
his treatment she soon begau to improve. In a lew 
months she was able to go to school and has sine** 
been perfectly well. I know the treatment saved 
her life. t’APT. .I. II. THOKNDl K K, 
No. 18 St. Lawrence st. Portland 
NoV. -Mi, 18?L 
R. H, MOODY, Agt. for Belfast. 
WILLARD M, mm, Asft. brSUrkki, 
3most?C ; 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS. 
ON AM) Ai I KK Monday, Nov. 17, Trains will leave Belfast for Boston, Portland, Augusta and 
intermediate stations s A. M and M P. 31. 
For Danville Junction, Lewiston and Skowhegan, 
8 A. M. 
Dexter. Bangor and St. Johns, 3; 30 P. 3L 
Trains are »l»n-at Belfast 1: XI am] 7:35 P. 31. 
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt. 
Knox and Lincoln Railroad. 
CIIA N O K () I*' TIM K. 
Commencing Monday,Aug. 17, 1874. 
Tiro Through Trains to Boston, Daily. 
.7*1 ***| Leave Rockland for Bath and 
*dl points West, at 10 a >t. and 
1.3o 3t due in Boston ut 
7.30 and 10.30 r. >1 
Leave Bath for Rockland at 0 A. M. and 3.20 l*. m. 
Arrive at Rockland :it 11.40 a. m. and 5 .35 h. >1 A 
mixed train leaves Rockland at <>.3o a m. Returning 
leaves Bath at 11.3o v m., arriving in Rockland at 
4.45 1*. 31. 
tIS < A. COMMITS, Superintendent. 
Independent Line 
AND LOWELL. 
r- „-Jf KATA 11 DIN. 
'e-": ~ ^Capt. WM. R. ROIX. 
U ill leave Belfast tor Boston everv Mom! 
ami I liur.-da\ a! I’ M. 
I*'turning will le.-n- Boston e'en Tuesday and 
Kriilay at » I I*. M. 
FARE TO BOSTON S2 50 
LOWELL, .‘I 65 
All freight mu -t 1 •• ae* onpa n ie, | I. | 11 <>t I tiding 
it. duplicate. \u Jr« iglit toll* inu.-t he paid on delivery of good-. 
t l*d) (i. \V I.Ll.S, Agent 
Belfast, I h e S, ls?4. 
STEAMER 
1 1 Mill run until further no 
\ tioe on and after Monday, 
I h 111 ll US follows 1,C*UV e 
Ml„ -—-, Ihook-vil. \\ a--on’» \Y hurt". ~'m'" ~ ^ for Bellast >*ii Momhr l ue- 
day, Thursday and Friday ut ■ A M. 
i* b: t i it > ■ ^ 
Heave- Belhut loi Brook-vill. on Mondui ami 
Thursday at I ." I’. M and on Wedm-duv and >at 
unlay at < A. M., or on tie- arrival of the Boston 
I'.oats, touching ai t ustine and Isle-boro’ each way 
1 ounitdiug at Brook-v ille with -tage for Sargent 
ille and M-dgwn k on iVi dm-duv and Suturd tv at 
[ 1AM 
Freight Taken at Fair Rates ! 
Tickets nlil liroiiuh In Sargeutville anil Seik 
m irk liy Stagi* 
FARE: 
M-ilgwick Stage to Brooksv iili to Belfast -j ... 
Brook-vilh- to Belfast, $j.o 
Castiiie 
I sle-boro .. 
fustiue 1.) |-|e-horo. 
’• Brook-ville, 
Mage- leave- Sedgwhk i.-l urgent V il!e t.ji 
Brook-ville on Mondu' and fhui-tlay u p ’clock A 
M connect iug through with Boston Bouts return 
ing -ame day from Brook-vilh- at » fV M \ 
-fuge leave- Sedgwick on \\ dm -dav md >aturdav 
nt u A. M returning from Brook-vilh- at l? M ui 
ri s iug at s.-dgwick m-ui: in 1’. M 
I h er 1 -1 e and .-eiigwick passenger-cun on Mon 
dav and Thur.-ilai- have ahout three hour- time n. 
Belfa-t and return to M-iigvs ick at ahout 4 o’clock m 
same day 
Mage leave- Ihirity’s Hotel, "edgwick, at f> A M 
Mage li ;iv. d. "ardent & .soil, Sargentville, at 
h Mi A M. 
W. W. CASTLE. AK«nt. BelfaO 
l-.illast, 1.1-r : Is:, -it : .. 
CORNETS, ALTOS, BARI 
TONES, BASSES, 
Anil :i II Oilier 1 hi in ( I n.-(ru nielli.•». 
Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double 
Basses, ‘“.I • ll Orchestral and Solo Instruments 
Splendid Large Music Boxes, 
Brice- from to .* !oo. 
MO MS \ M> I 11- I < lor the Soldi* i- | he h. -I 
<. I l I A l»S tor < iiiitai play ei In tael mV inn .-icn I 
in-; rum. lit in counmoi u ■. of the h.-st mult-rial 
imported or nianul.u inr- ami of reasonable price-' Al-o all things needed to replact lost parts of in 
-irium nt \ ml in and < .ni ai -iriuc aud all Musical 
Mcrehandi.-e 1' .,r -ah 
.1 « II.XYNKs & ro 
I ‘ell. I ourl Ihm:. ;rt St Horton. 
QUiNINF 
HAIR 
TONIC. 
.Something which has long been 
needed. 
1*.\ •*»• v day we hear Ol some case ol 
paraiy -i-, -opening ot the t rain 01 
some tier-. .as disnrd* r of tlie head re 
suiting from the im ot tiair prepara tioim ontainiug h ad.sulphur, hisugnli 
or other mineral substance equally 
poisonous. 1 hut the use of the.-f pr< 
paral ion- is al\y ays attended \\ it h dun 
ger i- .in undisputed fact, they are d>es 
— and should not be used for dr* 8*ing ihe 
hair. NVIiat has loj»g ih mIi .I i- a preparation 
like Bayolilie, u hich i- u--t a restorer or tty*-, eon 
tains ueitln r bad. sulphur, tusinuth or any minei.,1 
>uhstance whatever. It i- a pure and harmless tom 
dressing, keeps t he hair from tailing out, promises 
its growth, eradicate-, dainlrull. cleanses the scalp, 
i- not greasy or -.tick*, doe not soil ami always 
leave.- a sense of cleanliness and corn tort attained by 
no other preparation ; for its intended purpose* it 
has e\ *-r been eipialh *1. 
Prepared by LliVl D»WF.H, .If Boston Sold 
« \ er\ win r* b\ druggist, .>• *. m«* a bottle. f--\ owl- 
MANHOOD. WOMANHOOD AND 
NERVOUS DISEASES. 
A Book for Every Man. 
[ 1 'I | -U hi i -In d -. tin !•- a body M. dicul Instil ul* 
* ) anew ••-lit.- -li he i- brute.. medieul work u 
til le*l SKI.I Pl{ I > K |; \ ,\ lit in it treat s upon .M v s 
to mu., bow lost, bo" r. gained and ln.w perpetuated, 
fiiuse ami cure -t IvMiAt's'ifii V.VTILITY, I\j 
11,1 1 •« 1 Premature Decline io Man, Sp* rmator 
rlnea, -o' "cminal 1. — * nocturnal and diurmt. 
Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, 
liloomv forebodings, M••nlal Depression, Push ot 
litu rgy Haggard ('ountenanc* < onfu.-iou ot Miud 
and l.nss of Mrtuor Impure State of the Blood, 
and all diseases arising from tin t t:m>RSot \«*i n, 
or tin- indi-eretions or < \c« sse.- of mature ear- 
It is, indeed, a book for e\*r> man, young and 
middle-aged men in particular. ;ou pages, bound in 
beautiful french clot h, illn •: rat -I, pric*- only j 
I Uooi* for E*«*n U'omaii. 
lntitled, >1 \l \i. rin.Mol.t.til 1»1 WOMAN. 
AND HFK 1)IS1. ASl.S; -,r If nan treated o/ I'h: 
s idle gie ally mi'/ /,ath"/"y<r,;/h/,in health and dial io 
from Infonei/ /,< Old .la '■'> pages, bound in beau 
tiful French cloth. W itli tlu very best prescriptions 
for pre\ ailing disea- * l’i it no. 
.4 IKiiol* lor Evrnliofly 
lb< I’eubodx Institute h.o also just pul lishid a 
new book Treating evelu-sivelv of NKKVOls AM' 
MI N I A! i'lM i-l.s, more than two hundred 
r°.val octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, 
bound in substantial urn-din, price $ 
l-.itlu r ot the above book" arc sent by mail to any 
PJlr* * he world, closely -euled, postage paid, on 
r* eeipi o* prie* * >r all t hi books sent to one ad 
dn -s at the same time on receipt of only $4. Here 
is oil*-red o\» r eight hundred and fifty pages ot the 
ablt -t and be-t printed and bound popular medical 
Science and literuturo, on subjects of ital importance 
to all, b»r only $1 -barely enough to pay for mailing. 
It should be borne in mind that these great Medical 
\N orks are published by the ll4Mlir«*l 
I nxtitul4*. an honored iii"t i tut tot:, .-dublished \\ itb 
large tunds for the sole purpose ot doing good 
I hese are, beyond all comparison, the most extra 
ordinarx works on lJh\ siology ever published There 
is nothing whatever that the Married nr single oj 
ntfur can either require or wish to know, but 
what is fully explained, and many matters of the 
most important ami inti resting character are inti.i 
dm-ed, 10 which no allusion rs. n can be found in any 
other works in our language Ail the A etc Dixcov. 
erienoi the author, whose experience is such as prob 
«bl> itev er be lore fell to the lot *4 uiiv man, are given 
in lull. No p* r>on should be without these vulua 
bl* books. 1 lie press throughout the country, the 
ch-rgy and the medical faculty generally highly extol 
these extraordinary and useful works. The most 
fastidious may read them. 
Address the 1*k.ab»i»y ai. l\"iiu tk.No 
1 Bullinch st. (opposite Kevere llnusi j, Boston, Mass 
N. It. The author and consulting physicians can be 
consulted on all the above named diseases, and all 
diseases requiring sku 1 and kxpk ktknck. lyls 
How Handles! How Beams! 
I am prepared to furnish at short notice, any style of Handle that may be wanted, from the best of 
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, first class furn ished m any quantity, at bottom prices. HtFD ATWOOD, \\ iuterport. Me. II ■* Oen’l Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co. 
KIPPERS PA8TlLl5Sk™!*: 
Iharkstow u, Mags. 
